
At home

3653 Tantalus Drive

Honolulu 14, Hawaii

Dear Harry Maude,

Needless to say I am overwhelmed and just bubbling
with joy at your liking my story so much. You and Honor are among
those I hoped to please- after I got the thing written. Before
that I merely wanted to set down something that would give a true
picture- as true as I could conjure up- of ancient Hawaiian life.
My long acquaintance with Mary Pukui has borne fruits, evidently.
To my joy she likes it and so does Martha Hohu, an/iother Hawaiian
standby at Bishop Museum.

I am delighted with your words about being in love with the
beauteous Ala... Because you are telling me that you got into the
lives of my people.

As to how I shall come out finanaially, I don't know. A few
weeks before the story appeared my partner in daring. Bill Ellis,
struggling young publisher, turned to me and said, "There's no money
in this, you know." Evidently no money is made in selling books
unless vast numbers are sold. But I was encouraged the other day
when I dared to ask him how we were getting along . He jjs cheerful
about it. We'll seel He said, "Better than I expected I"

Andrew Sharp's theme surely is in opposition to mine, isn't it.
I have read part of his work, and I'll admit it is convincing.
But I believe that Kenneth Emory has a higher opinion of Polynesian
seamanship, etc. than Adrew Sharp. One time KPE wrote a series of
articles for newspaper printing, called "f'lying Spray". I have occa
sionally urged him to redo them and print in more far-reaching form,
fhey are a splendid study of the nautical ability of the Polynesians.
Perhaps I can still get Emory to redo and republish.

-♦w

In the meantime you must pity poor Adrew Sharp. For I shall be
in contest with him- all unknown to himl

Delightful to hear from you.

I remember well your letter from the Gilbert Islands as to the
migration from one crowded island to another. It was a fascinating
tale. Don't tell me that you cannot write', ^^hy not redo that tale
and publish it. It really happened, and it would make a grand tale.
And you know the significances of each part of the action. I defy
you to do it. I beg you to do it'.

My best to both of you.

To |Ut'"4,®-9Weh»r Circle Marfearet Titcomb
Forrest, A. C. T.
Australia

jIV.
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FREEDOM PRESS, 27 Red Lion St. London WC.I

January, 1957.

Dear Reader,

This is to remind you that your subscription to Freedom
expires(d) with the issue dated....^^ and we
hope you will be letting us have a renewal very soon. If you do
not wish to receive further copies of the paper (and we hope this
is not the case!), will you please let us know by return. Unlike
commercial publishers we do not automatically stop sending the
paper as soon as a subscription expires but of course there is a
limit to the time we can wait for readers to respond. If this letter
is marked FINAL in the top right hand comer it indicates not
only that your subscription is seven months or more overdue
but that as from next week we shall stop sending the paper until
we hear from you.

The continued publication of Freedom depends as much on
its readers as on the voluntary work of the editorial group. At
present we are unable to get Freedom distributed on a national
scale nor are we in a financial position to increase our circulation
through advertising. We rely therefore firstly on the continued
support of our regular readers in renewing their subscriptions each
year but even so our subscription list is not long enough to cover
production costs by about £20 each week. Therefore secondly,
we look to those readers who value Freedom to meet this deficit.
Last year they (we hope you were among them) responded to the
tune of £923 which was some £260 more than for 1955, and
though it was less than we had appealed for, we feel nevertheless
that the growing response promises well for 1957. After all, the
more contributions we receive the better chance we have of
expanding our activities!

The foregoing is the minimum needed to keep Freedom
going as at present. But we want to do more than that. We must
continually aim at reaching new readers, so as to increase the
influence of anarchist ideas. We do as much as we can but it
is little compared with what you, our readers could do if you
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set your minds to it! Each one of you has a circle of friends and
,acquaintances; you probably belong to a Trade Union branch; a
weekly, or even a daily paper, is published in your town in which
some interesting letters are published with the names and addresses
of the writers; you may belong to a debating group or a dramatic
society; occasionally a political meeting is held. And so on.
The opportunities for introducing one copy of Freedom each-
week to a potential new reader are many if only we have just
that little bit of enthusiasm to think about it and act . . . and have
an extra copy to distribute! To assist our readers who feel the
enthusiasm but cannot afford to pay an extra subscription we are
introducing this year what, for lack of a better word, we are calling
Propaganda Subscriptions. For only an extra 6/- a year we will
send them an additional copy of Freedom each week, and on
request a supply of subscription forms with an introductory note
which they can enclose with the copy they distribute to potential
readers.

During the past year we have published in Freedom a number
of contributions from readers who despair of anarchist ideas ever
influencing society. But no idea can grow, however valid it is,
if it remains within a small, closed circle. We appreciate the im
patience of our young friends, who are generally the most critical,
but impatience is not enough. An idea will grow, will spread its
influence in proportion to the effort, the time we are prepared to
give to promote its growth; it will not grow on its own any more
than a paper will fill its own columns or distribute itself!

This is a call to concerted action, modest action perhaps
compared with the problems in the world to-day, but a necessary
step which we are convinced cannot be bye-passed. Will you join
with us in this experiment?

Yours sincerely,

FREEDOM PRESS GROUP.



SUBSCRIPTION & ORDER FORM

To FREEDOM PRESS,
27 Red Lion Street,
London, W.C.I.

£

I wish to renew my subscription to Freedom for a

period of for which I enclose

I wish to take out a Propaganda Subscription in addi
tion to my normal subscription for which I enclose

[Propaganda subs: 6/- 1 year, 3/- 6 months]

Please send introductory letters and subscription
forms

I enclose a contribution to the Deficit Fund of

Please Send:

Freedom Selections, Volume 6* (5/- or $1)

Freedom Selections, Volume 5 (5/- or $)

A set of the first 5 volumes of Freedom Selections at
the special rate of £1 (U.S. $4) the set

*Due March 1957

I enclose cheque/P.O./M.O./cash to cover: Total

Name

Address

(Block letters please)

SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR FREEDOM
1 copy: 1 year 19/- (U.S. $3.00), 6 months 9/6 (U.S. $1.50), 3 months 5/- (U.S. $0.75).
2 copies: 1 year 29/- (U.S. $4.50), 6 months 14/6 (U.S. $2.25).
3 copies: 1 year 39/- (U.S. $6.00), 6 months 19/6 (U.S. $3.00).



Department of Pacific History,
Research School of Pacific Studies,

Australian National University,
Box 4, G.P.O., Canberra, A.C.T.,

11th January, 1957b

RbA. Derrick, Esq., M.B.E.,
FIJI Museum, SUVA, FIJI.

Dear Derrick,

As you will see from the address, I have got tired
of loafing around on retirement and taken on a new Job. I
have only been here a week or so and can't claim to be feeling
at home as yet, being very much In awe of all the great Inte
llects around me and consequently endeavouring to be as tncon-
aplcuous as possible.

My main task, at any rate for some time to come. Is to
be the writing of a regional history of the Central Pacific
(Gilberts, Elllce, Tokelaus, Phoenix and Line) and at the moment
it seems to me that this should keep me busy for at least two
years - maybe longer.

How I wish that I had your gift of memorising detail
and marshalling what is significant into a coherent picture.
My memory fades rapidly so I make endless notes, which wastes
so much time.

/

However this letter Is not to talk about myself but to
say that Dr Donald Johnson, Associate Professor In the History
Department of the University of Hawaii^la returning home on
the next Orient boat and would very much appreciate the oppor
tunity of seeing you during the ship's brief stay in Suva.

I understand that the Orient Line vessel leaves Sydney
on the 25th January and Auckland on the 2ath, so I suppose it
should be In Suva on or about the 31st. But you would know
the exact date and time better than me.

Dr Johnson has been In Australia for some months, v/orklng
on material connected with our financial policies, I believe.
What he would particularly like to see you about, however. Is
to obtain particulars of any source material relating to St.
Julian, Swanston and other early Americans in FIJI. I know
you will help him If you can.

I read somewhere that the Barker collection Is, after
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611, to go to Fiji and wonder where it is to be housed? I
fancy there will be quite a shock when the cases are opened
and an assessment is arade of the condition of the books. But
better an imperfect book than none at all.

I do hope that you will be able to make an annotated
list of the manuscripts in the Barker collection. There are
not many of them, I believe, but what there are could be quite
important. He was telling me about at least two of them that
I. should like to have a peep, at some day.

I hear that Helen ShCels is happy in Fiji: she is a
good worker and very intelligent and should do well if she only
sticks out the setlling-in period, and it seems as if she will.

I hope all goes well with you and yours, and with my
very best wishes for a really good 1957,

Yours very sincerely.

H.E. Maude.

P_j^. Please let me know if you come across anything on the
Central Pacific that I might otherwise miss. There must be
material in Fiji (particularly on Gllbertese labour recruiting)
that exists nowhere else?

r.viy.-
" .;X; •' V.'''



Dear Maude,

FIJI !/IUSEUM,
Suva, 17th January 1957

I was delighted to receive your letter of 11th
January, and to know that you are engaged on such an interest
ing project. I met Miss Sheils within a week or so of my
return from leave in Australia, and in reply to my inquiries
about your welfare she told me something of what you are doing
No-one is better equipped to do it.

I shall look for Dr. Johnson when the Orient
liner arrives at the end of the month, and shall do anything
that is in my power for him.

You are quite v/rong in assuming that I have any
^ but a very ordinary memory; indeed, v/hat I have appears to be
' getting v;orse. In collating historical or other material

I make all notes etc. in bound Journals, with nimibered pages,
and then mechanically digest the lot in card files. I make on
file for facts, opinions and the like, suitably cross-indexing
under related headings; and I have a second card-file for
dates, so as to get events into a time scale, Macaulay could
dispense with any such mechanical aid; but there are few
Macaulays.

It has alv/ays seemed to me that the practice of
making notes on sheets of paper has disadvantages. With
aard-indexed Journals one can find anft reference Quickly,
and collate all related facts or events without trouble.

Coming now to your project, we have in the Fiji
Museum a few papers, given to us by Commander Wm. Burrows,
relating to your area of study. You have probably seen
them long ago; but if, by chance, you have not, I should
be delighted if they can be of any service to you.

They comprise early Law Codes, as follows:-

(i) Ellice Islands, Code of Laws 189U.
(ii) Local laws of Tarawa, 1895-''912
(iiij Old law codes of Pakaofo (Tokelau Ids) I88ii.-1903

(in the vernacular)

(iv) Revised laws of the Gilbert, Ellice and Union Groups
(1916).

You will certainly have (iv), and probably the
others as well; but if any of them will help your project
I geel sure that I can get the Trustees to make them
available.

With every good icaisk wish for 1957, and
for your project. Sincerely yours,



1st Pebi-Tiary, 1957.

Dear T/j?. Maude.' j

After I jot 7our card I made another scout round the market to see if it
had improved in any way since I last tried. It must he all o-f two years -in^e
I previously made tentative enquiries to seo if anyhody would he interested in
buying the stamps.

The best offer I could get was something in the region of one-third fac®
value. As I rememher it you toll me that there was £10C. Australian in value
there. So I suppose that this offer when fimlised would resolve itself into
something between £25. and £30.

I thought it was worthwhile shooting this air letter off to you vmth this
information before actually sending the parcel of stamps. "l have no idea
whether the Australian market is any better or an^-- worse in this respect"^
although my own opinion is that it probably is no better. You then also have
the question of course as to whether holding on would give any improvemeiat."
Here again, I would be doubtful.•

Ar.jnvay I felt in your own interests another few days would not matter ard
if you would like to reply to me on this I will then, if you wish, se^ if I
can finalise at the figure which was ver^^ tentatively quoted to. me, but wh-i ch
I think was a firm one. On the other hand, if you prefer I will pack them
off and send them by sea-mail as soon as I hear from you

I was most interested to read that vou are ciian^r-i v,., i ato Canberra Oddly enough, I havewithin the last' S made a'chSg^
I have not left aviation nor indeed B.E A., but after nine and a half years
of bei^' Sales Manapr I was rather suddenly ana unexpectedly translated to
the otherpide of the Commercial work with the rather grand title of General
pnager Commercial). I am really now back on the sort of work that I used
to do before the war relating to planning, economics and all that. I must
say that one finds oneself a little rusty and the problems have not only clianged
tney have u^appily grown. However, as you yourself would know a change has '
mny attrptpns p..its own right; one does tend to get a bit stale and ever,
bored with the old problems.

I do hope you and your family are well;and I certainly wish you all the
best in your now venture, •> j u,-

7/ith kind regards to Mrs. L!aude and yourself.

Yours

I
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

5rd February, 1957,

Dear Turpin, •

I have not forgotten your two items:-

^ (i) "The Bible at the point of the S year", by G.M. i/iurdoch
and G.E.L. Westbrook; and

(11) "Non-unilinear kin f^roups In the Gilbert Islands", by
Ward H. Goodenough;

and enclose copies of them herewith, together with a third
ms.

(ill) Letter from G.M. Murdoch to dr George''Westbrook of Apia,
* Western Samoa, dated the 6th Noveraber, 1934, giving

a sicetch of his life and reminiscences of his friends
and associates in the islands.

This last I find partloAlarly interesting as it gives
the first biographical account of Murdoch that I have ever .
managed to get hold of.

If you have any criticisms of Ward Goodenough'a paper,
particularly on his conception of the "oo", I should bo most
grateful if you would let me have them. I find it irritating
the way he will not use the standard or'thogi'aphy.

T am now in harness as full-time Senior Research Fellow
in Pacific History at the Australian I^ational University; and
Jim Davidson has cordially agreed to my tackling a Hofilonal
History of the Central Pacific Islands. I'm quite absorbed in
this and can hardly think of anything else these days.

Do please let me know if you co ao upon any manuscript ;
material bearing at all on the subject, nowever indli'octly.
The High Chiefly families both in Dutaritari and Abemama should S
have some records, however scrappy and written on the backs of
envelopes. I am particularly interested in records of the
reactions of the islanders themselves to their discovery by
Europeans and to subsequent contact situations right down to
modern times.

One of th.o Research Students in the Department of Pacific
History, by nairie Gunson, is off on a tour of the Gilberts in the
"John Williams", in T>rder to get the feel of the islands before
writing a thesis on missionaries and their work prior to 1860.

•..0

liij
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So you may see him. I only saw him myself for the first time
In Sydney the day before he left for Fiji, as he was woricinp.in
Melbourne^ but I did succeed in having a brief talk with him
on missionary matters.

I must stop now and pet on with the work (which, I must
admit, is so little ^ike my conception of work that T have to
pinch myself every now and- again to maice sure I'm not dreaming).

The $64 questions are; who was Kinpsmill, after whom the
Group was named (hy whom?), and who was nanuell (Richard), who
commenced the commercial development'of the islands in such a
big way.

Looks like your Rambi idea is off; at least until I finish
my present job, which should take some two years.

Hemember to come up (with family, of course) tfnd stay with
us if you can on your way through on leave (to or from).

Yours ever.

iiifh
U.K. iviaule.
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Dear Turpin,

A3 from; Plat 4, 98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.G.T., Australia,

25th November, 1956.

Your welcome letter arrived a week or two ago and made
me face up to the fact that 1 had not yet carried out my promise
to you about books and papers on the Gilberts.

As a matter ol' fact I have a fairly valid excuse since •
until the middle' of October I was engaged on quite other work
and it is only during the last few weeks that I have been able
to commence putting nty books and records in order preparatory to
starting at Canberra.

T have now nearly completed ray main library catalogue of
some 2,000 author entries, a separate catalogue of material on
the Gilbei't, Ellice, Phoenix, Tokelau and Line Islands, with
about 1,000 entries (this will form the basis of what I hope will
be a*fairly complete bibliography of the Central Pacific), and
a mss. catalopme of some 500 entries.

It doesn't sound very impressive, T guess, but believe me
it has taken a lot of effort and time to compile. At least I
should now be able to start work with some hope of finding things,
which I never could before.

I begin my Job with the Australian National University on .
the Ist January, and am endeavouring to persuade Jim Davidson
(the Professor in charge of the Department of Pacific History) to
let ino try ny hand out with a history of the Central Pacific
Equatorial Islands. But'he has been away in Europe the whole
of this year, so I really won't know my fate until the middle of
December, when he returns.

Miy material on the history of the Central Pacific Islands
is reasonably complete, particularly on King Kalukaua's attempt
to establish a Hawaiian Protectorate over the Gilberts In 1883,
Blnoka's capture of Nonoutl and the sequels, and the Tublteuean
civil war, but on the other hand X can find little on otfier
equally important events such as the King of Butarltari's visit
to the States to petition for an Araerican Protectorate in 1892,
and tho history of the various trading flma (partlculHrly Kandell'a
trading organization throughout the Gilberts in the 18403, 50s and
60s) - and for veTs I hove been working on the origin of the name
Kingstalll, with hardly any result.

Like you I seem to write nothing but shop; but as we are
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both Interested in e^.ch others work I feel that this Is only
natural and properj despite your wife's v5.ew3 (with which mine
agrees). At all events I thoroughly enjoyed reading of your
doings on Butarltari,^ Tarawa and Tablteuea', and it took me right
back to my old days in the islands, when I too used to wander
around as you do now; and avoided headquarters like the blight
it Is.

I see T have noted on a slip of paper that you would like
copies of the following articles

'-(i) "The Bible at the point of the Spear", by G.M* Murdoch
and G.E.L. Westbrook; and

(11) "Non-unillnCar kin groups in the Gilbert Islands", by Wajcd
F. Goodennugh;

so T am having them typed out for you and will send them as soon
as they are finished. I'm afraid that my photostating arrange
ments have become disorganised in the interregnum period between
leaving the Commission and joining the A.N.TJ., but next year there
should be no difficulty. To go to a commercial fine costs the
eerth and the Gitchell w?.ll only copy theli* own material.

As a matter of fact when your letter arrived I was tearing
up some old typescripts on the Oilbei'ts (having since bought the
books themselves). ' It then occurred to me that you might like
to see them, so I. rescued, the sheets from the wastepaper basket
and am sending, in a separate envelope

(i) an extract from John Webster's "The Last Cruise of the
Wanderer" dealing with his visit to Nlkunau, Nonouti
and Tablteuea in 1856; and

(ii) a chapter from H. Stonehewer's "The coral lands of the
, Pacific: their peoples and their products" which also

deals with the Gilberts.

I'm afraid the flr.st is very crumpled but at least you
can read it still, and have it re-typed if yon want to keep it.
I'll not forget to keep anything else of a similar netxire to
send.

As rog.'irds books I am enclosing a list of items which I'm
endeavouring to sell for Mrs Swlnbournc (they belonged to her
husband, recently deceased). If you, or anyone else, would
like any of them let me irnow. I can also send a better cony
of Mrs lidgeworth David's "Funafuti" for 18/- and Mrs R.L.
Stevenson's "Cruise of the 'Janet Nicol'" for 20/-. My own
duplicates are as yet stored away but I will keep you in mind
for first refusal when they are finally unpacked.
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JTou ask about the Rambl idea, I put this up to Jim
before he went into smoke and he seomed quite keen; but the
question is v/hen. T think I "shall have to feel my way at
Canberra first. At present T an not at all sure that I can
stick the rarified academic atmosphere at the TTniverslty for
more than a few months, in which case I shall lepve them and
settle dovm to writing on my own.

S^'.V

How do you go on leave? If through Australia then do
please try to come up to Canberra and. stay With us: you can
look through my material and arrange to have anything copied
that you need. Meanwhile I hope that you'll be able to send
copies of your new Lands Ordinance and the book of Instructions
that you are preparing to go with It.

Wishing you all the best, and hoping very much to meet
you again before too long.

Yours very sincerely.

p.%-
H.K* Maude.
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90 Arthur Circle,
Porreat, A.C.T.,

3rd Pobruory, 1957,

Thonic .you ever so rauch for the history of the C.S.R#,
which I duly retrieved from the frosit desk of Anf^us and
Kohertson*

It is Indeed a massive tome, but well got up and v;lth
excellent illustrations. I X'ead through the chapter on Pljd,
there and then and found little enough to cavil at though I
think it is too eulogistic. After all there are serious
problems with the cane producers to be faced but thece are
glossed over. Curious, because to the impartial'observer'
it is the producers, rather than the Company, who arc being
too often unreasonable.

I have taken the liberty of sendinp you-a little some
thing which T. originally got for you round about the New Year;
only the family pinched It and everybody wanted to read it.
It just caught tny fancy as being a book that might interest
you: though on the other hand you must surely already have it
as you seem to get, or at least to read, most everything.

I have not at all forgotten your kind offer to act as
a Mitchell scout and have already made out a list of one or two
items which are bothering me. No one could do this work as i
you can - I tested you out with the brig "Elizabeth" and you
found me the Information I wanted in under five minutes flatJ

But before I send any query on I will see whether T had
not better come down again myself in the course of the next few
weeks; in which cese I shall hope to soo you there.

. ,,V,

'• f* - ^ .-A'*'

I am really sorry I missed you this last time (except for
the* blfliief chat in the library) but I got frightfully busy and
engroasedt next visit I shall have things under.better control.
I am beginning to find my way about the rvTltcholl at lft.st, and
as a result am finding all sorts of material that I never knew
existed.

Randell, However, still remains a mystery: by the way,
his name is spelt "ell" and hot "all" and his Christian name is
Richard, which should give a lead. TTnfortunatoly I didn*t
know this when T was down last.

Again many thanks, and hoping to see you again soon.
Fai^aps Helen and you would have lunch v/lth me (though Helen^

'i
T .
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I know, doesn't care to go out mUch except to Princes).

Yours veiT" slnoorely.
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Harry Maude,

'- ' This rattle-brain completely
forgot that you have left a fortune here with

r mo. I have just paid myself Three Dollars
($3.00) for the bock, pn geraniums. I hope I

! "have not puzzle'4-''ypii-\t'oo long.

'O- \ %• li:<<'̂ Ji|-*3tol:y'that^^op were so kind
N_J ^ id re. I am having lots of" fbn with it. I have

sent a few copies to old friends, and sold some
to other friends. All of them are polite as

^ ceui,be.. One says ought to be a classic",
y ' '̂ Sb it ought- but it isn^tl -^Another says,

"Every man, woman and child in Hawaii should
^ read it.'^—. Some wilLd^piJLt,, I fear I But

^ \-~^ '̂ you". can see that it is flih." ~-And.Tidien sonBone
, says - especially a Hawaiian friend- says that

it is written from the inside, I ajn deeply
pleased.,,

I wish I could tell you and Honor, both
of you breathless I am sure, what the next one
will be. It is all written. 5!he editor may
cruelly put in a few more commas, or delete some.

r'l' but...

But I'll never achieve the success of one

'̂ jv . gal who wrote a book about Micronesian missions
^ H-L ^ Wi. 4 ak M ak ak.k M **«<• <* Aw A aand inspired an anonymous friend to donate $50

thousand dollars to that work I That is fantastic I
Yours in all gaiety.•V

a.l ' •
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Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,

Box 4, G.P.O., Canberra, A.G.T.,
9th Pebruax'y, 1957,

Dear Miss McQheakie,

I am so sorry I-didn't raanage to get in touch with you
personally during ray all too brief visit to Sydney but at first
I couldn't locate you (I had long since lost your telephone

,number) and when I- eventually got In touch with Nancy I was so
teri*lbly rushed that iahe kindly offered to arrange things herself,

Thank you ever so much for doing the typing - and all so
well too, I corrected through the one you had difficulty with
the handwriting - Murdoch's naraes of people and places are hard
to decypher unless you know thera - but left the cards and the
other two items as they were: they looked 0,K, even if they were
not, so I sorted thera all into the drawers with my fingers firmly
crossed#

I've Just come to the conclusion that I'm a corard »• because
I left you the hardest and most embarrassing part of the whole
show to do unaided, i,e, to decide ho.w much you should charge -
and also a niggard - in that through my deliberate action you of
course charged me leas than I should have dared to suggest myself.

But there I did it and I'm not going to double your modest
suggestion (as one has sometimes to do with Ida) because I'm
reasonably broke at the moment and could not afford to pay the
present Iniquitous commercial rates in any case (except by inatal-

^menta over a long period). But thanks ever so much All the same
f^ar'id if you ever want any more cards at the same rates you are
'welcome to them.

And then perhaps (as you will agree I'm still morally"*^^'
indebted) you will come out to lunch with me "next time" - an^
not at Lorenzini, which is getting so crowded these days, but
possibly at the nice Italian place at the other end of Elizabeth
Street,

Yours sincerely.

P,S» I would have written long ere this but unfortunately I gave
one startled look at your name, which you wrote on the parcel but
nowliera else, and then tore it off for safe keeping so that I could
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spell it when the need arose; and its kept safely all rlpht, only
I can't find where. And I cannot remember how it went except that
it was unlike anything I had conjectured before and certainly far
different -to what Nancy had told me. So T lay awake for nights
hoping inspiration would come from my aunconscious (where the correct
spelling is firmly filed away); but as it hasn't please forgive my
best actempt - and do you know, the more I look at It the more it
looks right. And you never gave me any address; but here I've
used ray brains - and a telephone book.

Si!
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Mr. H.Ew Hiauii*

Professor J.W, Davidson • - t.

•z,•. <--'• ;• %• ^'S •'•:

20th February, 1957v ; ,. -if-
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PROGRESS REPORT - (1) ; 1.1.57-15.2.57

" .'1, : .'j*'' •- •i* >»,

It. i'. >i .

The following Progress Report is sulnaitted with a view to keeping
. . ' ^ you advised of the present status of ay work prograime and seeking your. k'̂ 5^V advice on, and approval for, proposals for future developments.

•^v.,

-

2. Since assuming duty at the Dnlvorslty on the 1st January my
work has fallen Into three main phases:-

i. an Initial period of settling in, arrangii^ books and files and
preliminary reading, to the 14th January;

1

•> • •?
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11.

ill.

Just over tea days in Sydney colloctlng references and material,
particularly on the period of European discovery In the Central
Pacific, from the 15th to the 26tb January; and

the present period, during which I have been engaged In completing'
references, workit^ through the Petherlck Bibliographies in the
National Library, studying the identifications of Islands dis
covered by the early Spanish explorers, and working out the beat
method of attacking the various sections of ray contemplated
regional history.

Mistorv of Pltcalm Island

3. After discussion with you prior to my departure for New Zealand
It bad been my Intention to commence work by re-writing my essay on Pltcalm
history in the light of the new material discovered since the proliminary
draft was produced, the idea being to feel my way into historical research
by completing something already begun (and a work of leas formidable
dimensiona than the regional history).

4. I must admit, however, that within a few days of my arrival
In Canberra I got ao immersed in certain preliminary research for the
i'*gi<»wl history that I realized, from peat experience, that to breakaway
whlia absorbed in an area and period would only serve to irritate and
frustrate. Furthermore, I have found ccmditions hero (at least in the
Department of Pacific llistory) so unexpectedly conducive to research and
study that 1 am now quite confident of being able to coi^}lete my major
thesis without any preliminary lead-in period. I know full well, however,
that 1 can easily work myself to a temporary standstill on any one subject;
and this will be the time when 1 can best resume work on the Pltcalm
paper, for which 1 am of coarse collecting references and data as I go.
The new material should add about half as much to its present length and
I estimate that it will take six weeks to complete, at least three of
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which would have to be spent in the Mitchell Library, where aost of the data is
located (s«&e in ns. form, e.g. the Kobbs letters).

Regional nistorv of the Central Pacific

5. In view, therefore, of your approval in principle of ny conoencing work
on a Regional Ilistory of the Central Pacific Islands, of which you received a
very preliminary synopsis with my letter of the lith November, 1 have gone straight
ahead on this project and as a result have now collected all references required
for completing the work (probably well over 1,000, though I have not counted).
This is not to soy that a number more will not turn as a result of working on
these, but I are no longer engaged on a deliberate search for new material.

6. The references, which are either filed on cards (by island groups and
author) or on uniform paper slips, relate to four classes of material:-

i.

ii.

lii
• vTr •'

• fj; '.la' iv.

in my own library (fortunately the largest class);

accessible in Canberra;

in the Mitchell, Fisher or other libraries in Sydney; and

presumably only available in England (or in a few cases the United
States, Hawaii or Europe).

•K .

1 must confess ray absolute ignorance of library holdings in Melbourne and other
Australian cities (other than Canberra and Sydney), though I uikierstand that
Adelaide is particularly rich in German material. Furthermore, X have found no
index of Australian serial holdings, other than Pitt (which is out-of-date and,
in any case, concerns only scientific periodicals).

7. I am now engaged in preparing a list of iteaw in class (iv) which
appear absolutely essential to the work (all, I think, will be articles or news
paper pars., and not books), with a view to photocopies being obtained from
abroad. In order to save tine it would seen best for ne to obtain then privately
and at my own expense, but I should greatly appreciate your advioe on ways and
means.

Potherick bibliotiraphiee

8. The manuscript Petherick bibliographies in the Natiooal Library haww
been of considerable assistance in filling in the blatdc spaces in what were
already fairly complete lists of references. Entries in these have been examined,
and where not already known, copied, covering the whole Central Pacific area,
but I have still to work on cortain subject sections, notably missions (in \diioh
Petherick was particularly interested), labour trade and Bully Hayes. At a guess
there is about four more days work here, and in ekinmii^ through the sections
relating to adjacent areas, such as the Marshall Islands.
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3.

9» Edward Augustus Petherick was ono of those industrious occontrics
with a llfetine passion for collecting: in his case references to places and
events. Fortunately for research he had a positive flair for missing most
of the main references (such as one would normally come u{jon in any course of
reading) while recording those, e.g. in continental periodicals, which we
might well miss. In addition, it seems evident that he must have taken a
special interest in the less documented Pacific grouis, such as the Phoenix
and Line Islands. In brief, I feel considerably indebted to him, for by
working through the files of such Journals as the Nautical Magazine, R.G.S.
Proceedings, Bulletin of the Geog. Soc. Paris, etc., he has alone saved weeks
of tedious devilling.

Present position end nroposals

10. The present position then is that I have ca^lotod the collection
of references and have worked out the general lines of attack on the project
as a whole (at least in my own mind). It seems to mo, after considerable
cogitation, thati-

'J-

i. the study can be worked out on a more regional basis than in my
first draft to you, which worried me in that it appeared to be
developing into five Group Histories with only a tenuous inter
relation; and

11. it can best be written in the form of a series of separate subject
studies, which can later, with only minor changes, be adigited for
publication in book form as a connected Regional History.

Since the subject matter thus fortunately lends itself to separate
treatment I feel that, for a variety of reasons and in particular my own
prerarious position on the University staff, it would be best to set to work,
as rapidly as possible, on a series of monograph studies, in article form, to
be later tKrought together as a book. Subject to your views, therefore, I
would suggest that for ths next few months I should concentrate on completing
three main taskst-

I. The disoovery of the Central Pacific;

II. whaling on-the-line; and

111, the guano trade.

I should be ready to coaswnce on the first of these as soon as 1 have coo^leted
the oolleetiom of data and final checking of referonoos in the Mitchell Library,
An extended synopeia of the proposed treatment ia atteobed, for your considera
tion.

12. Permleelon le accordingly 8<x:ght to spend aporoximatoly ten deye
fren Monday next working in Sydney and, on my return, to prepare the above-
mentioned paper on European discovery. An early visit to Sydney is also
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necessary to check through library holdings In ay class (Iv) reference
lists before ordering any material from abroad; and also to obtain certain
charts not procurable locally.

Miss Ida Lesson

13. It might not be out of place hoz*e to mention that Miss Ida Leeson,
whom you know well, is anxious to undertake any specific assignments involv
ing factual documentary research in Sydney, at quite reasonable rates. She
has, as you are aware, a knowledge of documentary source material and how to
locate it which is probably unrivalled In Australia and I have been very
pleased indeed with the various jobs she has done for me. Rmcently, for
example, she obtained for me (from the Bonwick Transcripts) certain Informa
tion about the movements of the brig "Elizabeth" in 1809 in leas than 10
minutes work, whereas it could have taken me hours. She is at present work
ing on the Australian Encyclopaedia, but I think only on a part-tiaae basis.

History of Ccmimercial Develonment in the Pacific

14. I am deliberately keeping this subject in cold storage pending a
decision on my future on the part of the Univorsity authorities, as there is
little use my commencing any serious work on it unless there is a prospect
of my being permitted to continue and cosiplete it. A certain amount of
preliminary clearing of the docks has, however, been undertaken, e.g. 1 am
now reasonably assured of access to the records of Bums Philp, Carpenters
(including, I am hoping; On Chong) and the British Phosphate Commission and
have followed up the disappearance of the records of Henderson and Macfarlane
and Grice Suraner (of Maiden) to the extant that I am now sanguine that they
can be located when required. There is, I em convinced, a vaat untapped
treasury of source material in Sydney and Malbourna alone but several weeks
would be required to make a preliminary survey.

.p..

Senior Research Fellow

* JfVw
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awakening of interest in history of Pacific exploration

of recent years, and several works have been published wholly or partly

on the subject. But whether these are intensive area studies, e.g.

Henderson, or syntheses, e.g. Bcaglehole, they have all neglected the

Central Pacific.

Reasons for neglect: econoalc uniiaportnnce, etc. Shared by

the discoverers thenselves, who in general found the islands uninviting.

Official ignorance exei^ilified by nisleading statements on

discovery in Government publications.

Yet the last war brought this area for almost the first time

into public notice, as of possible strategic importance, and the sub-

•equent development of commercial trans-Pacific aviation routes has kept

it there.

This new iflg)ortance has led to international disputes on the

ownership of Central Pacific Islands that had lain untenanted for decades

and, as claims are being based at least in part on priority of discovery,

the tracing of the pattern of exploration and the identification of the

islands discovered assumes a certain practical importance as well as

solving historical questions which call in any case for tidying up.

1. The Spanish period : 1520-1606

Discussion of general and special considerations. Difficulties

of identifioaticm caused by absence of longitude observations and accurate

means of measuring distance run. Latitudes also often approximate only.

Reliability of records. Practice of reaching latitude and running along

jrY:
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Advantage of personal knowledge of islands in aiding identification.

^ovafte of Magellan t 1520. Special difficulties in identifying San

.r / ^'sblo and the Isla de Tiburones - conflicting positions given in original

•' sources - suspicious reliability of the Albo log - aeagre description -

>x'. '•>: .' . >v ^

wA;;;-:'% .Stiditional doubts raised by Nunn. Viswa of other authorities. Reasons

. 'or tentative identification with MaIden and Jarvie.

1 //>(2) Vovanes of Gri.lelva and Alvarado : 1537, Consideration of various

• ^V • i I^ii _J I r» «. •* _ r\_ r\^.»¥t\ nnrl a 1imTtr<k T9Aff\*a ^f[i Qccounts given by Herrorai Argensola, Do Couto end Galvano. Reasons for

holding that Grijalva never entered area and that bis crew sighted no

land between South Aaerice and Papua. Alvarado, however, certainly didt

•v<-

find his island of Acoa is, with a fair degrs* of probability, Cbriatoaaa.

0"d his Isla dos Pescadores one of the Gilberts and, wost probably,

-"f--:- Nonouti. Significance of the nail discovered by Msndatia in the Harsballs.

(3) First voyage of Mendafia » 1567. Problem o' the Isla de Jesus -

= latituds - reasonably good description. Posfitbilitlea Nanuaea;; Mui,

V' Nukufetau, Funafuti, Nukulaelae, Reasons for eliwinating all but Nui
jyif' .jS • "p. •;
Jvy. , • and Nukufotau. Discussion of views of Lord Awherst and Woodford and

-V,

conclusion that Mendaha must have discovered Wukufetau.

Solitaria with Niulakita ttom description find position. Bearing of

this on identifioation of the first San Bemsdo with Pukapuka - reasons

i • '®*' rejecting previous identification with Manihiki, based on description

(4) Second vovago of Mondana ; 1595. llendanfi'a route froM the Marquesas »

accuracy of latitudes given by Quiros. Confidence tn identification of

distance rune Not Gente Reraofla^ mm Hartwr allegw*
' ; ' 'K-jr •
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;•'••.Cs) Voyago of Quiroa ; 1606. Route taken from the Tucmotus. Reasons for
;s,.

r\ ' holding that the second San Bemado was Suwarrow and again not Manihiki -

t"f • description of island. Discovery of Peregrino or Gente Hermosa - almost

certainly Olosonga - contrary view of Bumey, Hartzer, Meinicke, Becke
I • -

:: - and its unsoundness. The inhabitants and what became of them.

Route taken by Quiros on leaving Espiritu Santo. Discovery
•vy- ...wr,

o' Bu«n ViajG and its identification with Little Mekin. Confirmatory

^ ^ V views of Hartzer and Morison.

- ' V • ••r%'' ^ V-'- - •tj'j". •'•" •*-• ' . v . - "

' **8? showing knowls^e of the Central Pacific at the end of the

period of Spanish discovery. Discoveries made were, however, of no

value to subsequent navigators owing to inaccessibility of Spanish records
' -rnv •"A- 'Ir

-''̂ V ••' • recent years. In any case absence of longitudes, inaccuracy of
M..,-:-'- "3^ - s latitudes and vagueness of description made them useless for navigational

• Cy':* purposes. Identification of the discoveries had necessarily, therefore.
^ ' } . ••••;<•

.s-'ir await availability of the accounts of each voyage and accurate charting

y Pacific. Only discoveries sufficiently certain to count as such

8re Nukufetau, Niulekita, Olosenga and Little Makin.

^ . •• A'>' \ *
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Department of Pacific History,
Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,

21st February, 1957,

ulr Edouard A. Stackpole,
Curator, uystic Seaport,
Marine Historical Association, Inc.,
MySTIC, Connecticut, U.S.A.

Dear Mr Stackpole,

Some weeks ago I discovered, to ray shame, a letter from
you which was written ages ago but v/hich, so far as I can asoertahp
has never been answered. '

It arrived, as far as I can Judge at this date, when I was
away on one of my protracted tours in the islands and ray then Sec
retary put it in a file labelled "Phoenix Islands: History of the"
where, as she evidently forgot to bring it up to me on my return,
it has lain ever since.

Unfortunately I was not at that time, and indeed until
x'ecently, concerned with Pacific history; so had no occasion to
consult this particular file.

Recently, however, I left the active field of organizing
scientific research connected with the islands and have taken on
the position of Senior Research Fellow in Pacific History at this
University. Presently I am engaged on writing a regional history
of the Central Pacific Islands (Gilbert, Ellice, Tokelau, Phoenix
and Line Groups); an area in which I lived for nearly 30 years.
Hence the taking out and dusting of my old historical records.

I am, of course, very willing to exchange any historical
material concerning the Phoenix Islands with you. But I cannot
conceive that I possess anything that you do not: your locality
and not mine is the place for making discoveries in the early
history of the Phoenix Islands, and if I could get some foundation
to grub-stake me I should be right among your whaling log-books
myself, for no subject interests me more th all the hi3toi*y of the
Islands.

I enclose a working list of references to the Phoenix and
Line Islbnda which I compiled in 1941, or thereabouts, for what
It is worth. Probably today I could add some 50 acjditional items
- mostly covering references In the Journal of the Geographical
Socity, the Nautical Magazine, and the like - and I should be very
glad to do so if you think It would be any use to you.
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I see that in a list of vuicaecked references I made recently
for another purpose I have noted

(1) Discovery of the Starbuck Group; aussi Recif, lies Lopez,
Tracy, Oeno, New Nantucket, Granger, etc. by the whaler
"Lopez" - Nouv. Annales des Voyages. Snd ser. IV (XXXTV),
p.142. Avril, 1827.

(ii) Discovery of Hull Island by the U.S. "Dolphin", Capt.
Perceval, 7th June 1826 - Paulding, Cruise, 1831; Montemont
Voyages, 1834, v.XVI, p.471.

(lii) Reconnaisance dalles Phoenix et Sydney par Capt. Tromelln,
12 et 13 Lai, 1828 - Journal des Voyages, 1829, v.XLII,
pp.41-42.

(iv) Account of Phoebe Island, 1843. By Henry Poster, in the
Sussex barque, Capt. George Hammer - Nautical iviapazine,
Feb., 1854, pp.111-12.

(v) Holland or Rowland Island, sighted by Captain Eldridge of
the American barque "Amazon", Jan. 16, 1859, and by Capt
ain George E. Netcher in the "Isabella", 9th Sept., 1842
- Nautical Magazine, Aug., 1860, pp.444-46.

These were taken from a not always reliable source. I doubt,
too, if the French "Voyages" are to be found in Australia, though
I can get phfitirecopies from France, and shall probably do so,if
the references give sufficient and correct detail.

I am also enclosing an article I wrote myself on the
Phoenix - it may amuse you for an hour in the evening even though
I gather you are not interested in the Group after 1840. I have
written other items on the Phoenix if you would like them.

In return I should be moat grateful Indeed if you could
let me have particulars of the actual discovery of each of the
islands (including, if possible, Rowland and Baker). T attach
some rough notes I made on the subject to aid memory in a talk,
from which you will see how little I know.

Again apologizing for not having written long ago, and
hoping that you are still Interested in the subject (I an singuioe-
from your letter, that you are).

Yours sincerely.

R.E. Maude•
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1Tly»tic jS^eaport
^iS^^entui^i coaat-ai village recreated bj»^artf<g A^j^ociation. Inc.

I yu o\ Connecticut

Mr. Harry Conmiss^-
South Pac:}' ^alia
Sydney, A^>

Dear Mr.

9 August 9, 1954

be glad 10 excise
found.

for over a paciL^®®" engaged in a research program into
the early whici^ Islands. This has led to a number of
interestiiJ^ resets, ^gmen of Ab,^® •''̂ ® determining of the original
discoveri#® ®bica and England.

group of tHowever, on^^ j refer has its original discovery shrouded
by the ^^fte that the Phoenix Group. The names of the
several Wilkeg ^^halemen were first to come upon theo,
nnd you recall whio^ Reynolds had notations given them by
"Uie whaleaJJ®'̂ ' giving ers saw +u IJi^cate the whalers were among these is
lands befi?^®

notes On <Have you a^ material Phoenix Group before 1840? I would
exchange sP^ < have mcovered for whatever you may have

to you. S

isco the
to Museum at Honolulu has referred me

will look 'Reiving a letter from you.

Sincerely,

£cp(c^<//A
Edouard A. Stackpole
Curator

EAS:gj
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Miss E. I/*oodle Heddle,
Lon^nnans Crreen and Co,, Limited,
605 - 611 Lonsdale Street,
wiELBOUlifjE, C,l« Victoria,

Dear Kiss Moodie Heddle,

I® Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C«T.,

^^let February, 1957,

• ; / '»,4

I was highly flattered to hear, from your letter of the
7th February, that Sister v:ary Gwen, for whom I have an admiration
akin to hero worship, would be interested in using my contemplated
history for one of her inimitable simplifiestions. I have long
regarded her booklets as bearing the hall-mark of genius and T am
quite sure that anything condensed by her could only be greatly
improved; like some of the articles in the "Readers Digest".

However, I am sorry to have to say that both Sister Mary
Ghiren and I will be a good deal older before she can set to work
on this project. It is true that I have had the writing of such
a history very much in nind, and on my conscience, for some years
past; indeed most of ray 14fe has been a more or less conscious
preparation for the task.

But I felt that a lifetime spent in active work in the
various Pacific territories, although valuable, was not enough
preparation: it should if possible be followed by a few years
spent in the rigorous discipline of historical research to really
fit one for the job.

Hence I have joined the Australian National University
as Senior Research Fellow in Pacific History with a view to
spending say three years on detailed studie s of various aspects
of Pacific Islands history that particularly interest me. At
present I am engaged in wi'ltlng a regional history of the Central
Pacific Islands, but imagine -that you would not be interested in
publishing such a book? Despite the fact that a member of your
own family has written - and written well - on one part of the
areal

Nevertheless, if I am in Canberra on the 6th March and
Mr Bush cares to get in touch with me I should bo glad to see
him: much water has flowed since we last met. The difficulty
is that I aiQ leaving on Sunday next, the 28th, for about 10 days
work In the Mitchell Library, I should be back by the 5th or
6th but cannot be sure; so much always depends on where one^s
leads lead. Perhaps Mr Bush would ring Mrs Matthews, the
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Secretary to the Departaient of Pacific Illatory at the A.N.TT.
(lei. U0422 - Extn. 314), who will know my raovementa and, if I
am in Canberra, put him on to my phone number.

_ ifc should transpire that T am still in Sydney, and Mr
Bush is going on there, perhaps he could ring me at my home in
Wahroonga (Jva4D0) or at the Mitchell?

Ib.is is all presupposing that he still wants to have a
talk despite my explanation that I am not engaged in, or Immed
iately contemplating, the writing of a general Pacific history.

In any event I hope that you will come and see us when
you visit Canberra yourself in May. But why should Longmans
Green be wanting a history of the Pacific Islands: I thought
thiit Gardiner had written you one?

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely.

11«E. Maude.

• , c,'

V '



fables: Miscellany,
^ Melbourne. Telephone: liU 2845

eCongmans Qreen & Go.
(Incorporated in England)

j3f eCitlie—Gollins St., TfleHjourne, Q^
605-611 Lonsdale 3t.

Representing

Messrs. Browne H Nolan, Ltd., Dublin.

Trade and Business Manager:

S. E, BUSH.

mef. M„v.NP.

H.E. Maude, Esq.,,
National Universit;?-,
CANBERRA.

Dear Mr, Maude,

HISTORY OP THE PACIPIC

Educational Manager:
Kliss E MOODIE HEDDLE

M.A., Dip. Ed.

^ 7th, 1957.

We have just been talking to Si^.
she has in progress and planned. She k
are working on a Pacific history and th^-f^^ toiS^
or has in mind to ask, if she may be all_ ^
completed, to use it as the basis for a asked you,
of the Pacific for islanders to read in +u'^Plii:>. this is

^®d history
We are interested in this idea p, ®^hools,

publish her little books; but we are mopg^^, qq
of your work. Have you settled on a pubi.know, we
for a first option on your book? "^^shej, ®sted in hearing

might vie ask
I do not expect to be in CanbetJj^

of May and hope It may be possible to hpt-?-,
there, if you are not away. Mr, Bush ® yon last week
passing through about March 6th. Perhs-K^lll ^"^hile I am
word with you then about your work and he however, be
If so, would you be kind enough to let lu'^tght have a
get in touch with you when he arrives ir^ p,^how ^ Gwen's idea?

^hbpv.^^®re he might
?

Yours sincere)^
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Department of Pacific History,
Research School of Pacific Studies,

Australian Nstional University,
Canberra, A.CoT»,

23rd February, 1957,

Mr J•D* Earnahav,
16 Lord Street,
Roseville. Sydney.
New South tVales#

' "T" -I

f''**' I-• *-
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Dear Ur Earnshav,

The other day, while workinf: through a file of 1945
Pacific Island jjaonthlies, I came across a request by you for
Information concerning William 0. Cunningham, who has at times
been identified as the "Dr Long Ghost" of luclville.

I expect that by nov/ you will have found out all you
want about this person* If not, however, and you are still
Interested, I think that you might be able to obtain a few
leads by writing to Mr R. Gilson, Research Fellow in Pacific
History, of this University*

Mr Gilson has been specializing in the history of Samoa
and the Cook Islands and I have heard him more than once speak
of Cunnlnghani coming out from England to Rarotonga as a
carpenter-tradesman for the L.M*S«, hla fall from grace there
and his subsequent appointment as Acting Consul at Apia,

Cunningham*s orbit lies Just outside the area I am working
on at present, but I have heard enough about him to realize
that he must be a moat interesting character.

Yours sincerely.

j&Ih.
H.E, Maude*

IV'.»

r. •
i
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Cabjes: Miscellany,
Melbourne,

Telephone: MU 2845

cjCongmans Qreen & Go. jCimited

Trade and Business Manager:

S. E. BUSH.

Tief. EMH/HMS

(Incorporated in England)

j3« JCittic Golltna (S<u TTlelbourne, G.i
605-611 Jonsdale Street,

Representing

Messrs. Browne & Nolan, Ltd., Dublin.

Educational Manager:

Miss E. MOODIE REDDLE

M.A., Dip. Ed.

February 26, 1957

H. E. Maude, Esg.,
98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.

Dear Mr. Maude,

Thanks for your prompt answer to my letter. Mr. Bush
will be in Sydney during this week and next, and we shall
ask him to telephone your home number (JYv II+60) in the hope
of raising you there. If not, he may be able to get in touch
with you in Canberra when he arrives there.

I am most interested in the news you send of your present
activities. It is true that we are about to publish Lyndsay
G&rdiner s PACIFIC PEOPLES, but, nevertheless, we should be
interested in considering anything you propose to publish of
your own on the area.

I suppose by your reference to a member of my own family
you mean Tom Dunbabin? I have always thought his historical
writing good if somewhat dull - but SAILING THE WORLD'S EDGE
is, perhaps, his least ponderous effort,'

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

' •.*!*/ c. ,vrt ' ' -.... I'k
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nev, Stuart Craig,
Livingstone House,
42 Broadway, Westminster,
LONDOH, '.1. England.

Dear Mr Craig,

98 Arthur Circle,
Poxrast, A.C.T.,
Australia,
11th i.larch, 1957

iTOTc ;
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I am Indeed mo?t grateful to you for so kindly sending we
a copy of your "Between two Miracles", which I have read through
with the greatest of Interest. I find myself in happy agreement
with nearly everything you say, and must congratulate you not only
on producing a most readable account of the work of the L.M.S. in
the Islands, but also on the way in which you have succeeded in
getting to the heart of the problems which the Church in the South
Pacific la up against today.

I see tht>t the Closed Districts Ordinance is still in force
in the Ellice Islands: I have often wondered about the ethics of
this enactment but am inclined to think, as you do, that the matter
should be left in the hands of the people of each island, without
persuasion from either Mission or Government.

I do hope that the L.M.S. will find it possible to provide
a resident missionary for the Ellice Islands before long. I know
th> t past attempts to station a raissionhry in the Group have not
proved successful, but conditions generally have improved since
those days.

'/our historical preface to the chapter on the Gilbert and
Phoenix Islands containsa few minor errors: Mendana could not have
visited the Gilberts in 1567, or at any time, though he did touch
at one of the Ellice Islands (probably Nukufetau). And only one
of the Gilberts - Nikunay - was discovered by a British naval
officer (In 1765).

I was very interested to lenrn that Captain Gilbert's
nephew was a Director of the L.M.S., and must mention this In my
history.

Your stoi^ of the turtle is not, I think, apoci*yphal: It
must have happened more than once. I remember walking along the 1
beach at Nlkunau one Sunday and finding a turtle on its back gasDincz
with the heat of the sun on its unprotected under-side. But when
I protested at the cruelty at the next village - Rungata - I was
told that nothing could be done to put the animal out of its misery
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until the followinp- day. As I think you sufr,G-est, the whole
problem Is a relic of the Importance placed on tabus In the
pagan religious system: for a long time to come the more legal
istic features associated with Christianity will undoubtedly
appeal to the islanders as having an Importance hard for us to
understand.

I was rather amused to see that the old controversy about
the possible removal of Rongoronpo Is still on the agenda; I
doubt If any uprooting would prove a success at this late stage
of development, but feel that Morlkao might well be strengthened
progressively at the expense of Rongorongo.

The Churches in the Islands have some difficult tasks
ahead of them today: modern materialism is a more insidious
danger than the old pagan religion, which could be fought out In
the open.

I wonder how you found out my new address in Canberra?
As you did, you probably also know that I have joined the Australian
National University for a period, with a view to writing a regional
history of the Central Pacific (i.e. the Gilberts, Ellice, Tokelaus,
Phoenix and Line Islands).

I am, needless to say, still moat interested In the work of
the mission, particularly In the Central Pacific, and hope to be
able to give an adequate account of mission development in my
book. Would it be possible for me to have a copy of the latest
decennial report of the Gilbert Islands mission, for which I would
gladly pay?

Again thanking you for your kind thought in sending me your
book. if I can succeed in writing one so interesting I shall be
content.

Yours sincerely.

-

' H.E. Maude.
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LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY
(Established 1795)

General Secretary; Rev. Maxwell O. Janes, B.A., B.D.

Telephone : LIVINGSTONE HOUSE,

WhItehaJI 4541 (3 lines) 42 BROADV/AY,
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C»T»,
Australia,
11th March, 1957.
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Thank you for your kind letter on my recent retirement
from the Western Pacific High Commission service. I had, I
must confess, some misgivings as to whether I was doing the
right thing, as I could have stayed on for at least another
five years and was offered one or two rather tempting positions.

I think, however, that I have probably done right; there
ere many far better qualified for adrairilstratlve responsibilities
than I am, but few with more Interest or longer experience in
the region Itself. It seemed best, therefore, to leave while
I was still capable of further work and devote ray retirement
to research and writing on the High Commission territories,
where I spent 30 very happy years on 67 Islands.

'-"a J: V '•

b '" •• •' •'

Si.;'.

In my present position as Senior Research B'ellow in
Pacific History at the Australian National University I am
given a vei*y free hand as regards the scope of my work. At
present I am engaged on a regional history of the Central
Pacific Islands, which may be of some interest - and even of
practical value - to the High Cotamlssion.

This Is all leading up to aay that if there are any
special problems requiring research - historical or other -
I hope you will not hesitate to let me know, as I feel certain
that the University would be very willing to let me undertake
them without charge to the Commission. I have already done
some work for both the Australian and New Zealand Oovornmenta.

I too hope that we may mefct at some future datei
please ring rae should you come to Canberra at any timoi

His Excellency John Outch Esq., C.Fi.O., 0_
High Commissioner for the Western Peolflc,

Oovernraent House, Honiara.
British Solomon Islands Protectorate.

7 •'

i •
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On your retirement from the servera
of the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony and
the South Pacific Commission I should like to fSonv
you for your many years of untiring service rr^
peoples of the Colony and the South Pacific a«S 2
add my own tribute to those already paid yoi

May I offer to you and Mrs* Manrta
good wishes for your retirement ? I am soSS ?? ... t
have not had the opportunity of meeting yon v^$
hope that perhaps our paths may cross some
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H«E. Maude Esq., O.6.E.,

2 Netherby Street,
WAHROONGA. N.S.W, AUSTRALIA.
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THE r.ISSIOKARY SI3T1CR3 OF THE SOCIETY OF KAiiY.

Pacific Training Centre,
5-;-,Billyard Avenue,

JW 3064. I-iarch 23, 1957. Wahroonga, K.S.lv.

Dear Kr Eaude,
Tharik you for your kind and appreciative letter.

I hope that, it may effect something at Longmans.Sometime I would
like to discuss v;ith you your idea of a suitaLle Pacific Island
Reader. I - rote some for the Ifelanesian Eissionvlien Ivns an
Anglican .The girls learnt at great speed.But they do not appeal
to a piblisher who does not understand that often it is not the
child hut the teen ager andad.ult v/ho is learning English.They
v/ant a quick sure method which gives them plenty to v/ork on,
A hook ma.inly child's pictures and irrelevane information has no
appeal. Some publishers' hooks have not done v/ell because of this.



About the German, .ve have no German Sister young enough and
>;ith sufficient hockground to translate into writing.But I have
a friend v/ho is President of the i>'ew Austrd ian League, she knov;s
German.If v;hat you require is too long for her to attempt. She is
a pianis^; , she can find an educated German v/ho v/ould do it. But
hov; big is the job.? .vould you like tov-Tite direct to my friend

Mrs Arline Lov/er,
15-'-'eaconsfield Parade

Lindfield. K.S.v/.

then you could tell her ..hat you want, and she v;ould find some
one for you, Otherv;ise I can only think of some other Inteination-
-al ,as ours is. Like Sacre Goeur at Rose Bay,v;ho may have an edu-
-cated elderly Sister who could do it.

',/ith kind regards ,
Yours sincerely,
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Sister Mary G-wen,
Pacific Training Centre,
7-4 Elllyard ivenue,
WA1-[R0Q!IGA, N.S.W.

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,
19th March, 1957,

. M V' .i

V--
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Dear Slater Mary Gwen, - v \

I was delighted to get your letter and to find that you
going strong with your writing work: with your amazing

gift of writing simply (and at the Literature Bureau I learnt
that It was one of God's rarest gifts) It would he a tragedy if
you were to atop,

I wrote to Miss Moodle Heddle, In answer to a letter from
her, that I should consider It an honour If you were to condense.
In simplified form, any history of mine.

But I am afraid that I must have unwittingly conveyed a
wrong Impression that I was engaged at the present moment' in such
a work. Actually the position is that I am very anxious to
produce a general hlsttry of the Pacific Islands, but I felt
that the fact that I had spent some 30 years on 67 of them did
not, by itself, qualify me to undertake such a task.

It seemed right that, as a preparation, I should apprentice
myself for a time to the rigorous discipline of historical
research: for I suppose one must have some pretensions to be a
historian to write a history of the kind I have In mind.

Hence my Joining the National University, where I expect
to spend the next two or three years, not In compiling a general
history from secondary materials but in writing a regional
history of the Central Pacific Islands (Gilberts, Elllce, Tokelaus,
Phoenix and Line) using as far as possible primary sources. The
others seem anxious that I should attempt a history of Traders
and Trading in the Pacific (a subject that has been largely
neglected to date) but this may turn out to be too much.

However, if and when I do get down to working on a general
history I shall certainly turn it over to you to work your ppgic

Thank you for your kind Invitation to call when in the
vicinity of Wahroongat I shall certainly av(j.il myself of it, as
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I have kept on my home in Wahroon^a for the present at any 'rate
and come down from Canberra every now and again to work at the
u'itchell Library.

How I wish I read German: I suppose you don't know of
any Sister who would be willing to undertake German translation
at a reasonable rate?

Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.

• I.

•_U • ♦ . V
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Schools
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Leprosaria

Nurseries

Hostels

Clinics

Parishes

Social Work

Mission Centres

MISSIONARY SISTERS

of the SOCIETY of MARY

JW 3064. Karch 8,1957.

Pacific Training Centre,
34 Biliyard Avenue,

Wahroonga.
N.S.W.

Dear Mr Maude,
I have "been a long time replying to the letter

attached to your Christmas Card. I am glad you have acongenial
jo"b ,I am sure it is t'lat, in v/orking on the history of the
Pacific Islands. Hiss "eddle in Melbourne (Longmans) told me
also that you were hoping to undertake the v.'ork .Isiid ,'Then
when finished I vmuld like to a sk Mr Maude if I may make a.
verHy simple easy English history of the Pacific ,from his ,
suitable for the childrenl So , when your work is finished ,
if that was possible I vculd gladly discuss it with you.

Books 9. and 10 of the Farmers' Series of the
Tropical Library are 'out' now. They deal vrith Erosion and
Soil Conservation, They are of course a little harde: in
and English than the other books.The Farmers serie s was
as a later stage to t he Gardenseries which is elementary botany
in a very e lenientary stage. If you meet the educational
for junior books in A.C.T. I v/ould begrateful i
-feer the Tropical Library series .It
at Junior primary level .Thingswe

achieved. We may
-tion in Melbourne
is simplified.

With kind

any

.Asv^? now

regards.
Wahroonga and hoped to meet you
hfvve gone. Should you ever bein

isgoini

I am sorry the 3.P.C. went off
-nes . about v;hich I first contacted you in 1955 has oeen n't last

get any overseas Sisters through
have a sciiool there

matter

intended

v/orld

fou TOuld remem-
v/ell now in Australia

Use are very popular. Books
21 to 24 of this should beout shortly. The 24 books are now
being published in 4 compound booklets each dealingwith 6 sub-
-jects,

I have just finished a Geography series whicn has
beenaccepted by Longmans .Physical Geography of a very elementary
nature.It is being edited in Engladd by a Geographer as I was
not on the spot to s ee it througli thepress.

we-nt off to Eoumea. The busir

Britsh Registra-
,the situation

I have now come

.But as I come ,
Sydney nnd co\ild

to live in

you I find

,I ShOV'ld

PACIFIC: Hawaii - Samoa - Tonga - Fiji - Wailis - Futuna - North & South Solomons - New Hebrides - New Caledonia - Chatham Is. - New Zealand - Australia
ATLANTIC: Jamaica, British West Indies - United States ot America.
MEDITERRANEAN: France - Italy - Algeria. MOTHER HOUSE - Rome.



"be very happy to meet you.

Yours sincerely,

Sa. ^ ^ ^
Sr 1-1. ^wen. 3.H.3.Pi.
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Mia3 Margaret Titcomh,
Bernice P. Bishop Museuiu,
HO^jQLIJLU 17. Hawaii.

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.G.T.,
19th March, 1957,

Dear Margaret,

Many thanks for your letters, and also for sending the
new edition of Helen Van Pelt Wilson. This has duly arrived:
must have caught a fast ship* I wasn't worried about the bill,
since I knew that you had a bit of mine still left but I was
most grateful for your efforts in persuading Ernestine Akers
into letting rao have the discount: what a lot of profit there
is on books,- and yet book-shops seldom seem to pay.

We were both glad to hear that your own book is selling:
I saw a review of it in the Commission Quarterly Bulletin the
other day, which should boost sales still further. And I should
have thought that Gibson, the progressive Directoi^ of Education
for the Trust Territory at Truk, would be willing to take a
number. I know he was anxious to obtain Just such material
when I was on the Cominission. And you. should, I think, send

. copies to the Directors of Education in the Polynesian and
Micronesian territories: the Cook Islands, Western and American
Samoa, Niue, Tonga and the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony.
I hope your next will be out before long.

I enclose a $10 note, which I found in a drawer when
moving house: muat hax'e been t]iere for years. Would you please
add it to my credit balance with you?

Dick Gllson, the American Research Fellow working on
Saiaoan and Cook Islands history at this ITniverslty, is writing
to you for various Museum publications. He is praying that
they are not out of print, but I fear Margaret Mead is: maybe
you have a copy tucked away somewhere against a rainy day.

With best wlsbf*#' from us both,

Yours sincerely,

•Pi:-
H.E. Maude.
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BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

HONOl-UI-U 1"7, HAWAII

February 4, 1957

Dear Harry Maude,

Ernestine Akers, in charge of Bishop Museum's
Bookshop, has just sent up the book you asked us to get:

Geraniums, Pelargoniums for windows...
by Helen Van Pelt Wilson

just published on January 23rdl It starts its long journey
to you today, ^he price is $4.60, but I have brow-beaten
Ernestine into passing on the discoxmt, so tiie bill to you
is $3.00. We all take pleasure in doing this small service
for you. I hope the geraniums are thriving, in ^ ite of
this wait I

Bishop Museum is sailing along. May I boast?
Yesterday we had our third Open House, a yearly affair now.
The attendance, in spite of moist air and glowering skies, was
almOEst twice that of last year. Bishop Museum is becoming
known to the GENERAL PUBLIC" one of the most remote groups
in the whole world, isn't it.

Ify best to both of you.

Sincerely,

To Harry E. Maude
2 Netherby St.
Wahroonga, N.S.W.
Australia
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! 98 Arthur Circle,
/ Forrest, A.C.T.,

19th March, 1957.

Dear Paddy,

Don't die of shock at getting a letter from me. I know
I'm a frightful correspondent hut, even so, I felt that It would
he over the odds to let this auspicious occasion of your returning
to the Pacific pass without a word or two of welcome.

Honor and I were hoth delighted to hear of your appoint
ment; and I Imagine that you too were not displeased at revisiting
your old haunts, and especially of working with Konald, who seems
to be ahle to get things moving a lot better than his predecessors

The Pacific must seem Indeed a peaceful spot after the
burly-hurly of the 'Vest Indies, with all their political and
racial tensions; or so I gather from others who have worked In
both areas. And I suppose you have still numbers of friends
in Fiji, thougli last time I went there I was appalled at how few
I knew. Klngsley Is about the only one left In the Government,
and he departs In October.

I find myself settled Into retirement unexpectedly easily*
If you remember, I always said I would retire on my fiftieth
birthday; and I managed It almost to the minute. ' I have always,
I suppose,' been more Interested in Pacific studies than admbn-
Istrutive problems and am content to settle down in my room In
the A.N.TJ. suri'ounded by my books, pamphlets and manuscripts;
the loot of a lifetime, as the Major would have it.

Incidentally, I was sorry to see the Old Boy go. He was
80 mellow In his latter days, and rather a pathetic figure as
hla powers gradually failed him. He left me his Pacific books
but though I looked everywhere I never succeeded In finding the
J.R.A.Is he snaffled off me In the Gilberts. Hetty has moved
Into a smaller home with her divorced daughter (Daphne, wasn't
she called): I fear she's not too well off for, as he no doubt
told you often enough, they never would let the Major join the
W. 8c 0. racket on account of his hernia. ' •

I'm engaged at the moment In writing a Regional History
of the Central Pacific (Gilberts, Elllce, Tokelous, Phoenix and
Lino) and find all the notes you left me when you were doing the
American claims Report most useful.^* Probably I've never thanked
you, so take this opportunity of deling so. Its all right, none
of them are of a secret nature: mostly about population.

As far as possible I'm working from primary source material
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and vre are gradually building up a microfilm library of all the
more Important series of docmnentatlon on the Pacific Islands,
such as the Foreign Office (Pacific section), Navy (South Amer
ican and later Pacific stations). Colonial Office, Apia and Tahiti
Consulates, and the corresponding U.S. archival series: but it
will take time. It amuses me to think that the University pay
me more for writing^ about the Gilberts than the Government ever
paid me as Residenti

By the way, you will eventually discover that you have
on your staff one Helen Shells, who for many years was my No. 2
on the Commission. She Is a double first Honours graduate end.
If she Is In anything like her old form. Is potentially one of
the most valuable people on your books. Please treat her kindly:
she can draft despatches better than any Cadet I ever had In the
secretariat and I should think Is quite wasted in the Education
Department.

I hope to spend a month in FIJI towards the end of the
year or the beginning of next working on the High Conmlsslon
records; If that arch-dragoness, Dorothy Crozler, will let me
get near any of them. So may I please bo allowed to pay my
respects to you at some convenient time after arrival; having
duly signed the book? And if you ever come this way, for
consultations with the Australian vreat, as I Imagine you will
from time to time, do nloase come and stay with us: we now
have a large house and can put up everyone.

Honor has written to Delia and told all; so I will desist,
for I am prepared to admit that at long last you must be busier
than me.

Yours ever.

> , I '
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Mr John Doyle,
Missionary Training College,
41 Bainlnton Road,
CROYDON. N.5.T*

:

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

19th Hai'ch, 1957.

Dear Mr Doyla,

I have been thinking about your letter of the 26th
February during the last day or two and should like to help
you if I can.

I gather that you would not want to obtain a non-missionary
position with one of the missionary societies (in charge of their
launches, for example).

Tt would seem, therefore, that your main chance of
employment would ba with the Government, and T would advise you
to write to:- " ' '

The Chief Secretary,
Western Pacific High Commission,

Honiara, British Solomon Islands Protectowate;

statinfr your qualifications and the sort of job you would like.

It might be as well to write at the same time to:-

The Manager,
OoWemment Trade Scheme,

Honiara, British Solomon Islands Protectorate;

as he probably has more positions to offer in your line of work
than the Government proper.

As to the conuiiorcial firms I can tell you nothing as they
are all small private enterprises, with the exception of Levers
Pacific Plantations Pty. Ltd. and the Fairymoad Sugar Company,
•fou might get in touch with the Sydney offices of these two firms;
but the best way to got a Job in one of the smaller firms would
be to be on the spot when a vacancy occurred.

I think you would be happier and have more opportiinity for
Christian work in a Government position, at any rate at first.
And onoe up there in the Solomons you would be able to look around
and change your employment if it did not suit your purposes.
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As you probably know already, oppoi?f?&%ltles are limited
in the Solomons for work of the type you are looking for and
you v/ould find it easier to get a job in say New Guinea or the
Eastern Pacific (particularly Fiji). On the other hand, there
is probably more need for missionary minded people in the
Solomons than anywhere else in the Pacific.

One good way to obtain suitable employment is to insert
an advertisement in the "Pacific Islands Monthly" as this journdL
is read in every part of the islands.

I only T/ish T could help you more. A few years ago I
could have found you a post myself, but these days I am out of
touch with axich things, being engaged in historical research
at the CInlvcrsity.

Wishing you all success in obtaining the kind of work
you are looking for, and In your future career.

Yours sincerely.

fe-
H.E. Maude.

• '-h
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Mrs R.V. Harriott,
11 Alexandria Parade,
WAITAHA, I'J.C.W.

♦V f', •• •i'."

. m

98 Arthur Circle,"
Forr'est, A.C.T.,

19th March, 1957,

Dear lilrs .viarriott.

Thank you for your letter of the If^th March enclosing a
cheque for £60, being the balance of the deposit of £100 after
deduction of your commission of £40.

I am grateful to you for selling the land so promptly,
and will let you know should I be contemplating selling our
house, which adjoins It. This Is dependent on whether we
decide to settle permanently In Canberra, a decision which we
shall have to take In the course of the next year or so*

Ifoura faithfully.

H.E. Maude.

Sd' "'V•WM . #,*. ' ^ t.r38
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i;^;',fjg;(.'tlf;.' Department of Pacific History,
School of Pacli'ic Studies,
Australian National University,

Canberra, A.C.T.,
21st March, 1957.

Prank Eyre Esq.,
Manager, Oxford University Press,
G.P.O. Box M0.2784Y,
.^:^LEOirHU£. Victoria.

Itear Eyre,

Ihank you for your letter of the 19th March. I should
very much like to have the proof of Kllenberger'a "Bibliography
of Oceanic Languages", and can probably effect the sale of several
copies if I pass it round some of the circles here intei-ested in
Pacific studies.

I -wonder how Klienberger has managed his bibliography
without access to the material the S.P.C. has worked up on the
Now Guinea languages, on Cook Islands Maori and (with the Mitchell
Library) on Gilbertese, Nauruan and the Ellice Islands dialect
of Saraoan? But perhaps he has seen all this, for it is some
time now since I left the staff.

I think that Lindsay is a bit off centre in his state*
ment. I remember the ms., for I had to read it ages ago for
another publishing house and was struck with its possibilities
If certain alterations were made, i.e. much of the tedious
anthropological material left out (this may have been done by
now),

We were asked if the Literature Bureau would be interested
in sponsoring the work, and I replied, to the best of my recoll
ection (Brufe was away at the time) that in my opinion it was
unsuitable for native readers in its then form but that I was
sure that the Literature Bureau would be glad to consider spon
soring a simplified edition for the islands.

The main corrections necessary to the statement would
seem to be:-

(1)
(il)

T am not a "Dr";
I was kt no time a member of the Literature Bureau; and

(ill) I could only say that the Literature Bureau would like
to consider sponsoring a simplified edition (I could
not even say that now, as I have long coased to be a
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member of the Comralaalon staff and have no idea as
to their present policies^.

From recollection, it had a nicely worked out plot but,
rather like Henty's books in my childhood, the narrative was
inter-larded with solid and to me indigestible chunks of
anthropological lore.

I live I'athor a fascinating life up here, buried in
Pacific studies and surrounded by others also engaged in
carving out their own particular niches in the Pacific field#
Rather to my Surprise, I find it more interesting doing my
own research than organizing the research of others.

At present I am engaged in v/ritlng a Regional History
of the Central Pacific (from, as far as possible, primary
sources): and, if it passes muster, v/ill probably follow with
a history of traders and trading. 7/hot I should like to write
is a general history of the Pacific Islands for popular reading;
but fear that the Unlvoraity would not grub-otake me on that,
so shall have to wait until I leave.

Helen has a lovely homo at Lami ( a suburb Of
Suva) and a car, but is not enamoured of Fiji; Hancy is in the
Cook Islands; Alex is at the moment in Ghana (ho is Private
Secretary to Osbourne); Ida still on the Australian Encyclopaedia
at A. &• Rs*; and Korel Asieijs is Assistant Dii'ector of Community
Development for Pakistan. So we are all placed; if a trifle
scattered.

Do ring me if you ever come this way.

Yours sincerely.

^0
'tf.

H.E. Maude.

ifi'
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Dr. H.E, Maude,
2 Netherly Street,
VAHROONGA. N,S.¥.

Dear Maude,

• I'

I have just received a proof of a new Bibliography of
Oceanic Languages compiled by H.R, Klienberger, which we have
published for the London University School of Oriental and
African Languages. Is this at all up your street because,
if it is and you would like to have it, I will gladly let you
have the proof as soon as we have finished with it.

I have been reading recently a manuscript called Rangitara
which was subnitted to me by H.A. Lindsay. In the front of
the manuscript there is a note headed "Memo to Publisher" which
states that "Dr. H.E. Maude of the Literature Bureau of the
South Pacific Commission has read the manuscript and would like
to sponsor a special simplified edition for educated Pacific
Island natives to read.". Is this really correct and, if not,
would you like me to mention any correction that you think should
be made when I am returning the manuscript to the author - unless,
that is, you genuninely do think so highly of the book that you
would recommend that we accept it?

Yours sincerely.

. • -.V'.rV/
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G0V3RNIffiNT HOUSE,
SU7A, FIJI. y

l^^pril, 1957.

I expect yoa have seen that we are having a
review of the South Pacific Commission and that the
meeting will take place at Canberraet the end of April.

It has occurred to me that with your close
and intimate knowledge of Commission affairs you may
have some very good ideas as to where improvements can
be made, and I should therefore be very grateful -
provided you can find the time - if you would knock up
a short memorandum which I should be grateful if you
could get to me before I leave for Australia which
is likely to be about the 25th April,

I am much looking forward to seeing you and
Honor again.

With kind regards.

r-/TU/) CU

H.E. Maude, Esq., O.B.E.,
Research Librarian,
The National University,
CANBERRA.

v..
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Dear Jean,

98 Arthur Cirnle,
Pori'est, A»C.T.,

14th April, 19ij7,

I waa vary to hear froa you again and particuli^^y to ^
arly to learn that you have now been appointed to the chair
of the History of Heligiona in Oceania. How the titles of your
your chairs do differ from ours; for v;lth us if there ever
was one on the history of religions it would surely be given
to a Bishop and come under the faculty of Theology. ,

But T don't supnose that you arc confined to the
study of religions in Oceania but can roam around more or
less as you piousc in the whole field of social anthropol
ogy. Tt v/111 cei'telnly be nice if you are able to come
out to the Pacific each year. - If you do jcome be sure to
take a day or two off on the v/ay and make a visit to us and
see the others at the National University.

In anthropology there Is nofTuuch doing since Nadol
died. Stenner Is In temporary charge, and Freeman carries
on with his own work, but they have not yet sucoeeded in
finding anyone us yet to take over the Department in place
of Nadel. I believe that the trouble is that the people
who tney want are unwilling to come and those who are will
ing to come they don't want.

I have been quite happy to date getting going with
my work on Pacific History. My main task Is to v^rite a
regional history of the Central Pacific and this will take
me some time. I am working partly in Canberra and partly
in Sydney and will be going to Suva and Honolulu for a few

.months to work on the local archives either later on this
year or early in next.

I bad also forgotten the name and address of the
doctor that M. Lenormand was enquiring about: all that I
knew was that he had changed his locale to Moaman. How
ever, by searching through tho lists of doctors in the
telephone book I at length found it, aa follows:-

Dr Michael Barry, 110 Cabramatta Road, Moaman.

I have written to him explaining the position and suld that
M* Lenormand would get in touch with him when he rcaolied
Sydney. So plcaK® tell him to look up Dr Michael Barry's
number in bhe Sydney telephone book when he gets there,
ring him up and say that I have written to him about m.
Lenormand and aak him for an appointment. I think that
Is tne best that I can do from here.

There is to be a Conference on the future of the

Gominlaslon here In Canberra starting on the .'Qth of this
month and lasting I believe about a fort!ilght. Jvich

,V



country is sanding a top level representative , as well
as the Senior Commissioner (who will he No, 2 on this
occasion) and the idea is to see what (if anything) is
wrong with the Commission and how it can be put right.

Honor joins me in sending our best wishes to you both
both, s'le do hope that you will settle dov/n quite hapoily
in Prance in spite of the cold and all the troubles of
Europe, I hope also that the doctor is able and willing
to treat lu» Lenormand, There are fev; people that I would
rather do a service for, as I have a great admiration for
him and his ideas.

I •'
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Yours very sincerely.
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Department of Pacific History,
School of Pacific Studies,

Canberra, AoC.T.,
17th April, 1957.

Sir Ronald Garvey, K.C.M.G., K.C.V.O.,
Oovemment House, STIVA, Fiji.

Obedient to your request, I duly set to work and produced my
views on the reorganization of the Commission. It was not the
writing that held up the desoatch to you - these reforms have been
so long in my mind (in some cases for years) thj:t they only needed
to release the stopper - but the typing, for in these days I have to
do most of my own and it takes time. There is a departmental typist,
who typed this in the final upshot, but it works out nearly as slowly
as it used to In the Colonial Office#

I am hoping that you will not be disappointed in my product;
though it contains none of the patching and palliatives so dear to
the heart of the Commission. But the truth is that I have watched
the administration of opiates at each session with a growing disgust;
and certainly no wonderment that the oatient has gone to sleep as a
result of the treatment.

This Conference seems to me to be the one and only chance to
deal with the basic causes of the Commission's ailments and I know
that you, least of all connected with this organization, are unlikely
to flinch because the surgery required may be of a drastic nature.

I should explain that Vaskess asked me to do a report on the
Co .mission some time ago. I agreed, and Indeed tried to run it out;
but it wouldn't come right. The reason I knew full well was that
by Comfalsaion reorganization He and I probably meant two dlllerent
things, and I just could not bring myself to forward recommendations
which would represent, in effect, a aeries of minor tinkoringa,
leaving everything substantially in as diseased a condition as before.
Unfortunately, my non-compliance has caused me to avoid him ever
since, through fear of just reproach.

Anyway, here it is, and it is what I believe: and I wouldn't
have done it for anyone but you. You may be able to fossick some
crumbs out of it which you can use.

The pre-Conference Conferences here (I have Just come from one)
seem to me to be uaelesa: the same old ground gone over for the
hundredth time - should an extra typist be employed by the secretariat
or should the office messenger be cut out? On the other hand I have

•w
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had some useful talks vjith Bill Forsyth, who I suppose will be in
the chair at least part of the time, and am to have more* On much
we agree - particularly on a ^-year maximum term for Senior Conmiiss-
ioners. Of this he said, "It appears sound; no, I'll go further,
I know it is sound".

It certainly will be nice seeing you again, and Rogers who
I believe is coming for the C.O. We are really quite old friends
as I was his "Pacific adviser" at the Anglo-American meetings in '
Washington on the American claims to Christmas and the rest. They
couldn't have chosen a nicer person.

I know, however, that you'll be flat out all the time once
you get hero; so if you ever want me you'll have to issue the royal
summons. I can always knock off what I am doing if I can be of any
assistencc. ^

And do please remember that if you'd like to relax any time,
day or night, our house is entirely yours: its quite a nice one,

1 with plenty of spare rooms, etc. Meals and all homecomforts laid on at short notice.

T ^ delighted to hear about Paddy; so stirred in fact thatX wrote him a letter of welcome back to the Pacific.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
AUSTRALIAN BRANCH

MANAGER^ PRANK EYRE

Telegrams and Cables
OXONIAN MELBOURNE

Telephone: MU1426

FE;MB

Mr, H,E, Maude,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
CANBERRA. A.G.T.

346-8 LITTLE COLLINS STREET

MELB O URNE

G.P.O. Box No. 2784Y

26th April 1957

Dear Maude,

Many thanks for your letter of the 23rd April, I am
delighted to hear that you will send us the Regional History,
and am quite prepared to accept your proposition that we must
publish the pill if we are to profit from the sugar] That
seems to me exactly what a publishing house like ours exists
for. Though, of course, I don't seriously think that your
Regional History is at all likely to be a pill,

I was interested in your comments on the Bibliography of
Oceanic Linguistics. This was of course, as you realised,
nothing to do with our own editoiTial departments as we had
to accept what was given to us by SCAB, but I will pass the
comments on in the hope that this does a bit of good for the
future,

Yours sincerely.
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Department of Pacific History,
Australian national University,

Canberra, A.G.T.,
23rd April, 1957,

Mr Frank 5^re,
346-8 Little Collins Street,
i^ELBOURME,. Victoria,

-'\V'3^Rr Eyre,
•

' Thank you for your letter of the 26th iVtarch and for
sending me the proof of the "Bibliography of Oceanic Llng-
ulstlca", I have, I believe, already sold three copies
round the A,N,U,

It is a courageous production, but the criticism from
everyone is the same: vrhy did SOAS undertake a work of this
character without enlisting the aid of people out here who
could have helped to make it a really exhaustive bibliography?
As It is it has lacunae which- must seriously Impair its use
fulness; at any rate in this part of the world, where apparently
the material available is not all of it known in London,

No, I have not thought about the publication of my
Regional Ifistory yet, though I have had one or two enquiries
about a general history. To be frank, my idea was to let
whoever wns willing to take the first, which might not be a
great financial proposition, have the second also, as If properly
written it should sell well and over a long period,

I should myself naturally like to have anything I wrote
published by the O.U.P,, if Jt came up to their standards, for
a variety of reasons. So shall we put It that If and when I
complete the regional history I will send it to you to look at;
and if you feel that you can publish it 1*11 give you an option
over anything else that nay appear?

I gather that there is to be a South Pacific Commission
Review Conference starting on the 30th of this month right here
in Canberra, I hope they get somewhere but must admit that my
main anxiety is to avoid letting it upset the orderly routine'
of my life here,

Yours sincerely,

D

H.Ec Maude,
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Department of Pacific History,
Australian National IInlvor.jity,

Canberra, A.C.T.,
23rd April, 1957.

Mr Frank Eyre,
346-8 Little Collins Street,
i^ifcLBOUHNE. VICTORIA,

Dear Eyre,

Thank you for your letter of the 26th March and for
sending me the proof of the "Bibliography of Oceanic Ling
uistics". I have, I believe, already sold three copies
round the A.H.J.

It is a courageous production, but the criticism from
eyoryone Is the same: why did SOAS undertake a work of this

character
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Mr. E,E. Maude, /
Department of Pacific
School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,

Many thanks for your letter, of the 21st March.
The Sales staff have nov probably got as much use as they

can from the proof of the Bibliography of Oceanic Linguistics ,
and I am, therefore, posting it to you today.

Thanks for the note about Lindsay's manuscript. I didn't
think this was quite our cup of tea and am interested to read
that you tooregarded the anthropological stuff as indigestible.
It seemed to me also rather phoney^as if it had been stuck on,
in the Gilbertian phrase to add verisimilitude to an otherwise
bald and unconvincing narrative". I will make your points
briefly to Lindsay when we reject the manuscript.

May one ask at this stage whether you are yet committed to
a publisher for your Regional History of the Central Pacific?
Possibly that will have to go through the University publishing
scheme anyway, so you may not be free to offer it to us, but if
you are, I hope you will.

May we also stake out a claim right away for the general
history of the Pacific Islands for popular reading? That is
something I have wanted to publish for a very long time now and
nothing would give me greater pleasure than to have it come from
you, I assure you that we should sell it very well for you, so
why not get busy on it in your spare time now?

All good wishes. We will certainly look you up
next time we are passing through Canberra,

vt •?
Yotirs sincerely;
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,
Ist May, 1957.

Rev. C. Stuart Cralg,
London Mlsslonai^ Society,
42 Broadway,

'".1. Eagland.

Dear Lr Cralg,

T a'Ti grateful to you for kindlyy sending me a
copy of the Decennial Report of the Gilbert Islands
Mission. This has now arrived and will be most
useful to me in connection with the writing of tho
chapter on mission history.

T too was sorry to hear of Mr Bernacchl's
illness; I iiear from the Qarveya, who are in Canberra
at present, that the doctors will, not permit him to
return to th€i tropics.

The Colonial Office asked me to go back again
to the Gilberts as R.C. but, after much anxious
thought, I carne to the regretful conclusion that it
would not be a wise move on my part, after nearly 25
years thex-e already. And then there is so much I
want to write before I die.

Yours sincerely.

H.E. ..kiudoi

•c.
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From'. LONDON MISSIONARY SOCIETY, 42 Broadway, London, S.W.I, England. Telegrams: Missionary London
r

IWr!;..--

p.7100. R.95^^.

Mr. H. E. Maude,
98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T. ,.
AUSTRALIA.

Dear Mr. Maude,

27th March, 1957-

.:>r

Thank you for your letter of March 11th.

I very much appreciate your helpful and encouraging
comments on my little book, I think it is,perhaps, stimulating
some new interest in the Island Churches and their problems.

I had not previously known the details of the work on which
you are en "aged. We among others, will be very glad in due
course to have an authoratative history of the Central Pacific,
and I personally shall look forward very much to reading it, I
imagine that you a re finding it quite a fascinating task.

We have some spare copies of the Decennial Report of the
Gilbert Islands Missiin, and I am very glad indeed to send one
to you. As it will take so long by surface mail I will see if
we can get it off to you by second-class airmail.

I was very sorry indeed to hear of Mr. Bernacchi's illness.
I hope it is not going to incapacitate him too seriously, because
he was tremendously interested in Colonial administration and
full of energy and ideas, I much enjoyed the fellowship I had
with him' in the Gilberts,

.J

K ' ' - 'I :
•Ml, , , T 7

With kindest regards.

Yours sincerely,

i;, ^
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Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian Hational University,

Canberra, A*C.T», Australia,
5rd May, 1957.

Captain Pred K. Klebincat,
873 '':2nd Street,
SM r^iWlO, Calif., U.S.A.

'V* '• 'i.

*• "•'a:

Dear Captain Klabingat,

, I was moot interested to get your letter of the 14th

January with your observations on Louis Becke and Bully Hayes.

Unfortunately I could not answer it at the time as I had to

leave shortly after its arrival on a tour of work; and I have

only now begun to get going on my correspondence again.

Yes, as you say, Becke was an alcoholic for some time

before his death and there are many in Sydney who remember him

and his addiction. I believe that it was the constant pressure

of having to churn out manuscripts that eventually drove him

to drink and the constant need of money to buy alcoholic

refreahxoent that forced him to write so muchj truly a vioious

circle.

I have a complete set of Becko'o books (35, if I remombor

rightly) and am engaged in the editing of an anthology of the

best short stories he wrote, for ;>ublication towards the end of

this year. In addition to what you already have on Becke and

Hayes you might with profit endeavour to buy or borrow copies

of

(1) Ingram, M.A. "Louis Becke, a Study". University of
Hawaii M.A. Graduate thesis, 1937j
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/'(2) Trapp, M.A. "Some Account of the Writings of Louis
becke". Thesis presented for the Jacob Joseph Scholar
ship, University of Mew Zealand, 19:a, and now on file
in the Turnbull Library, ffellinpton; and

in.

•• w

(3) Sauiiders, A.T. "Bully Rayes, Louis Becke and the Earl
of Pembroke" and "Bully Huyes, Barrator,* Bipamist,
Buccaneer, Blackbirder and Pirate: and authentic life
of William Henry Hayes, of Ohio or Hew York, U.S.A.".
Perth, "The Sunday Times" Publishing CO., Ltd., 1932.

You would probably have to get them all photo-copied, and it

might cost a fair amount. I do not think that there is much

else worth while obtaining, but if you like I could I could

copy out for you a list of references to mlscollaneous reports

and other material on Dully Hayes.

It would certainly be most Intei'estlng If you could

obtain a copy of Commander ^eade's report (It should be on

microfilm In the "Captains' letters" series In the Naval

Archives); also of the Consular records on Hayesj and I should

be interested to learn If you have any luck.

Yea, I know Kennedy's book on Vaitupu well; also Kennedy

himself, who is now living on Kandavu In the FIJI Group. If

you are interested in Pacific fishing you mlprht care to get

Nordhoff's "Off-shore fishing of the Society Islands" from the

Polynesian Society in Wellington.

I am at the moment engaged In writing a Regional History

of the Central Pacific Islands (Gilbert, Elllce, Tokelau, Phoenix

and Line Groups) all of which t know well, having lived on most

of them during the past 30 years. ^

Again thanking you for your letter, and wishing you all

success in your quest for material on Bully Hayeq, 0/^ '%
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'. • Mr H,E, Maude. ' " , '
c/o P.I,M, Sydney NSW, .

Dear Sir, '• ::: ^ ' '

•, . .•'• ,;.4-
. "'I

As a collector oj^ Loxiis Becke and also Ms former employer
Captain " Bully Haues your article in October P.I.M. was greatly
appreciated by me, I think I have nearly everything worth reading by
the pen of ^ecke, but once a while one comes across an item not geti-
erally knov/n.

You may know this, at any rate I relate what I have road and
heard. The late P,E. Eaddy relates in his " SaiH^ beneath the Sont-
thern Gross " Page ,62 published in Wellington by A.H. & A,W Reed
That Louis BqcIcq was supercargo v/ith Gaptain Willlma Ross on the
Brigantlne " Meg ^errilees " Sbine years later Qaptaixi^oz/s while in
Sydney stepping out of his hotel 2ae^=3JP . he v;as accosted by a broken
down and decrepit looking man, who turnedout to be his former super
cargo. Captain Ross promptly asked him into the hotel . to have a
yarn abou.t old times ii^ls room. An officious porter there upon bar
red the waylShd suggested throv/ing Becke, v;ho ijwt# Captain Ross said,
was suffering from a sever^e dririking bout, out on the street. Cap-
•'•ain Ross always a hast^ , but a most kindhearted man, turned^pon^
the porter indignantly " Do you know who you are talking tJ'he de
manded " This is my friend Louis Becke , the wellknown South Sea
IsAAnd author. The porter beat a hasy retreat, and Captain Ross
and Louis ^ecke passed indoors without any further molestation.

and her I give you the account of Captain Haug, who asked
some time ago in a passed P.I.M. for books ofi Louis Becke. I laoned
him what I have as Captain Haug WiSnts to translate some of Becke* s
books into German, He knew ^cke well and found him also down and
out the last time he saw him" and handed him a fiver and had permis
sion then to translate his books. He^lso said, that Becke was suf-^^
faring from acute alcoholsisn.

Louis becke was living in an era was very litt^S was known
about the Alcoholisn and"Alcoholics Annnymous 'was not thought of
or he may have been saved from an early death.

On " Bully Hayes " I have of course Lubbocks account.
also Boldrewood. Miss Gordon Cumraing " A Ladjr ' Cruise in a French
Man o War $ ' but very llttel else. There is account of Bully Hays
breaking up Tom's the Darkies Bar in Apia in Westbrook " Gods who
die * I have also Dunbabin "Slavers of the Southsea " but his account
does not seem to gibe with Lubbock at all. I have now on the raod
*' The Journal of Commodore Goodenough " I promise myself there some
thing if not on Louis Becke at least " Captain " Bully Hayes "

Lubbok's aoooxmt I have given most careful consideration
th® onl)C thing we know here, is that Lubbock was never passenger on

i
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the Barkentine " Tropic Bird " He writes that she was a threemasted
Schooner, and shows a picture of her as a barkentine, V!e have a
man here who was apprentice in the " Rosshirewhen Lubbock was 0,S
on her on a trip kome from San Francisco and he des^Jibes it in his
" Around the Horn before the Ifiast " He is also sure that Lubbock
never made this trip in the " Tropic Bird, " I note his account
of " Hicolas the Greek " appeared some time ago in P.I.M, in a
somewhat different version.

There is quite a lot to discover yet on Bully Hayes, It
la my intention, to write the U.S. Havy, and find cut if Comman
der Mead of the USS Harangansett has anything to say about him.
The Consular Log, which is without doubt with the National Archives
in Washington should also have some notes on this man.

The Boston Missionary Society should also have something :>t'
which I have not seen so far

. '.ii^

When a very young chap I servedSn a barkentine inthe South
sea trade with a skipper and mate both old timers*. I still kick myself
that I did not listen better when on the wheel and the converstion
would turn on Bully Hayes.

It will be a pleasure to hear from you, and any thing you can
recommend on Louis Becke and his employer " Bully Hayes " certainly iv/'
wdll be appreciated. "

v\\:

iv- •

-1:" •; • • • •
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Sincerely yours
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Captain Fred K. Klebingat, l''^
0-7-7; 00.. JO,.—^873 22ndStreet.
San Pedro, Calif USA.
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P.S. Have you read Kennedy " Field Notes on the Culture of Vai-
tupu Ell^ Islands "? Mr Kennedy was also an ardent Fisherman, iMt
his fisher never came to near the size of Becke's. So far I have

Pugierflsche . But I certainly would like to see
what he has to say on Becke's fish. I also spoke to Dr Gudger in
the Museum of Nature} History in New York during the war. Dr
Gudger had read Becke s account of fish and fishing but to him thiswas of no scientific value, and some of the flish hS could not identify
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CABLE ADDRESS: " SOUTHPACOMSYDNEY

TEL. NO.: XY 5132

SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION

LITERATURE BUREAU
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SECTION,

BOX 5254, G.P.O.

SYDNEY, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA

8th May, 1957.

H. E. Maude, Esq., O.B.E.,
Research School of Pacific Studies

Australian National University
CANBERRA A.C.T. AUSTRALIA

Dear Barry,

Reference your note about a letter to Bierstein, (what a lovely
name, should be spelled phonetically), it was good to see your fist
again. I cannot think why he ^ys I am interested in water, I never
touch the stuff, but when I was in Manilla^W.H.O. buttonholed me on
my way back from two months in the Trust Territory, and asked me to
address the Staff,

After sane rather disjointed remarks about logistics, literature
and latrines, the worthy Doctor asked me about water research on atolls,
I said I did not know anything about it but had always found that a good
working rule in the Pacific was when in doubt about anything at all,
refer to H, E, Maude, who always seems to knowthe answers,

I am glad to find that my working rule is correct, but I do hope
this does not result in you being pestered by all sorts of people; I am
very grateful for the trouble you have taken in answering Bierstein's
query so fully.

Next time you are up here, be sure to look us up so that we can
add the necessary ingredients to the water; Bourbon is the order of the
day now; I wonder what it will be next year; Pernod? Bols? Home Brew?

lours.
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WORLD HEALTH

ORGANIZATION

ORGANISATION MONDIALE

DE LA SANTi

25th STREET. PORT AREA

P. 0. BOX 2932

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR THE WESTERN PACIFIC

MANILA

CABLE ADDRESS : DNISANTE. MANILA

TELEPHONE ; 3-91-11

In reply please refer to : Tonga IF 13 May 1957

/•i • * •}• , • "

't'.
I*'!*' r •

Dear Dr. Maude,

Many thanks for your letter of 1 M^ 1957> and for the

information you have provided on ground water resources on coral

islands.

We will obtain the references which you have quoted and

will probably subscribe to the AtoH Research Bulletin for our

library.

Your co-operation is very S^eatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Paul Bierstein

Regional Advis®^ on Environmental Sanitation

Dr. H.S. Maude

Research Fellow in History
Australia National Iftiiversity
Canberra, Australia

-i''fiiliiliilni-yiiii 1 II11 •iKfij.



Uesoarch School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National TTnlversIty,

Canberra, A.C.T., Australia,
Ist '.'ay, 1957#

Dr Paul Biersteln,
Rep-lonal Adviser In Bnvlronmental Sanitation,
Regional Office for the '.Vestorn Pacific,
World Health Organization,
Joth Street, Port Area. P.O. Box 2932,
ftfiAHILA, Philippine Islands.

Dear Dr Biersteln,

In reply to your letter Tonga 1-F of the 24th April,
I think I am correct in suylng that the only published
eclentiflc studies on ground water resources on coral Islands
relates to research conducted in the Marshall and Caroline
Islands as part of the Coral Atoll Program of the Pacific
Science Board.

Katorial available to date is as follows:-

(1) Cox, D.C. "The nydrology of Arno Atoll, Marshall
Islands". Atoll Research Bulletin No.8. ])ecember
16, 1951.

(2) Arnow, T. "The Hydrology of the Northern Marahall
Islands". Atoll Research Bulletin No.?0. May 31.
1954.

(3) Arnow, T. "The Hydrology of Ifallk Atoll, Western
Caroline Islands". Atoll ReBoarch Bulletin No.44.
August 16, 1956.

-H-'

I would also advise your consulting Wie following three
papers by D.C. Cox:-

(4) "Alms and Techniques for ground-water Inventlgation"j

(6) "Techniques for Salinity Detsrmlnatlon"; and

(6) "Techniques of Tidal Analysis"*

These form Chapter 4 (Hydrology) in the "Handbook for Atoll
Research" (Second Preliminary Ddltlon), publlahed as Atoll
Reasarch Bulletin No.17 on May 16, 1953.
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I think the above will p^ive you all th© Information
you require on thia subject. You muy, however, find it worth
while ht.ving a look alao at:-

(7) Ohrt, F« "'Vater dovelopment end salt water intrusion
on Pacific Tslands". Amorlcan Water 'Vorka Asaooiation
Journal, v.."9, no.lO. October, 1947.

(8) U'entworth, C.f. "P'actorn in the behaviour of rrround
water In a Ohybon-I^erzberg system". Pacific Sclonoe,
v.l, no.3. July, 1947,

T should pei'hapa add that the Atoll .'ie.ncHrch Bulletin
is published by the Poclfic Science hoard, "-utional rlosearch
Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.v,, 'Vashlngton 25, D.C.,

A complete sot is, however, on file In the Philippines
National Musoum Libr-ary at Manila.

Please do not heaifcote to let me know if I can be of
eny farther sei'vlce at any time.

-V

Yours sincerely.

fl.E. ^^aude.
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WORLD HEALTH

ORGANIZATION

ORGANISATION MONDIALE .

DE LA SANT^ •. ^

25th STREET. POET AREA

P. O. BOX 2932

REGIONAL OFFICE FOR THE WESTERN PACIFIC

MANILA

CABLE ADDRESS : ONISANTE. MANILA

TELI3'H0NE : 3-91-11

In reply please refer to : TongS. 1—F 24. April 1957

Dear Dr. Maude, ' "

During a discussion today in which a Mr. Bruce Roberts of the
South Pacific Corimission, told our staff something of the United States
Trust Territories of the Pacific, he mentioned to me that the drinking
water supply in a number of these coral islands was obtained by ex
ploiting a lens of fresh water resting upon and surrounded by saline
water in these islands.

As Regional Adviser in Environmental Sanitation, I am particularly
interested in the problem of utilizing this ground water resource in the
coral islands of the Pacific. On questioning iir. Roberts as to available
literature on investigations of these sources of drinking water, he referred
me to you as being a possible source of information on this matter.

I would very much appreciate any information which you could provid
'l .'with particular reference to scientific studies which may have been made on

this phenomenon.

Your <"o-operation in this ratter would be very greatly appreciated.

lours sincerely.

Paul Bierstein
Regional Adviser in Environmental Sanitation

Professor H.E. Maude

Research Fellow in History
Australia National University
Canberra, Australia
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Department of Pacific History,
Research School of Pacific Studies,

Australian National University,
Canberra, A.C.T.

•v'l. 9th Hay, 1957.

..ri"-*.*-'

The Hon. Secretary,
Society of Australian Oenealogists,
91a Phillip Street,
SYDNEY. K.S.W.

<•"1

A

• • '.V,!

Dear Madam,

Aa a Research Fellow In the history of the Pacific Islands

at the Australian Notional University I find myself up against

a blank wall from time to time in ray endeavours to find a lead

in tracing biographical material on some person figuring in

islands history.

At the moment, for example, I am seeking for information

on;-

(1) Richard Kandell, who lived at Butarltari, in the Gilbert
Islands, c.1640-1870;

(2) Captain Hugh P'airclough, his partner, who died in Sydney
on 3O.C.70J

and the firm of Smith, Kandell and Falrclough, of which they

were apparently partners and which oper/ ted a number of ships

trading between Sydney and the Gilbert Islands and at least one

trade store on each of the islands in the Group. Re Hug^i

Falrclough t have the meagre details in Heaton's Dictionary of

Dates and hie Obituary Notice in the 3MH for 1.7,78.

I should be most grateful for your frank of)inion as to

whether the records of your Society would be of use to mo In
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tracing Information on matters such as the one T have quoted

above; if 30 it would be well worth my while becoming a

member*

As I am not a member at present I enclose the Enquiry

Pee of b/- stipulated for non-members* If your records can

help in providing data (or leads to data) on Island residents*

and particularly traders (most of whom spent at least part of

their lives in Sydney), X would probably have to do my own

searching in your library, as I could not very well afford

3-10 guineas each time.

Yours faithfully.

H*E. Maude:

'•I.', y.
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Professor Davldsoa
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such a wealth of interest to us all.

have been wondering over the U.S. Naval Records, which contain

2. I believe th« Wilkes doowentation is on order and should arrive

before wtaBf noons.

3. Would it now be possible to persuade the National Library to

send also for the Pacific Squadron letters, 1841-1886: 44 rolls - ^150?

4. If this could be dene, we could aunage, for the tine being at

least, without the Captains* Letters. Most of the naterlal we need will
one hopes, be in the Squadron letters. If not. references in then, or

alaawbere, should enable na to order privately Just those Captains*

Lattera rolls we require for seas particular purpose.

5. I know the Squadron letters don*t go back before 1841, but un-
isss one ia dealing with Hawaiian history, thia hardly .aena to natter.

For tba Central Panific, there was only, 1 think, the "Dolphin- before
tbsn, and tbis, with auy other early voyages to the South Pacific, can

be the si*ject of Utar individual pnrchasas fron the Captains* Letters

series.

6. I hawo discussed the above ,ith Mr. Gileon. who le iq «g,
with the saggestion in paragraph 3.

••V
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GOVERNMENT HOUSE,

SUVA, FlUI

20th May, 1957.

Mh ffwviy,
I am afraid it has tahen me some time to

get round to thanking you and Eonor for all your
kindness and lavish hospitality to Pat and to me
whilst we vi^ere in Canberra.

It was great fun seeing so much of you
both again, and our visit to Canberra was made all the
more pleasurable because of the opoortunity it --^ave us
of seeing so much of you.

you, too, for that excellent memorandum
about the uouth Pacific Commission. I expect you would
be disappointed by the results of the Review Conference,
though I myself must admit that it achieved more than I
had expected - and still more in the directions in which
1 hoped something would be done.

4. 4. -4.?°^ think, from this, that I am nowadayscontent with very little; well I doubt if that is so,
but the years have taught me that one cannot expect too
much too quickly in this world.

_ . ^ moment we have Philip Rogers, SirEric Pridie, and Sir Christopher Cox buzzing round the
Colony, and so we are being kept pretty busy. They are
being followed by the Geological Adviser, Dr. Dixie and
later by the Deputy Inspector General of Police. So it
really seems as if the Colonial Office have discovered
where Fiji is on the map.

Again many very grateful thanks to you both
for all you did for us whilst we were at Canberra.

H.E. Maude, Esq., O.S.E,, ^ (J ^
Australian National University, /J /
CAI'TBEIUU. (2
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Cr George P • Murdtoclc,
Yttle University,
Haiy HAVEH, Connectlcutt,
U. S« A.

Dear Dr MuTdock,

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.O.T«,

21at ^«ay, 1967.

* . .

A.
• i •

I have been very worried at not having renliod to your
letter about your tentative draft progranim© on Anthropology
and Welatec' Sciences for the next Congress.

Unfortunately, I had a run of troubles after the last
South Pacific Conforence - financially, domestically and, it
SQOfned to me, in every other direction - and for many months
T was In no position to deal with such matters. i .

Tn the end it turned out that T should not be in a
financial position to retire, as I had hoped, and npist set
about finding another Job. And by the tlia© things had cleared
up again there seemed little point in writing, for you would
long since nave finalized the prograjmno.

this Is all no excuse, and I am now writing
belatedly to say that T fully agree with the draft programme
as drawn up by you.

At the same time I must unfortunately state that, while
willing to give ciy unqualified support to ony action you iiiay
take, I shall dofinlLoly not be able now to take any active
part in the preparations for the next Congress or to attend
Its sessions at Dangkok (even If my expenses were to be paid
by someone)•

Ihe reason for all this la thet T am working on a time
contract to complete a certain Job; this work is unconnected
with Pacific science, and indeed I have had no connection with
it for over a year and am now quite out of touch with people
and developments in the science field. My present work
oocuplea me more than full time and T have no secretai'lal
assistance, so you will appreciate that my sltuntlon Is very
different from that which obtained when T was on the staff
ol the South Pacific Commission; in daily touch with workers

the Social Sciences over a large f)ortl6n of the region



Dear Mr. Maude:

BERNICE P. BISHOP MUSEUM

HONOLULU 17, HAWAII

10 May 1956

It was good to see you again in Fiji and I only regret that your ill
health made it impossible for the two of us to have a long discussion
with Harold Coolidge covering the outcome of his discussions in Bangkok
I shall try here to give you a few of the high points.

As I think you will agree, there was a rather excessive overelabora-
Hon of the SocialSciences part of our Divisional program in Manila.
The people in Bangkok erroneously assumed that this represented a
change in policy in the Association and had made plans for an elaborate
serms of sessions on Sociology, Economics, Government, History, and
various other Social Science fields. When Coolidge pointed out to them
the facts about the earlier Congresses they were greatly relieved and
reached the decision to reduce substantially the social science part of
the program and to include it with anthropology under some such title
as Anthropology and Related Sciences. Here there would be a place not
only for the traditional branches of anthropology but also for demography,

guisties, geography, and applied anthropology. I hope this meets your
approval as it does mine.

On the basis of the suggestions made in Bangkok and conveyed to me
rough Harold Coolidge, I have worked out a tentative draft for a program

on Anthropology and Related Sciences to cover the nine working days of
the Congress (morning sessions only) with two concurrent sessions eaclf' «
ay except the first I have submitted copies of this draft program to the,^

sZZZr Anthropology Standing Committee, asking forsuggestions of change or substitution. I hope you will give me voL own^
Co-chairman you are equally res- 'ponsible with me for program suggestions and I would certainly not want

do violence to any of your ideas. I hope you will reply at your earliest
convenience and send copies of your letter to :

Pacific Science Congrese,Rama VI Road, Bangkok, Thailand
Dr. Bernard P. Qroslier, 4 rue Toricelli, Paris 17 e
Miss Brenda Bishop, Pacific Science Council Secretariat.

Dr. Croslier is chairman of the Anthropology Sub-Committee on Program
as well as Chairman of the Far-Eastern Prehistory Association. It would
be helpful If you added to your suggestions the names of people in our general
field who in your opinion ideally ought to be present at the Congress. ^
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Hoping that you have fully recovered from you indisposition, and that
your future plans are now firm.

Sincerely yours.

Mr. H. E. Maude

2 Netherby Street
Wahroonga, N. S. W, ,
Australia

George P. Murdoch

A*
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of Memorandum from Secretariat of Ninth Pacific Science
Congress to members of Organizing Committee

M ''The following program is drawn up according to the suggestions which
have been developed during the conference of the Organizing Sub-committee
Chairmen of the 9th Pacific Science Congress with Mr. Harold J. Coolidge,
Executive Director of the Pacific Science Board of the U. S. National
Research Council during his recent visit to Thailand. These suggestions
are for the assistance of the members of the Organizing Committee and can
be modified or changed in any way that the Committee wishes.

Public Health and Medicine

1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous
papers. <

1 day Ricketsial diseases
1 day Summary papers on recent progress in malaria, leprosy, tuberculosis,

etc.

1 day Filariasis and Schistosomiasis
1 day Blood diseases
1 day Intestinal diseases
1 day Developmient of preventive medicine in the Pacific area
1 day Subjects to be suggested by the Chairman of the Standing Committee.
2 days Symposium on humid tropics research

Nutrition

1 day Report on recent progress in human nutrition and report of the
Chairman of the Standing Committee.

1 day Symposium on nutritional requirements.

Meteorology
1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous

papers

1 day Topics on meteorology submitted by Thailand (to be selected)
1 day Discussion on practical problems pf forecasting in the tropics
1 day Agro~meteorology
1 day Progress of the work of the International Geophysical Year (IGY)
4 days Subjects to be suggested by the Chairman of the Standing Committee
2 days Symposium on humid tropics research.

Geology and Geophysics
1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Comimittee. Recent develop

ments in geological dating techniques.
1 day Tin and tungsten
1 day Use of geophysical techniques in mineral prospecting in the Pacific.
I day Recent developments in oil geology in Southeast Asia
1 day Recent paleontological discoveries in Southeast Asia
2 days Symposium on humid tropics research
I day Subjects to be suggested by the Chairman of the Standing Committee

(e, g. Seismology)

-1-



Soil and Land Classification

1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous
papers.

1 day Dr. Pendleton's report on soils of Thailand
1 day Tropical soil samples of principal agricultural regions in Thailand
1 day Fertilizer responses of rice soil

Anthr opology

1 day Report of the Chairmen of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous
papers.

I day Linguistics in Thailand
1 day Other subjects concerning linguistics
2 days Archaeology ) to be organized with the assistance of the Pre-history

Pre-history ) Association

5 days Cultural anthropology
I day Demography and vital statistics with reference to the I960 census

Biology
1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous

papers

1 day Inventory of the systematic and general ecology of the fauna of
Thailand

2 days Symposium on humid tropics research
I day Subjects to be suggested by the Chairman of the Standing Committee

Entomology
1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee. Zoogeography

of Pacific insects,

1 day Use of insecticides, their merits and hazards (Combined meeting of
Agriculture, Public Health and Entomology groups)

1 day Revision of insect fauna of Southeast Asia including discussion of
insect bibliography

2 days Symposium on humid tropics research

Forestry

1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous
papers

1 day Reforestation of imp erata waste lands
1 day Natural regeneration of tropical monsoon forests of the Pacific region
1 day Discussion concerning teak problems
2 days Symposium on humid tropics research.

Conservation

1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee. Discussion of
endangered species of mammals and birds.

1 day Symposium on the effect of shifting cultivation on natural resources
with special reference to problems in Southeast Asia

1 day Proposed national parks and reserves in Southeast Asia countries.
I day Symposium on the contribution of geographers to conservation, with

special reference to the Pacific area,

-Z"
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Botany
1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous

papers.

2 days Participation in the conservation meetings on shifting cultivation
and national parks,

2 days Symposium on humid tropics research
4 days Subjects to be scheduled by the Chairman of the Standing Committee

Oceanography
1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous

papers

1 day Upwelling in tropical waters
1 day SyiTiposium on productivity of impounded waters
1 day Physical oceanography of Gulf of Thailand
2 days Subjects to be scheduled after consultation with the Chairman

of the Standing Committee,

Fisheries

1 day Report of the Chairman of the Standing Committee and miscellaneous
papers

1 day Newest developments in pond fish culture with special reference
to tilapia

1 day Marine resources of the Gulf of Thailand (Combined meeting with
physical oceanography group)

1 day Symposium on Trochus

Agriculture
1 day Reports of the Chairmen of the Standing Committees and miscellaneous

papers

1 day Symposium on rice
2 days Symposium on humid tropics research
1 day Reports and discussion on coconut problems
1 day Use of insecticides, their merits and hazards (Combined meeting

with entomology group)
1 day Symposium on the effect of shifting cultivation on natural resources

(with Conservation group)
1 day Report and discussion on animal improvement with special reference

to tropical beef cattle,
1 day Dr, Pendleton's report on soil of Thailand (Combined meeting with

soil and land classification group)
1 day Subjects on animal improvement to be scheduled by the Chairman

of the Standing Committee after consultation with his Standing
Committee,

International Organizations
1 day ''The role of international agencies in the development of scientific

work in the Pacific countries,''

The Secretariat

Ninth Pacific Science Congress

9th April 1956 "

•I •
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DIVISION OF ANTHROPOLOGY And REIaATED SCIENCEIS .' v.j-
(Co-sponsored by Far Eastern Prehistory Association)

Organizing Session: Reports of Co-Chairmen
of Standing Committee on Anthropology and
the Social Sciences; organization of special
sessions.

"j"

I . I-

i
Physical Anthropology: Early Man in
Southeast Asia

Prehistory: Prehistoric cultures of
Southeast Asia

2B Cultural Anthropology: Current
Research Programs

3B Demography: Economic, Soci
and Population Changes in
Southeast Asia since 1945.

Linguistics: Thai and Related Languages 4B Prehistory: Migrations and
Cultural Diffusion in the Pacific

Archaeology: Early Civilizations of
Southeast Asia

SB Linguistics: The Malayo-
Polynesian (Austroneeian)
Languages.

Anthropogeography: Symposium on effects 6B Cultural Anthropology: Religi^
of shifting cultivation (joint session with and Mythology
Conservation Division)

Cultural Anthropology: Social structure 7B Anthropogeography: ProbleiLand Use and Lat^j^enurr^
Cultural Anthropology: Problems and SB Ethnography; contributed^
processes of Cultural Change

AppUad anthropology in the Pacific

;• K ,'-.A'-vra/

si

9B Ethnology: contributed papers
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.Ts,

, i^7th May, 1957.

Lonp-man's Creen ?c Co., Ltd<
605-611 Lonsdale Street,
-KLBCHCTE, C.l. Victoria.

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for kindly sending rae a copy of Lyndsay
Gardiner's "Pacific Peoples". I have read It through with
much plessur© and Interest and like the way It has been
produced. And Nancy Parker's illustratlona are a most
attractive feature.

I have recommended to Miss Moodle Heddle that copies
should be sent to the Directors of Education of the various
Paclilc Islands territories (I can give you a list If you
like), as they may well wish to order for their school libraries
and for use In some of the upper forma of secondary schools*

Should you be bringing out a second edition I am willing
to make you a list of the minor factual errors which still
exist In a few places; but there Is no point In going to the
labour of doing this unless It Is being reprinted*

Wishing the book every success,

. , Yours sincerely.

•»
H.E. Maude(
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Miss E. Moddie Heddle,
Hotel Canberra,
CAi'TBjb.idvA, k .0.1'.

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

SVth i.lay, 1957.

Dear Ulss Moodle Heddle,

Thank you for your kind Invitation. I shall be along
very ready for a drink, and perhaps to talk, at about 6 on
'iGdnesday.

I went to Cheshire's Bookshop a few nights ago to an
exhibition of Nancy Parker's Illustrations to Lyndsay Gardiner's
book, which had been unpacked that afternoon - the bboka, T
mean.

She was exercised about publication in America, as Dr
P.M.A. Linebarger, who is a visiting Professor from America in
the Department of International Affairs, has expressed the view
that it would sell well there and has offered to assist with
advice as to how it could best be put on the American market.

I told her that I expected that you people would have
everything lined up on this score but promised to mention it to
you just in case.

I think it would also be worth while sending copies to
the various Directors of KIducation in the Pacific Islands
torrltorles, in the hope that they will authorize the purchase
of copies for their territorial school libraries and possibly
for use in the upper forma of the secondary schools.

Ajoyway, I ahall_be seeing you soon after you get this,

Yours sincerely,

. " i: • •

H.K. .'audo.
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H.E.Maude Esq.,
98 Arthur Circle,
FORREST ... A.C.T.

Dear Mr. Maude,

May 21, 1957

I plan to leave for Sydney by road next week and expect to
spend the night of May 29 in Canberra, arriving there early
after noon - weather and roads permitting i I hope you
will be able to spare time for a chat before I go on to
Sydney.

I shall be staying at the Hotel Canberra which, I know,
is not very far from Arthur Circle. Perhaps you would care
to call in before dinner and have a drink with us ? I shall
have my friend Muriel Horlock with me on this trip and shall
be happy if you can spare time to come in then to meet her,
too.

Should you not want to bother to write here I should receive
on arrival a message left for me at the Hotel Canberra.

Yours sincerely.

EDUCATIONAL MANAGER
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Dr W.R. Oeddes,
Depej'trient of Anthropology,
Auckland University College,
P.O. Box 2551:',
AUCKLAND. N.Z.

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

27th hay, 1957,

Dear Dr Oeddes,

I must apologize for not having replied to your letter
about the Pacific Science Congress In Bangkok, but I have been
working away and have returned to face a considerable voliime
of accrued arrears.

I*m afraid that I con toll you nothing about the Congress.
It la true that I was, or maybe am, a joint section chairman
but I took this chore as part of my work as E.G.8.0. on the
staff of the S.P.C.

When I finally left the Commission I wrote asking to be
allowed to retire, as I was no longer In any way connected with
scientific activities In the Pacific (as defined by the Congress)
and could In any ca:;e take no further part In the proceedings.

Since then I have been entirely out of touch with what
Is going on, and can find no-one here going to Bangkok who might
be able to enlighten me.

I have, however, seen Harold Coolldge, the Secretary of
the dutlonal Research Council, who Is organizing the Congress
and who will bo visiting Auckland In about a fortnight on hia
way back from the S.P.C. Research Council meeting In Noumea.

Coolldge bae promised to make u point of getting In touch
with you and furnishing you with all the Information you require.
He Is, Incidentally, most anxious that you should go to the
Congress.

With kind regards,

Koura sincerely,

H.E. haude.



AUCKLAND UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

TELEPHONE 30-350 - ^ P O- BOX 2553
AUCKLAND

NEW ZEALAND

Mr, Maude,
Flat 4,
98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest,
A.O.T.

4th March, 1957.

Dear Mr, Mavide,

I have been meaning to write to you for some time about the
coming science congress in Ban^ok, I believe tiiat you are Joint
Chairman of the Anthropology Section, We, or at least myself and
iiJr, Gfolson, have heard almost nothing about the programme for the
congress. No official conmxmications have come to us at all,
I believe that material probably has been sent to liie Auckland. Museum
t>ut, although our general relations with the Miiseum are excellent, as
regards passing on of information on topics of this kind our liaison
is baid. It would be rather a pity if, as the one University Anthropology
Department in New Zealand,we were not contacted about the Congress,

Actually it might be possible for either Mr, Golson or myself,.
or even both of us, to go up to Bangkok, If I went, I would thing to
submit a paper on some such topic as "Recent Changes in a Chinese Peasant
Village, based upon a quick study Trtiich I was able to do ^rfien I visited
China last May, I am in any case hoping to come up to Thailand at
the end of the year or the beginning of 1958 possibly to make a field
study of the Miao people,

I know it may be too late for us to do anything in regard to
the congress. Also we, are neither of us absolutely certain that we
can get there but if you can tell me anything about it I should be pleased,
I believe that Mr, Golson has had some contact in the last day or so
through his membership of the Far Eastern Prehi-story Association,

I hope you are enjoying your freedom from official life.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely.
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31st May, 1957.

Dear Mr. Maude,

After I wrote my air letter to you I intended to leave a reasonable interval
and if I had not heard from you hy then to assiime you v^anted the stamps sent hack
to you and send them off. Time however passes quicker than one thinks and I have
only just realised that I should have dealt with this earlier. Please forgive me.

Anyway as I have not heard from you I assume you do want the stamps hack and
I have done them up and sent them off to you this week hy parcel post. Incidentally
I discovered that registration of parcels is impossible, and also that insurance is
limited to £50. Anyway from the experience of my friends I have always been led to
believe that the post office insurance system is one under which it is very difficult
to win! I have therefore sent the parcel to you uninsured from the post office point
of view but I have taken out a separate cover here in London with Bowrings for £100.
this being the actual face value. I mention this so that you won't be surprised
when the parcel turns up looking as though it had not been registered or insured

in any way. I got a receipt of posting and it now only remains for you to let me
know I think if it doesn't arrive.

I had a look through the stamps before they went off and they are still in
perfect condition. They have been kept in rooms which have not had too great
variations in temperature and in dry places so that, subject to their passage
through the tropics, I think they should arrivq4n good condition. I do hope
you have more success at your end than I have had at mine in getting rid of them
at a decent price.

I expect by now you have completely settled down in your new job and your
new home and I hope you are enjoying both. I have just finished five months
of very intensive work in my new job, and go off for a fortnight's leave tomorrow.
I don't think I have ever been quite so glad to leave the office problems for a
couple of weeks as I am on this occasion. We have had a lot of sickness in high
places which has gone on for a long time, so that the pressure has been much greater
than it really should have been. However, all that seems to be coming to an end,

far as one can see things are not going too badly.and at least so

With kind regards.

X

. d'

•f

Yours
i-O-t.

. *^1.
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Department of Pacific History,
Australian National Hnlverslty,

Canberra, A.C*T., -
2?^vd June, 1957.

Dear <Mr Earnahaw,

I am taking you at your word and sending two copies of a
note wnlch I have just prepared on the problem of a certain
Captain Eraniett, who was apparently assoclHted with Jarnco Birnle,
a merchant in Sydney C.1B20, and discovered two Islands in the
Phoenix droup, one of which ho called "Sidney" after his ship
and the otner "Birnle" after his friend. ^ou will seo how T
got tf-ntallzingly near to finding something about Eramott when
I we3 In Sydney, but had to leave with everything still unsolved.

I am enclosing two copies of my note, not with any idea
of your tindertaklng any special research at the Mitchell or
anywhere else (I can well do that when I come down again) but
just in case (a) you hoppon to know anything that may provide
a lead for such further research, or (b) you may know of someone
else to whom you could send the note on (you mentioned Mr Allan
Bax: do you think that this would be In his llneV).

I must say that T have seldom enjoyed an evening as much
as T did the othf^r day at your home - and only hope that T did
not keep you up too late. The thoughgthet there is at least '
on® other person In this world interested in the odd things that
I am suemo somehow Immensely heai'tcning: our wives would probably
agree that we are both eccentric, but no mHttoz*.

Vou huve certainly a .aseed the most amazing fund of
;cnowledgo about the early Pacific, and 1 hope that some day you
will let no arrange for the publication of such material as you
have completed (in so fuz' as one ever completes anything histor*.
leal). Whll.o I am not much good at arrangltig for tho publication
of my own effoi'ts I have been r . thor successful in fixing up tho
appoorance of mse sent to mo by others. Ard It would Indeed be
a taagedy If tJrxe results of all your hard work should be lost to
posterity.

I hope thf t you remamlx rod to p-ns on niy sincere thanks
to your wife for her very enjoyable dinner; ospeolally as I feur
she muat nave njlsaed out on a good deal of the television
irogrsime as a result.

T have not forgotten that I have borrowed the typescript
on the voyage of the "Otter", but before T return It I want to
show it to Dick Ollaon, and he io at present in Sydneji

With kind regards to you both,

Yourn
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

27th May, 1957.

L'ear Mr Earnshaw,

I am really most ashamed of myself for not havlnpj replied
before to your letter, I tried to phone you twice before I
lel't Sydney but you were out, and then I have been trying to get
down to the Mitchell again for agpa and kept on postponing
writing to you as a consequence.

Your remarks on Long Ghost were most interesting and T
passed on what you said about Cunningham, also the "Otter", to
Dick Gllson, I was particixlarly intrigued, however, to learn
of your collection of Louis Becke items: I have a complete set
of his books (about 57, I think) but very little else, other
than two i.:.A. theses? one American and one New Zealand.

I now hope to be able to visit Sydney in a week or so
and will ring you up, if T may, in the hope that you may be
able to spare an hour or so for a talk. ".Klien T get to the
Mitchell I will certainly look up your paper read to the Book
Collectors Society: in the early days, T believe, not all of
the pHuers read were nublished in their Bulletin.

And T look forward very much to the appoaranoo of
"Rascals in Paradise": I suppose you don't happen to know
the name of the publishers, so that T can order It in advance.
I get my books through Francis Edwards; but it takes such an
ago in the case of material published in America.

I am at the moment in the throes of finishing a paper
on the Discovery of the Central Pacific Islands: not a vei'y
ojccitlng subject but it gets down all the facts I hove been
able to learn during the last 25 years about the actual discov
ery of each island in the Ollbe t, Kllice, Phoenix, Line and
Northern Cook Groups. Do you know of any Journal which would
consider publication?

Yours very sincei'ely,

H.!:. Maude.

♦ '' i-

Ml



MILTON.
JM 4994 4 TREATT'S ROAD.

LINDFIELD, N.S.W,

28.2.57.

Dear itr. Maude,

Your lei/ter is 111031; welcoine, noi: only because you
dig up the bones of Dr. Long Ghost, but also because
your name was mentioned to me by by my old friend Miss
Leeson when she was with you at the South Pacific Comm
ission _ it was about the Bass charts of the Gilbert Isl.,
but also because George Ferguson recently told me you were
editing a selection of Becke's stories for A&iR, So in
this way I have long known of your interest in the Pacific.

interst in Long Ghost started some thirty years ago
when I first read Raymond Weaver's pioneer biography of
Melville, and as a spare time recreation off and on for some
years I dredged the Mitchell and elsewhere for real life
links with Typee and Omoo. Much of the material I gather
ed I sent to American students who were doing a more ser
ious research than I was, these gleanings were the subject
of an article by Jean Simon in the Revue Anglo American
of Dec. 1935> entitled Recherches Australiennes sur Her
man Melville. Ify interest then waned, but a few years
ago I looked up some of ny old notes and wrote an article
for the Herald, entitled. The %stery of Dr. Ghost, It
appeared on April 12, 1952. This contains,in brief, msot
of what I learned of Long Ghost. He is one of the most fac-
inating and intriguing figures in Pacific literature, and I
have regretted that I could not pin down his rael identity.
From information which I had from gjilB Chile it is most
probable that he spent his latter days in that country.

I learned something about Cunningham's early days in the
Pacific, but did not know he came out for the L.M.S. I
first picked him up when he sailed from Sydney in the sch
ooner Ulitea fo Rarotonga in about I835 or 7, I speak from
memory. The Mitchell has an MS letter of his at about this
period to Makea, the paramount chiel of Rarotonga. Then about
1839, he Joined the Camden, went to Samoa and thence to
Erromanga where Williams was murdered. Then to Sydney where
he Joined the H.M.S.Favourite to the Hebridies and back to
Sydney, where he got into hot water. Capt. Morgan mentions
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Him log of the Camden. He then turns up in Tahiti
where Pritchard mentions him in his Reminisicences. '.There
he changed to John Troy, steward of the Sydney whaler Lucy
Ann I never found out; that is if we can still assume Long
Ghost, Troy and Cunningham are one and the same. It is all
most baffling,

I am glad to hear Mr, Gilson is doing a history of the
Cook Isl, and Samoa, something definitive is long overdue,
I touched on the very early period in an article dealing vri.th
the first whites in Tonga, It appeared in P.I.M, for March
1949* The circumstance of the Otter's voyage to this group
in 1796 is very little known. If any of this information
would be of help to Mr. Gilson I would be glad tp pass it
on to him.

When you are next in town would you care to cal and have
a talk. It is pleasant to exchange notes when people are
interested in kindred subjects and I could show you my Becke
items, which, I pride myself, is one of the best private
collections of his printed items in the Commonwealth, I got
them together amny years ago when they were much easier to
pick up than now. His life, as much as now can safely be
told, is also a facinating one. Skirting about these aspects
I read a paper to the Book Collectors Society some ten years
ago. He will also appear as one of the "Rascals in Paradise",
shortly to be published in New York, It is by Professor
Grove Bay of the University of Hawaii and James Mitchner of
South Pacific fame. Perhaps we may yet see belated pilgrim
ages to Waverlyy Cemetery where whBXE the words "By Reef and
Palm" are slowly fading from a headstone.

Wit^Kindest Regards,

Earnshaw.
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Ftesearch School of Pacific Stuclles,
Australian National University,

Canberra, A.C.T.,
1st July, 1957.

The Executive Officer for Social Development,
South Pacific Commission,
Box 5254, G.P.O.,
SYDNfcy. M,S,W. j. .

;.'t' ,• *• J

Dear Sir, ..:a;.. • ,

On page J6 of the "SPC ^iuarterly Bulletin", for October,
1954, it is stated that a full list of Pacific Islands Manu
scripts microfilmed by the Commission may be had on application.,

Ceveral tnembera of the Departments of Anthropology and
Pacific History at this University are anxious to obtain
up-to-date lists of these microfilms and it would be appreciated,
therefpre. If you could kindly send 6 copies for distribution.

Yours faithfully.

II.B. Maude.

%
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Dear Muriel,

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

3rd July, 1947,

• - .--f-' jir'- •' ^

..... :OK-c.:{ri,^r::.'

Thanks for your letter - we were
glad to hear that Eryl had produced her
Infant all O.K. and with no untoward
happenings; even if it was not quite the
right sex.

I enclose a copy of another letter
from the Travel people, which explains at
least their notions of what one should do.
I have no doubt that you will get the
dinkum oil in response to your enquiries
to South Africa; they should be able to
find out there, if anyone can.

Its a good thing to have got over
your flu in New Zealand: maybe it will give
you immunity from the Singapore variety
due to arrive here about the same time as
you do.

Looks like I shall be meeting you
and not Honor I forget now why but there
was a good reason. Probably you'll want
to stay at least one night in Sydney
before tackling the hazards of the journey
up - and to see the Travel folk? If so

boo< you a room .

. ¥'•

- it:
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Now I come to think of it there
is a roof on the car and one can stick

odd boxes and things up there. Alaric
also comes up on the 13th but Honor
seems to think he will probably come on
his own steam. Of course he has his

own car (which he bought for £37) and he
did say something about driving it on
the downhill stretches if we would tow
him on the ups - but thats not this time
it must be next.

Well there it is and I must stop.

'trjy
' vV-

V

' ' • ••: /
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Dear Muriel,

i

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.G.T.,

IVth June, 1957,

" ' 'iJv

I took your Intorropatory Form to the travel people In
Sydney last week and they seemed to think it was all O.K. They
wanted your Rhodealan and Kngllsh addresses as well so I was
able to oblige.

They sent mo a letter, of which T enclose a copy. When
T went to see them, however, they said that according to the
regulations they could not Issue you with a ticket to South
Africa unless you had:-

(a) an air or rail booking from Durban to Rhodesia; and

(b) a similar booking from Rhodesia to England.

They said that both aould bo cancelled later If not
required and a refund obtained but that the South African and
Rhodeslan Governments were not willing to let you enter their
territories unless they were satisfied tliat you were going
again. They don*t sound vary hospitable.

As you can sec, what they told mo doesnH agree with
what they say In para. 2 of their letter (which X did not receive
until my return to Canberra). So I liave written to them again
asking what they moan; but In any case possibly Joan's husband
can fix up everything fi'om their end.

Expect you about August 15th. Honor says she will be
meeting you In all probability. T should think that the
suitcases would all fit In the back of her ilttle Volks, which
takes a surprising lot, hut what won't can come up by train
Tinless you prefer to leave It In Sydney".

Honor la flat out finishing her book on the String Figures
of t>ve Gilbert Islands: from morning to night day after day, and
If'im doing the housework (believe It or not). I don't know where
she gets all her energy from, but hope It will last. The book
Is to bo published towards the end of the year, and T only hope
that she will have got the ms. entirely off her hands before you
come. Thon there are two articles I want her to finish on the

Caledonian figures. I'm working on the History
of Pltcalrn at the moment.

Love from.

"1
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C«T.,
17th June, 1957#

World Travel Headquarters Pty. Ltd.,
A.P.A. Building, Martin Place,
F.VDnLY. N.S.W.

For ettentton Mr A»P. Pudlg.

Dear Mr Pudig,
•V

Re Mrs Wynne Sayer

' "••'V

Al>.

• ,» ' .'VxTV". VV* *

'."'I.-

t found your letter of the ."^Ist May awaiting rao on my
return to Canberra last Friday. In It you say:-

"Passengera to the TTnlon of South Africa travelling on
British passports must satisfy the Tuimlgratlon Officer
at the port of arrival that they have sufficient means
to support themselves for the period of their proposed
visit and If not In possession of a return or through
ticket, thet they a"! so have sufficient funds to purchase
tickets to enable them to leave the Union."

In conversation with you during my visit to Sydney,
however, you Informed me that Mrs Sayer would, as a condition
precedent to your obtaining a passage for her, have to possess:-

(a) an air or rail booking from Durban to Rhodesia; and

(b) a similar booking from Rhodosla to England.

As I may have misunderstood you would you please let m©
know whether the requirements as laid down In your Jotter are
In fact all that are demanded by the two Governments concernedt

Yours sincerely.

H,E. Maude.

, .i., ?j.
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Mr. H.E, Maiide,
98 Arthur Circle,
FORREST. A.C.T.

Dear Mr. Maude,

Thank you for yoiaj;. t
for Mrs. Sayer irx of May 21 accepting the accommodation
for the deposit of We enclose our receipt No. 3536

t.25.

Passengers to the u
passports must South Africa travelling on British
arrival that they ^ Immigration Officer at the port of
for the period of siifficient means to maintain themselves
of a return or th^o Proposed visit and if not in possession
funds to purchase ti^v ^^°ket, that they also have sufficient

•^kets to enable them to leave the Union.
A valid passport
required prior to 4.j^^^^®lian taxation clearance will also be
with a smallpox vac ^ ^^suance of the passage ticket together

°ination.
Mrs. Sayer should ,
after her arriv^J'.if at all possible, indicate her movementsother '̂ormaliij^Qg .^^.^kirban so that we may advise her of any

VTe now await
Which

^irmyour

Yours very sipQg

LiLuIMis,*

End.

may be required.

instructions in connection with the above.

]M(aU



WORLD TRAVEL HEADQUARTERS PTY. LTD.

CABLES & TELEGRAMS;
"WORLDTRAV"

TELEPHONE:

BW 4841

RECEIVED FROM.

THE SUM OF.

Deposit

A.P.A. BUILDING, MARTIN PLACE, SYDNEY

Transportation & Accommodation Specialists
Agents & Correspondents throughout the World

N9 3586

.^. 19S

..VOcvy......hi ..-.. .Or\c2<sA^.dLtL^.

Pounds

—— Cash
shillings pence, by Cheque

BEING .. .JxDA^.Y?y\Av;0..VxJ.vZhrk-J^
PayiHcn*" O Q ^ K Nj (UI ^

..2_SLiDi^.-....!.'̂ ^^ y .M
^ ' I pj» T ,r„l
f DA -7

tA*>T7^0,

PDUTY

Fop World Travel Headquarters Pty. Ltd.

ACCEPTED AND THIS RECEIPT ISSUED SUBJECT TO THE CONDITIONS ON THE BACK HEREOF
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Dear Muriel,

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.G.T.,

J'iay, 196'7.

I'
/\>

I am slipping badly these days, for I cannot even
remember whether X answered your letter of the 2'6rd April
or not, but anway I got straight to work on your nassnre
which Is the main thing.

»

You are now booked in a single room on the "TJlbadak",
due to leave Sydney on or about the 18th September. The ship
carries 77 first-class passengers, so you will have more
company: the fare is £i;^7 stg.

, The possible difficulty la that the "Tjibadak" goes
straight from Sydney to Durban, but thore appears to be
nothing to Beira In siglit: I told them you wanted to go there.
But .oossibly Durban would not be too bad?

I enclose an Xhtorrogatory Form which you Viave to fill
in. Bet me know, when you return it. If the "Tjlbadak" is
O.K. and I will conflimi your booking. I have paid a deposit
to retain youx' cabin but can easily get a refund if you decide
not to go on hex*.

Life iias b( en hottic lately with the S.F.C. Review
Conference held in Canbfsrra and so many of our friends coming
here for it. A-uti I must now go to stay in Sydney for a few
weeks to work in the Kltcholl Library.

Wintei" is indeed upon us - or getting that way - with
thick frosts every night and snow in sight on the hills round
us. Also AlarJc is with us for the week: he is President of
the Sydney University fvluslcal Society and takes a large party
to sing in some Choral Festival in delbourne next week.

Love from us both and let m® know when you
know the day on which you are arriving in Sydney,
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Dear Muriel,

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,
17th April, 1957

Sorry not to have replied before but I started writing
a History of the Spanish Discoveries In the Central Pacific and
two other articles and so got flat out and forgot the passage
of time. I find that old age Is creeping on for whereas I
used to do a 14 hour day easily now I get tired after 10.

Thank you for letting me see the letters from Mary, which
I am duly returning herewith. Tt was sad Indeed about Walter:
he seemed so well when I was last In England that T thought he
would still be there In ,20 years time. But as It had to bo,
rpparontly, since there was no known cure, I suppose that It was
just as well that he did not have to go through a long and
lingering period of growing Incapacity. I feel greatly for
Doris, as she will almost certainly take to drink now In a heavy
way.

Mother wrote us a nice letter and we were glad that It
seemed to show that she was taking things so well, and that she
was got away from England In time. She seems to forget things •
a bit these days end It is difficult to follow all she says.

Come over when you can; I quite realize that Eryl's
Infant cannot very well be hurried but will arrive In Its own
good time. The only thing Is that the travel people have got
you a berth on the "Straat Cook", due to leave Sydney on the
I4th August and to arrive In Durban on the 12th September. It
Is a 2-berth cabin at £160 sterling, with Its own bathroom. The
"Straat Cook" carries 4 passengers In 2 cabins.

What about It? It seems to have 2 drawbacks: (1) now
that you are coming later It may be rather soonj and (11) you
wanted a room to yourself. On the other hand It la, I believe,
a good ship and I should think preferable to a passenger boat.

So could you please let me know by the ?7th April whether
I should confirm or cancel It? In the latter case T could try-
to pet you on tlie next sailing, which would be about 6 weeks
later.

I wonder what Doris has got to live on: Mother tlilnks
she will probably take a job, which might be the beat thing on
the whole. yO
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Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National Nnivers5ty,

Canberra, A.C.T., Australia,
3rd July, 1357.

Dearest Helen,

I am really very contrite at my constant delays in
answering: your tv*o letters ~ You know how it is, one pets a
resistence epulnst dealinp,..wlth letters that one has a guilty
conscience about; and heaven knows I've got a real shocking
conscience about yours.

Its not really surprising you're wanting to leav^ your
present job - I have always found Kducation Departments Clicluding
the Australian ones) the most bor;!ng and soul-destroying organ
izations: sterile and dead. Tt would assuredly be the very
last blanch of the Government service that I should v/ant to join
myaolf.

♦

But there it Js and T'vo been racking my brains to think
what T can do to help. If I'd known some months ago I could
have seen Sir Ciirlstopher on your behalf when i}e came to Canberra:
but as it was I deliberately avoided him, despite being rung
up by External Affairs v/ho wanted mo to get in touch. The
trouble ic that I try to avoid evei*yone these days so as to get
on w*th history (otherwise I havn't a hope).

»»

I'm afraid also that T never went to no Community Develop
ment Clearing House, or saw Mllburn. romcmber a letter from
him asking mo to write an article on something or other and I
•aid I would; and then there were some hurt lettei's as to why
T wasn't producing it.

I had some correspondence with Margaret head about Druo»
but she's gone, has she not? If she's still there I could
write to her, if you like, as we always secme • to got along all
right together.

About Gnesco: isn't the drill that on the Application
i-'orm you have to give 3 referees, and If you glvo me as one then
they write to me and In reply I say my piece? However, if you
would like me to write to Fernig In advance T will gladly do so;
but I imagine that he will only file It away and wait for the
machine to run on regulation linea.

And I must really (I proraiae X will) write that general
reference and send It to you: the trouble is that I've lost
what I did before on the move here and find it difficult to
remember what I said now that T live in such a different worldj
but T will do It early.
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I did apeak to Konuld Garvey about you and auprested
that you would have more scope for exercising your talents
out of the Kd» Dept® and In the secretariat proper. Also T
wrote to Paddy UcicDonald 5.n the same vein; pointing out that
he would eventually discover that his most efficient secretariat
officer Y/as you burled in thi.t Intellectual desert, the same
Ed. Dept., so he might as well dig you out to assist him from
the start. But probably he hasn't arrived yet - and In any case
will take so.no time %o settle down.

fiiverythlng here goes quietly (or as quietly as I can make
it go). I take no part In the University or Its life - In fact
t hardly speak to anyone for days on end): actually I do more
and better work at home X find, so I really only come to my room
for letter writing.

That is my one complaint - I have no one to help with the
correspondence, which is almost up to the Comnisslon level, but
have to write out eyarythliog, and then sit down and type It and
then file it: no typists aro provided. Consequently weeks may
go by without my doing any of my own work at all: I've now been
10 days at letters without a break - a strange system, but who

I to grumble.

On the rare occasions when I can make a break and get
down to writing history I'm as happy as can be and virtually
severed from any practical contact with this world. You'd
find ico, I suppose, vei'y abstracted and changed. I know Nancy
had quite a shock when she saw me, but being a sensible girl
she has now settled down to write a history of the the Cook
IslandSj so we aro once again able to spoak the same language.
Her book on tho Gllboi'ts sounds llko being an astonishing
success - I've never heard the hard-cased firm of A. He H. so
lyrical.

Well, to be practical and business-like:-

hunt the entire place for that missing draft and if
I can find it I'll send It to you for a general referanoe;

(2) If not I'll try and write oixt a now onej
(3) if you send mo a post-card saying shoot I'll write a letter

to Pernig: othorwlso I'll wait for their letter to me tias
In tho case of Nancy and karel).

Love from us all here
(actually there's only me).

3. I'll write to Milburn If you like, but a>\1,iclpHto tho rHsoonse
m«v hw T»flt.hAT» 1 .



c/- Education Department,
Suva,

12th June.

My dear Master,
I have just heard that a revolutionary req^uest I have

made to purchase 1 biro pen © 4/6 lor my clerk to fill in Cambridge
Examination returns in duplicate, no other instrument being suitable,
has had to be referred by the Departmental Secretary to the Accountant
General, and from the Accountant General to the Colonial Secretary.
What animated and exciting administration it is.' I am fed up to the
teeth and bored to tears with being Examinations Officer, and find the
atmos^h^re of Suva too hard, cynical and lonely to be worth perservering
with. All the things you warned me of, indeed.

I want to live in a city again, a lovely big metropolis,
and think I shall now settle to it if I can work my way into something
reasonably pleasing to do, professionally. I am enquiring (pretty much
into a void) in several directions. There is one specific place though
which I won.ld like to make a bold try for; on/ the one hand it is a very
long shot, but on the other hand it is known to be alive, and its work
is very much an continuity of things we -"^ere doing in the Social Devt.
Section. That is the Community Development Clearing House, within the
Department of Education in Tropical Areas, within the University of
London Institute of Education. I have been wondering if there is any
line by which you could possibly help me by a first approach to them,
if you would be willing to do so. I see from the most recent nsmber of
Community Development Bulletin here (one of the very few publications
that occasionally comes in from the outside world) that Mr. S. Milburn
is still editor of the Bulletin, and presumably head of the Clearing
House. Did you ever go to the Clearing House, and meet Milburn, v/hen you
were in London? Or can you think of any other way that I could go about
getting In touch with them? I tried hard to make an opporttmity for
talking to Sir Christopher Cox about this type of work in London, when
he was here, but Lewis Jones was never less than 3 ft away from him Exc
ept when at least 6 other people vjere gathered around. The other thing
is that I am putting in an application to Unesco and wonder whether you
would consider writing a note to L.R. Fernig, still the Head of their
Education Clearing House, or Lily Tsien, who I imagine is still there,
to say you understand I am applying and w^at about it.

I blush to keep on asking you to do these things, when
I should have used a little intelligence about them earlier on. Here
working in the Edn Dept. where the staff are.nearly all New Zealand tea
chers I am quickly getting out of touch with the wide world. Su.ch people
as there are "ith a little more liveness and breadth to them must
camouflage and guard their fortresses carefully; I find, at any rate,
that I very seldom hear the echoes of their laughter and feasting.
I went and talked to Kingsley a couple of we^ks ago about the protocol
of going about becoming something other than Examinations Officer.



aft =r -outting lae turou:."h my paces he very nice indeed, and talked
about the set-up in a thorough way, and gave rae what sounds like good
advice on how to talk to Raymer tha Sectetariat staff man and apply for
a vanancy of Assistant Secretary In the Secretariat. I shall do this.
But it is not a place that I want to settle into, and I am possessed
rather desperately of the need to do all that I can as soon as I can to
draw out of it before I am committed to staying by any possible success
in asking for work with more scope locally. Bven within the Education
Denartraent, if one were prepared to devote say 5 years to struggling with
guile and enth/usiasm to getting some proper visual aids work or other serv
icSs going, there would be some small chance of succeeding at it. But
a very chancy chance, and it's too hard to maintain enough enth^usiasm
and guile (good-natured guile, at any rate), in these circumstances of
isolation, I am finding. So please please dear Master wo^ld you do
what you can?

Sir Ronald G., at a cocktail party for Sir G. , gave me
an amusing account of yourself in Canberra in the guise of an absent-
minded academic, and talked with enthusiasm about historical tMngs you
are doing. I also met that C.O, man Rogers at the same do, and he talked
both about you and about the Gilberts, whence he had just returned from
his 1 day visit. He seemed to have put it to good purpose (thanks to a
good basis of briefing from documents and from talking with you, I assumed^

, ,, , .
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c/- Education Department,
Suva. Eljl.
?lst March, 57.

Dear Master,
It's a long time since ISve been on the point

of writing you a brief report on Suva, and I am now again
prompted to do so. The living time is the nicest part of
it. I have a charming cottage at Lami, on the edge of the
sea, at high tide, the beach and reef at low tide, where
Fijian neighbours come and go in punts, or gathering shell-
fishjOr just dawdling, sometimes playing ukelalies. ISoe
cottage is in a charming rioting garden with eight coconut
palms and a huge fig tree curving out over the water, and
there is an extra sleeping-house in a corner by the sea
wall. I swim a lot and am a crew member of a sailing
boat and go lobster fishing on the outer reef sometimes
when the moon and tide are right, and, like FrisDie getting
away from the busy tumult of the main village of Puka-Puka,
I go for real quiet and peacefulness sometimes across the
reef at low tide to Mosquito Island.

This part is delightful, but Suva itself I do
not like very well. The Education Dept. is, n'̂ wadays, dead
from the top of the head down - somewhere round about knee
level, out in the schools in the districts, there may be
a lot of life in it, but there's a sort of withering pro
cess going on in Headquarters since the Director came back
from his polio; "not the man he was" they say shaking their
heads; building grants and bigger and better examinations
are all the rage but the food and flesh of education gets
scarcely a glance. I am not doing scholarships and overseaf
students at all, but am indeed Examinations Officer; and as
the Director was not exactly pleased with his offsider for
appointing me at all (Australian and ex-SPC both at once
were almost enough to give him a caniption), and my formal
letter of appointment had said Examinatns Officer, I vras

not in a position to make a frontal attack on the arrange
ment. However it has the advantage of examinations beine-
sacred, so now I have a great ground-floor office of



niy own, in a different wing from the rest of the Depart

ment, and an assistant of my own choice, plus another to
join us shortly. In this richness of staff and isolation
I have taken over films and visual aids work, as an
extra fj), and we are having a lovely time stealthily gett
ing this going as a working service, with the help of
enthusiasts (especially mechanically skilled ones) from
outside the Dept. xni or Headquarters. There's a cellar-
full of stuff to work with; over 500 films; filmstrips;
film projector; nine filmstrip projectors; graraaphone;
records; splicers; viewers etc. in profusion if a bit run
down. This will all come to a crisis soon because there's
a move from the headwaters of the Dept. to give our films
over to British Council (who're timeservers), and I'm
directing an opposing pincer movement aimed at buying a
generator and having a travelling film circus to country
schools that have no power and no projectors, to be carried
on by a friendly enthusiastic motor inspection man, belong
ing to some obscure GovernmBM agency, who travels about anc
has lots of spare time. I've little doubt that in the
long run at any rate I'll lose out, as it will take ages
for the machine to arrive, and the situation will have
degenerated again by then, With only capricious occasional
consent to thts sort of thing, I feel it's not worth stayinj
around the place and devoting one' s life to it for another
year or two, say, as it would all collapse again the moment
one stopped struggling to hold i+ up. This doesn't apply
to everything of course. Examination statistics, which
I've started to do something about in a small way, are
smiled upon in a small way, though one suspects the purpo
ses they'll be turned to in the end. In fact anything that
can be counted seems to be favoured - bnicks, cubic feet
of buildings, pupils, candidates, passes, number of teach
ers, number of subjects, etc. But the insides of it all
the quality of what's done, any character in it except
conformity to the stuffier of the metropolitan practices
scarcely gets a look-in so far as I can see. '



I^Yerything is being given a coat of varnish
at the moment because Sir Christopher is expected next
month. I thought, if I have the chance and the courage,
I would ask him if there are any openings for a general
rouse-about like me at the Colonial Office or at comm.
devt, clearing houses etc. in ionion, but I don't suppose
it's a thing I can talk to him about with any propriety or
good effect? I find I am so comparatively isolated from
grown-ups familiar with other parts of the globe that

' it's difficult to know where to look for a RKWxpi job else
where, which I think had better be in a civilized city.
ISve written to David Fienberg about New York and TI.N. but

^ think that's unlikely, and would prefer to gg to London -
II- which I suppose is even more unlikely. As this fx®
f feeling of being somewhat unemployable, i realize it comes

of having very high standards of what work and employers
should be like; and the getting of them has been worth it.
I look back with more and more admiration and amazement

to the qualities of Social Developemfent; as well as every
thing else, it was so much more realistic and down to earth
in the terras of its own job than what I see around me now.

Thwre has been a little trickle through Suva of
Sydney friends and of other acquaintances, which is very
nice. Nancy came trrough and stayed with me for a few days
on her way to set up a visual aids centre in the Cook Islan
ds. She was making fur Rarotonga but as usual Wellington
and Rarotonga hadn't got things straight, and left her
stranded on Aijdtataki while all her working equipment, mall
etc. went through to Rarotonga, so she's been sitting by
the lagoon at Aitutaki trying to make visual aids with
shoestrings and sending messages into the void, as Head
quarters instructions are presumably still going to Raroto
nga, She somds quite worried as she has been stuck there n
nearly two months; but will probably have got transport
in the week since she last wrote me, and got everything
sorted out^?-nd set to work. Other itinerants who have beento stay with me were Sidney and Cynthia Nolan, on their way
to America. A young man from the Pacific 7T^o +aoiiic History Dept.



• I,
of the A.N.U., one Niel Gunson, came through Suva, and
brought news of your having settled in there. He was
however such a vague and rather stupid young man generally,
I thought, that he wasn't very specific about what you
are doing, I would like to hear, when you have time to
write a note. Another of your confreres, Ken Gillian, Is
working here. He's a peculiar gentle creature, rather
nice, and very caught up In his work.

This letter Is quite long enough already, and I
shall not add to It with ray Impressions of life in Suva
generally. If you have not thrown away that draft you
made ages ago of a general reference foj. j should
be very grateful to have something of the sort. In fact I
shall surely need It . ^xixsapjiHSRxitxscHKijixiExkEttEXx
Do you think it should be written to a particular applic
ation perhaps? If so I could let you kn^^ anything
that promlsts, as time goes on, °

With all regards ^ ,
Yours slncov,--, best wishes,



Department of Pacific History,
Hesearoh School of Pacific Studies,

Australian National Tlniveraity,
Canberra, A.C.T., Australia,

3rd July, 1957.

Dear Coulter,

T was Indeed /rlad to hear from you again and to see that
you arc still interested in the Pacific area. I rather envy
you going to France for Pacific studies; T have to get my
material'from there by microfilm and could well do with a few
months In the archives.

T have sent off a copy of my "Report on the ColonlBatli'n
of the Phoenix Islands" as I have an idea I took all T could
find in Suva before I left. In any case the Government Printer
would not disgorge one as they were never on sale to the public.
Actually it is marked "confidential" on the cover, but Sir Harry
Luke derestricted it when It hud ceased to be of more than
historical Importance.

I arri preparing a series of studies on various aspects of
the History of the Central Pacifio at the moment,- with a view
to providing the detailed Information on which one could event
ually base a regional history. I have lust finished a paper
on "The Discovery of the Central Pacific (about 18,000 words,
dealing with the 58 islands of the Gilbert, Elllce, Phoenix,
Line, Tokelau and Northern Cook Groups), v.hlch I hope will clear
away some of the misconceptions that have grown up on this
subject. No one seems to have ever got down to the source
material to sort out who actually did discover these Islands;
and some additional confusion has been Introduced by partisans
in the Anglo-American claims question. Do you know of any
periodical in the States (or elsewhere, for that metter) which
might bo interested In publishing such a paper?

Thank you for mentioning the impending publication biJ
your now book. T have written off to Francis, Kdwarda asking
them to send me a copy Immodlutoly it cornea out: I try to keep
abreast of everything being written on the Pacific these days
but often do not hear of a new American publication for months
after it is out.

I do hope that wc can meet again oomewhero sometime, but
from your itinerary during the next year it does not seem likely:
I see that Australia is not Included In any of your Impending
tours. I expect to go to Honolulu for a couple of months early
next year to work on some of the historical material there; do
you not go there occasionally in connfsxion with your Interests
in the Trust Territory?
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Anytray, I wish you all success in your visit to Prarce.
friend, Jean Ouiart, has been appointed Professor of Oceanic

Religions at the Sorhonnej so do please get in touch with him
when you are in Paris: you will find him good value.

ijit'C'-y'H'

With kindest regards from us" both.

Yours sinoerel^t..

- ,K.. , V \.,N* .1 V/ • " *• -r* .
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Dofiartment of Pacific History,
: 3rd July, 1Q57. .

Dear Bill,

I must apologize for never having thanked you for
kindly letting me have u copy of the conclusions of the Review
Conference (due to my having been away in Sydney until last
week): you certainly succeoded In achieving" more than I had
expected would be possible, and I was glad to see that the PIM
leading article this month has rightly given you the credit
for saving the Comniisslon from dying of Inanition.

I am presuming that these conclualons ore no longer
corifIdential; because I may be writing an article for the
"Australian Outlook" on the Commission and the degree to which
th® reforms now being made should enable It to function with
renewed eflectlveness.

I was actually doing It for PXM but, us you know, hero
In the University one has to write for periodicals considered
to be of some academic standing If the effort Is to count as
part of one^s years output. After all they pay me a salary
so I shouldn't grumble.

^ Itaking the liberty of enclosing a paper on
Sovereli^ty over Christmas Island", which I am about to got

published (I hope). I^ot that T imagine that you would have
time to read It yourself, but there may bo someone In your
Depinrtment Interoated in the question of Anglo-American claims
(a subject which I have studied for aome years).

I thouj^t the ruf etlng on Nauru went off very well and
feel that the decision reached (to work for a policy of free
liimilgratlon Into the territories of the three powers responsible
for the Island) Is the only one liJc^^T bo a succeoei In
practice as well us calculated to stifle criticism In the U.N.
But T wish your Department waa preparing the background paper,
as It will have to bo very carefully done If it la to be
convincing at the political level.

Very Sincerely,

) • , r

r-' '
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Dear Mrs Lyndsay Gardiner,

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, AoC.T.,
5th July, 1957»

I am sorry not to have written to you before this to
let you know the results of my talk with Miss T^oodle Heddle
on the subject of the possibility of publishing an American
edition of "Pacific Peoples"* Unfortunately I left for
Sydney a day or two after and am only novr beginning to catch
up on ray correspondence once again*

Anyway, the point is that T wrote to ?/il33 Heddle on
the matter, and also spoke to-her at the Canberra.

She said that Longman's Green possessed a New York
branch and that she was sending the book to them In the hope
that they would like to publish it themselves.

I felt that somehow she was not at all confident that
they wouldt I gathered that they almost invariably took the
stand that anything produced by the Australian house was quite
unsuitable for the American market. In fact she seemed
distinctly bitter about her American cousins.

The drill apparently Is that If they do turn your
book down then you are at liberty to make your own arrange
ments with any firm of publishers In the States that you
fancy.

Miss Heddle said that she would write and explain all
this to youx I.e. that you must possess your soul In patience
until the New York folk have been given a chance to exercise
their option to publish. Tf they decide to do so, well and
good, at l^est from the Moodle Heddle point of view. If
not, then you are a free woman and can do as you pleaae with
your own.

" V " -'.l ' *■♦'*'

She did add that she thought that Professor Llnebarger's
advice and aaslstence might bo a valuable help to you, as the
American market can bo tricky.

I do trust that the Austx'allan edition Is doing well
and that you will succood In tapping the big money In the
States. I have read the book through carefully and only
wish that I could hope to do as well as you have.

I have no suggestions for major changes, but If you
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do bring out an American edition (or a second edition here)
I have a number of minor factual corrections to suggest#

But there is no point in listing them unless; for I
always thinlc that to have one's minor slips pointed out in
cold blood, unless one has an opportunity of doing something
about them, is apt to be depressing. l,Vhen people do it to
me I Invariably class them as unco-captious.

I did point out to Miss Heddlo the deairablllty of
sending copies of your book to all the educational author
ities in the 19 South Pacific territories, so that it could
be considered for possible use in the higher forms of their
secondary schools, as well as in all school and other llbru^i
ries; and I offered to make out a list of the people to »
tackle, if she liked. But T sent this letter to lielbourne,
and she hasn't so far replied. iviaybe she is still on her
travels.

Hoping that this rather muddled letter is all clear
to you; and I do wish you all success with your book - it
must be marvellous to be an author. Let me know if I can
ever help you in any way.

Yours sincerely.

Maude.

• • \
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Research School of Pacific Studies,
7th July, 1957.

The Editor,
"Paradise of the Pacific",
C/o Tongg Publishing Company,
HONOLULU, Hawaii.

Dear Sir,
' ' ' ft

I am writing a History of the Guano Industry in the
Central Pacific Islands and find it necessary to refer to a
number of articles published in "Paradise of the Pacific"
between 1957 and 1940.

I have been informed by the University Librarian that
he is unable to locate any files of your magazine for these
years in Australia.

I should be most grateful if you could advise me
whether. In fact, you had any subscriber to "Paradise of.
the Pacific" in Australia during this period, in which case
I would enquire from the person or institution whether I
mlgnt be permitted to consult the issues containing the
articles I need.

Mr E.H. Bryan, Jt,, who I believe is one of your
contributors, will I know be williug to vouch for my bona
fides.

Thanking you in anticipation,

iTours truly.

H.E. Maude,
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Depax^tment of Pacific History, ,;
7th July, 1957,

Mr J.R. \?ll3on,
Australian Institute of International Affairs,
209 Oeorpe Street, SfPNEY, N.S.IY*

Dear Mr Wilson,

I regret that, for purely personal reasons, I should
be loth to review Legpe's "Australian Colonial Policy",

May I venture to suggest, however, that an ideal man
to undertake this tusk would be Professor D.C. Gordon of the
Department of History, University of Maryland, who Is a
recognized authority on Now Guinea history and the author of
"The Australian Frontier In New Guinea 1870-1885", published
In 1951 by the Coloinbia University Press.

Professor Gordon la at present engaged In research on
Mew Guinea history at the Australian National University, on
a F*ullbrlght grant, and may be addressed c/o the Department
of Pacific History.

Despite my Inability to perform on this occasion, I
should be very willing to review books dealing with the Pacific
Islands for the "Australian Outlook", other than specialist
works on New Guinea, which is rather out of my particular
field.

Youra alnceroly.

H.H, Maude.



AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCH

369 GEORGE STREET.
TELEPHONE: BX 4042 SYDNEY

26th. June, 1957.

Mr. L. Ifeiude,
Senior Research Fellow,
School of Ifecifio History,
Australian National IRiiversity,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.

Dear Mr. Nhude,

I have received a book entitled "AUSTRALIAN COLCNIAL POLICY"

by Mr. J.D, Legge for review in the "AUSffiALIAN OUTLOOK".

I should like this review say 500 words for the Septonber

issue of the "AUSTRALIAN OUTLOOK ", the review to be available b^r beginning of August.

I would be happy to have you do it, and would forward the book when

I hear from you.

b'ould vou advise me?

'With best wishes.

Yours sincerely.

/ J,
J-. R. 7TILS®,

Acting Editor,
The Auatralian Outlook,



SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION

G.P.O. BOX NO. 5254. G.P.O., SYDNEY

CABL£ ADDRESS: •'SOUTHPACOM,'* SYDNEY

TEU. NO. BW 3409

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SECTION
SYDNEY OFFICE:

DAL.TON HOUSE

115 PITT STREET

SYDNEY. N.S.W.. AUSTRALIA

REF.

8th July, 1957.

Deax Mr. Maude,

When we were cleaning out the Social
Development Section's safe recently, we found
^11 in an envelope with your name on it. This
amount is enclosed, because I take it that it is
your personal property.

Yours sincerely.

(Mrs.) Judith Flanagan

Mr. H.E. Maude,
Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,
Box 4, G.P.O.,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.



SOUTH PACIFIC

G.P.O. BOX NO. 8254, G.P.O., SYDNEY

CABLE ADDRESS: "SOUTHPACOM, ** SYDNEY

TEL. NO. BW 3409

COMMISSION

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SECTION,
SYDNEY OFFICE:

DALTON HOUSE

115 PITT STREET

SYDNEY, N.S.W.. AUSTRALIA

....M33./3J6,REF

8th July, 1957.

Dear Mr. Maude,

In reply to your letter of 1st July,
I have pleasure in enclosing six copies of
the list of Pacific Islands Manuscripts micro
filmed by the Commission.

Yours sincerely,

cecutive Officer f(^for Execut

Social Develocment.

Mr. H.E. Maude,
Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,
CANBERRA, A.C.T.

oc^ ,



Department of Pacific History,
Australian Ilatlonal TTnlvarsity,

Canberra, A.C.T., . .fv
9th July, 1957.

The Llbi'arlan,
hoyal Geographical Society,
Kensington Gore,
LOKBON, S.K.7, England.

b 'p xlL A^Vi'V

Dear Sir,

Thank you for your prompt reply to my letter of
enquiry about the discoveiry of certain Central Pacific
Islands.

I am sorry to hear that there le nothing in your
library which sheds any light on my difficulties, but
most grateful to you for kindly passing on my queries
to the National Maritime Museum at Greenwich.

I am looking forward to hearing from them direct
in due course.

Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.

c
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of Pacific History,
^ • f

Your fief. Ho. 1451/250J

Research School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,

Canberra, A.C.T., Australia,
9th July, 1957.

-• xJ'

Air Kurshall M.M. Vejyant fiangsrisht.
President, Ninth Pacific Science Congress,
Department of Science, ministry of Industry,
Rama VI Road, BANGKOK, Thailand.

Dear Air Marshall Vejyant Rangarisht,

I am extremely dionoured by your kind Invit^ifcion. of the
2?.'Vd May, made on behalf of Professor Phya Ra;Jdhon and his
colleagues on the Organizing Committee of the Ninth Pacific
Science Congress, to attend the Congress as a Soecial Guest.

Unfortunately, however, T have Idow left the field of
research in the social sciences, as defined by the Congress,
and am engaged in the study of Pacific History, which does
not come within the scope of your activities.

Under the circiimstances I do not feel that T could
make any significant contribution to the work of the Congress
and should not, therefore, be justified in accepting your
kind offer of hospitality.

I hope that you will understand my position and that
you will be so kind as to convey to Professor Phya Anumarn
Kajdhon and his colleagues my deep regret at my inability to
attend; a regret which I feel the more keenly owing to ray
long-standing desire to visit your beautiful country and
have an opportunity of studying its raost interesting history ,
at first hand.

May I take this opportunity of wishing every success
to the Ninth Pacific Science Congress; I am confident that
under your guidance it will not fail to be of the greatest
benefit to the free peoples of South-east Asia and the Pacific.

Your3 rtj^^^celv.
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bur Ref. -So. /ifS/M5"^V THE NINTH PACIFIC SCIENCE CONGRESS
• SECRETARIAT

' ^ •• ; ^ . i-.' • \ ' department OF SCIENCE, MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY
..; ' ^ ''V'ry .',!. y!-rama vi road, Bangkok, Thailand

^ , B.E. 2500 (1957)

- V ^Department of History, •-9- '19:^ - .^ ....., .:
Australian National University, '

rra, A.C.T,, Australia. '''y

K?'.l|:;.
v..\ .

Canberra,

Dear i-Ir. Maude,

•p'- *.y. ' For the Ninth Pacific Science Congress, to be held in Bangkok,
••V -

z'\'- 4*-
Thailand, from November 18 to December 9, B.E. 2500 (1957), the
Organizing Committee has decided tliat a few leading scientists in
each of the fields represented at the Congress shou.ld be invited

: - to attend the Congress as Special CSuests. These Special Guests will
DiiC":'rj'- receive their living expenses while the3'- are in Bangkok for the dura-

. tion of the Congress sessions. The Organizing Committee regrets that
V •,'J; . it cannot pay the fares for Special Guests to come to Bangkok but
> hopes tlTat the scientists selected mil be able to arrange transporta-

;.•.;••/' •• tion to the Congress.

v.It gives me great pleasure to invite you, on behalf of Professor
Anumarn Rajdhon and his colleagues on the Organizing Committee,

•-fhf to be a Special Guest of the Ninth Pacific Science Congress,

V P- ; •• •

it-:

s:' .• fV -
r y/wy'i.

Yours sincerely.

V?>. f.--.' ^ v . •v /'fv'' "1 (Air Marshal M.K. Vejyant Rangsrisht)
.a j .-A- . • TH*c5«?t ao-n-F.Y .;-v_.,^.yr'.P ^..,,.y. . President
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Dapartment of Pacific Hlatory,
9th July, 1957,

'/;is3 E. Moodle Heddle,
Lonprmans, Green and Co, ltd,,
605-611 Lonsdale Street,
t'Ai'.LBOURNE, Victoria,

Bear Miss Moodle Heddle,

' • rr'VI'l '•

"f'j,

Thank you very much for kindly sending me a copy of
your "Boomerang book of Legtfhdary Tales", which arrived today.

I have not yet had time to read it through, but it
should be an interesting book for Pacific fans like myself
(and for the peoples of the islands themselves), judging by
the number of Island stories.

I wrote fully to Mrs Gardiner explaining the position
as regards the publication of her book in America, I hope
that it is selling well both here and in the islands: I
like it better now I come to read it in print, thou^ it still
contains a nianber of small factual errors.

Yours sincerely.

H,E* Maude.

,'.;v' V-', V
'I-', " • •
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE

OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

American Embassy
Canberra, A.C.T,

July 9, 1957

Sir:

I regret that the Embassy has no record of the
three American firms which, according to your
letter of July 1957, were active in the guano
industry in the Pacific area in the period 1857-77,

Perhaps an inquiry directed to the Library of
First Street, S.E., Washington 25, D.C,,

might elicit the information you require.

Very truly yours.

For the Ambassador:

He^^beijt F, Propps
Second Secretary of Embassy

Mr, H, E, Maude,
Research School of Psc^ic Studies,

The Australian National University, -j ,
Canberra, A.C.T,

li. . 'I .

It:'. "'I fc.'V~7' ^. %

^ 7^) 'vir''' ••
. r r
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A? Canberra, 9th July, 1957,

Dear Ida,

I always find myself neglecting my other letters to
deal with yours, because they invariably contain so much of
Interest,

Ihanka ever so for the help with Mr licCulloch, and
for sending me on the paper. If you think that I In turn
can ever be of assistance to him In retrieving his dlarlejsi
I shall be glad to do all I can.

Must certainly I shall take advantage of your kind
offer to h^p me sometimes at night at the Mitchell, X am
sure that you would be able to think of ways of finding out
things that I know nothing about.

It was good of you to try the CuatomB. Do you think
it would be any use my trying the Colonial Secretary's records
(not only for Emmett but for general material on early contacts
with the lalenda)?

And what on earth happens to the logbooks of all these
early vessels: In America most of them seem to be still
preserved? If we could find whore James Blrnle's mercantile
and commercial records are we should Indeed be on to a treasure
of rare price.

I have a note that Uary Re1bey "who owned several
vessels which engaged In trade with Fiji and Tonga" left a
lot of papers which are in "a private collection" (but where)?
I think that she must have been associated with Simeon Lord,
the Campbells, Birnie and Kmmott. It la those early histories
of Sydney's commercial relations with the Islands that Interest
m© more than anything else - If only one know In what firm's
cellars the early records lie mouldering.

As to Emuett: we now have the urldltlonal Information
that his name was WllHani Emmett. He apparently arrived In
N.S.W. In or before 1809 - went back to England - returned as
a settler 17,5,17. Traded between Sydney and Port Dalrymple
as master of the "Queen Charlotte" c. 18S0-21. Owned the
brig "Nereus", leaving the Colony in her 21.6.22 ~ back In
Sydney at No% 8 Bllgh Street on 22.4.24. His wife and
daughter arrived from England on 20.2.25 and his son was born
on 22,4.24. Tt would seem probable that he dlacovered the
two Inlands In the Phoenix on the cruise of the "Nereus",
which I suspect was to Tahiti (but don't know)*

Ifpura ever.
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pear Ida,

Thanks ever so much for your letter
which arrived only a few minutes ago but I w(
vas so excited to hear you speak of the
1/IcCulloch papers that I felt I must reply
immediatiiy.

Actually all I knov/ about them Is
that Jim Davidson came to see rae some days
ago and said that there was an article in
the Sun-Herald about some diaries left by
one McCulloch on ./.alden and that they were
wondering who should have them and that Ss
I was writing on the history of Maiden he
considered that they should clearly be given
over to me and would I please do something
about it.

But when he went to look for his copy
of the Sun-Hcrald he had lost it and I've
been trying everywhere for days to get a

'copy (even the Notional Library can't help);
' so in the end I weakly gave up.

And now you've revive'' the whole
matter - just like a miracle - so could you
be an angel and try and buy me a copy of
the Sun-Herald and send me the article (I
don't mind what I pay for It).

Unfortunately if, as you surmise, som
aapscalllon grand-son has snaffled the diuri
it may be too late as he ])robably wont let
them be copied, hoping to make some money
out of them - I know the type. Material



such as this should be in the Mitchell
(where I Intended to place It if I had got
it) and not in private hands. But perhaps
you would be willing to have a word with
him and find out the score. Maybe he'd
sell.

X really am
all your help and
stats on their way
about the Endorby-
a bit far-fetched,

about Emmett, but
was ever on a ship
be that the ship's
it was the l^ereus?

most grateful to you for
for speeding the photo-

T think you're right
Enderbui*y connexion being

I6ve learnt a bit more
it seems doubtful if he
called the Sidney: could
name is wrong and that

Vej?y sincerely.

' r •
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Deaf. Ida,

Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,

Canberra, A.C.T.,
2?rd June, 1957.

As you will see I cannot live without you - and this
despite the fact that I am sure I never thanked you sufficiently
for all your previous kind efforts on ray behalf.

Anyway I am taklnp the liberty of ^'orwardlnp another list
of photostats In the hope that you will be so good as to arrange
for them to be sent by the Public Library people.

I am sending the list through you rartly because I've an
Impression that the Library people will do things for you,
whereas they no doubt consider all of us up here as confounded
nuisances. T think I have never been sent the whole of any
photostat order yet (though charged for all), and they never
provide any explanation as to why the rcma'nder is not being
forwarded.

In the case of the last order (which you kindly handled),
they sent all but the photostats of the entries in their Hesearch
Department's catalogue under the headings of "Phosphate De>osita
(Quano)" and "Blackblrdlng In the Pacific"* could you please see
what has happened to these. T tried to look them up when In
Sydney but both wore missing (I Imagined because the photostater
had them)i

I am also enclosing a note I have Just prepared on a
Captain Emraett, who was apparently associated with James Blmie,
a merchant In Sydney c.1820, and discovered two Islands In the
Phoenix Group, one of which he called Sydney (or probably 'S5dney')
after his ship and the other Blrnle after hia friend. You will
see how I got tantallzingly near to finding something about ?Jmmett
when I was in Sydney, but had to leave with everything still
unsolved.

This la not being sent with any idea of'your undertaking
any special research at the Mitchell or anywhere else but Just
In case you happen to know anything that may provide a lead for
such further research, or know of someone elso who might be able
to help with information. I think I'll send one to Mr Eamshaw
Just In case he has a hunch.

Perhaps you would
huri'y) check If there is
Chronicle for Jan.-June,
already lookod it up and

also some day (there la absolutely no
anything on Fltcalm In the Naval
1815, p.377. T think that fEave
that there la nothing, but cannot be
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It was Indeed nice seeing you again and T hope that we
^may repeat the function again another time.

; I j-*L. ^ ' ' - •*
, c,»• w. ..v.

•"•'i •« 'u. ••. g -'
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Yours sincerely.

SV.v?;'.
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Dear Ida,

I'loy T at last take advantage of yotir good offlcos? I
am at present knee deep in g».iano and am most anxious to obtain
iohotostats of three articles quoted in woore, J.B. "A Digest of
InternMtlonal Xiair", vol.1, p.557*

The articles are as follows

(1) De Bow*3 Review XTX, 219.

(2) Chamber's Journal I, lv-5, 383.

(3) Living Age XXXVX, 199.

I can find no mention of any Australian holdings of "iSo"Bow's
Review" but you may at least be able to discover in Sydney who
published it and where.

'.*6 have no holdings of "Chamber's Journal" and "Living
Age" up hei'e so could you please locate the rlglat numbers In
the Public Library and ux'range for them to be photostated and
forwarded to me.

The trouble Is that there are several series of these
tvo publications and the'meagre reference doesn't appear to
Indicate which series in each case has the article on guano*
But I would say at a guess that It would be a series running
noraowhere between 1850 and 1980.

All this request Is on the distinct understanding that
you will charge mo not only for the cost of the photostating
but also (at an adequate rate) for the time taken in the search,
plus all fares and Incidental expenses, etc.

Perhaps, at the same time, you could obtain from the
desk in the Public Libraiy the photostats thoy did for me some
9 months ago covering the account of Jenny, who was the only
one of the Tahltlans v;ho went with Christian to actually leave
the island again. I think It was from the "Sydney Ctaeette".
Anyway I paid for It and they notified me that It was ready
but I have always forgotten to collect it. And now T am rroarly
ready to begln^ revising my History of Pltoalrn Island.

• A <•

search School of Pacific Studies,
Auatralian National University,

Canberra, A.C*T.,
9th ^.lay, 1957.

I was overjoyed to hear that Angus and Robortaon are



Very sincerely.

M

tX-.- ,'• •'P'

'«-/ :iI'i:
pleased with Nancy's book. It la indeed one of the best
manuscrlpta I have ever read on the lalanda; not to apeak
of the photos which are, of course, superb. I tried to
do Justice to the very high quality of her writing and photo
graphy in iny introduction.

Actually, Ida, if the book is published (and I gather
that there is now no doubt on that score) it will be all your
doing for when I got your letter my conscience was so aroused
thpt I downed everything that I was doing and never came up
for air again until I had finished what I had promised to do
for her. If you hadn't written Just at that moment the ms.
vrould have bf^en still with me, Nancy would have been unhappy
and so wou].d T.

So thank you for yet another kindneosj and X know that
Nancy will agree that you must have the first copy of the book;
suitably inscribed.
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P'S« One thing makes me think of another. So if and when

you visit the Public Library would you please also get them

to send me photostats of the entries in their Roaearch Dept's

catalogue under the headings of "Phosphate Deposits (Guano)"

and "Blackblrding in the Pacific"..

And if they have a copy of

Cooke, George Alexander. "Modem and Authentic System of
Universal Geopgraphy". London, c.1811.

perhaps you could see if around p.lO;' there is a reference to

Captain Henry Barber's discovery of Arthur Island* Prom

p.xxii ot the introduction to Lockerby's Journal it seena

possible.

-^iPh-1 .



98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

2131 :^arch, 1957,

' •••• i ' '•

Dear Ida,

ft amused me to find you apologizing to one notorious
for being the -worst correspondent in Australaiia. Do you
know I have letters -unanswered on ray table for months and
months, and often for no good reason at all, and I wake
sweating in the night thinking of them.

But I was sorry to hear of your run of bad luck and
sincerely hope that the tide has now turned. I too expect
to be ill shortly, for I can feel the chill blast of winter
blowing across the Canberra wastes.

I'm ashamed to say that I did rush down to Sydney a
week or two ago: I rang you on the phone one morning, but when
I got no reply I concluded that you were away, or more probably
working in A. & Rs., and opportunity did not occur again. As
a matter of fact, I did not get back home until midnight, or
thereabouts, on a single night, as I did not like to leave
the library until it closed at 10. On nights when the
Mitchell is not open I just move over to tho Piiblic Library
at 5, and find that they have a lot that I want; for example,
the Rautical Magazine is in the Pub. but not in the Mitchell
though, alas, the korcantile Magazine appears to be in neither.

I cex'talnly could have done with your help once or twice,
but no matter because I shall be down again, and next time
working on traders and trading firms, v/here I shall sorely nteed
advice on newspaper sources and shipping news. As you say,
tne Mitchell is now so short staffed its a crime, and T feel
terrible having to ask them to look up something in the Mss
Index Catalogue.

You mention a Herald reference to some conference on the
S.P.C. As a matter of fact this is tho first I have heard of
it, as I don't get the Herald and lead an entirely monastic
life with no contacts with the outside world. In fact I don't
read any news these days later than about 1860; when It would
seem the world started to take a wrong turn. If Australia was
to be invaded I am quite sure I should not hear of it until
finally knocked on the head.

See you, and I hope Helen, next time for sure,

Yoxirs sincerelly.
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Freedom Press,
27 Hed Lion Street,
LONDON. W.C.I. Kngland.

Dear Freedom Press,

v : 90 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

Australia,
9th July, 1957.

•v.' "Nc''

T am sorry to see that my subscription to "Freedom"
is overdue, and apprehensive lest you should by now, quite
legitimately, have ceased sending me copies.

I enclose a cheque for £2.10.0 for my year's sub
scription, plus one copy of Vol.6 of "Freedom Selections".

Please If. ep the balance as a contribution to your
Deficit Fund.

fours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.



UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

CINCINNATI 21, OHIO

DEPARTMENT OF GEOLOSY AND GEOGRAPHY July 10 » 1957
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Mr. H. E. Maude,
Department of Pacific History,
Researcti School of Pacific Studies,
Australian National University,
Canberra, A.C.T., tralia.

Dear Maude:

I have your letter of July 3, and I was very pleased to hear
from you. I expected to find, just as your letter implied, you are still
deep in Pacific studies. Yes, I know several historical magazines that
are much interested in the kind of thing that you are doing.

First of all, there is the Pacific Historical Review, Univer
sity of California Press, Berkeley 4. I suggest you write a latter to
the editor and tell him what you are doing and you will probably arouse
his interest.

Then there is the Pacific Northwest Quarterly, University
of Washington, Seattle 5, Washington. You might write to the editor of
that magazine also before you send him anything. Give the editors some
thing of your backgroxind and, if you like, mention my name although I
don't know that that would help you much.

Then there is Pacific Affairs, Institute of Pacific Relations,
1 East 54th St., New York 22. This periodical takes articles of a jour
nalistic type rather than profovind research articles.

Then X might mention Pacific Neighbors, Victorian Secretariat,
405 Collins Street, Melbourne, Australia. You probably know this period
ical which is illustrated and I often find it nice to bring in a few
dollars by writing something popular on the Pacific.

The most scholarly of these I have mentioned is the one pub
lished by the University of California Press, Your article that you
mention is long, longer than these periodicals publish. But you might
get them to publish a special brochure just with your long article in it.
There is a man at the University of California in geography. Professor
Leighly, who would also be interested in what you are doing, and if you
are writing to him you might mention my name for I know him very well.

Something has occurred to me since I received your letter.
I have htindreds of pictures on Hawaii, Samoa, Guam, and the Islands of
the Trust Territory, and also of Piji. I have no slides at all to
illustrate my lectures on the Gilbert and Ellice or Tonga, or New Guinea,
or any of the other islands in the Pacific. It is likely that you have
lots of pictures on these islands. I would be glad to purchase from you
pictures of other islands so that I could make slides of them, Leica
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size, which is l-g- x 2 inches. Or if I could borrow the negatives
I could probably have them reduced to that size. If you would be
willing to lend me any, you might address them to me, care of
The Geographical Institute, University of Bordeaux, Gironde,
France. I would get them after I arrive and perhaps could have
them copied there, if it is not too expensive.

I shall be looking out for the "Report on the Colonization
of the Phoenix Islands" for I have never seen it.

Perhaps I shall have an opportunity to look up your friend,
Jean Guiart, at the Sorbonne.

With kind regards and hoping to see you all some time again
in the future.

JWC:LS

Yours sincerely.

John Wesley Coulter,
Professor of Geography.

'i
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A.N.U., Friday,

Dear Ida,

lliank you for your lettr^rs and the tip about Gaaey in
the "Age", You didnt oughta have gone looking for It because
as it happened I found it all right a few hours after I heard
from you. There's no difficulty about files of the "Age" at
Canberra, as its held in high repute (particularly the Book
tteviews on Saturday) Actually the lettex" McCullough mentioned
to you was in the issue for July bth.

I enclose a copy of a letter I sent to Casey, as it will
serve to demonstrate that I do take advantage of the tips you
kindly send me. Your friend the grandson might be interested
to see it: glad he's not such a bad egg after all.

As to Mr Grice I found that I had quite a lot about him
on my cards (including his address). I have developed a rather
useful systerji of alphabetical index cards for recording odd
information: it takes the place of my memory, which has unfort
unately gone.

Go I WHS stimulated to write to him also: and now I
come to think of it I'll enclose a copy of this as well (but as
it is ny only one please let me have it back when I come down
to Bydney - the Grice one, not the Casey). I think it may
interest as showing how I am getting things straightened out
gradually,

lea, I had heard that" Grlmble had just complete ' the
last chapter of a second book when he died - a pity could
not have lived to spend the royalties. I feel myself that
if A. & ti. are shrewed in their publicity and stress the facts
that

(a) Orlmble paints a great picture of the Gilberts up to the
time of his departure (c.19.30);

(b) Since then the islands have been transformed, changed,
altered, modernized, brought into tV:e world (or however
you like to put it) without, however, losing their
essential charm;

(c) Bancy brings out this magic of the modern Gilberts in
her Inimitable photos and text - she succeeds In bringing
the Gilberts of the Grlmble story (which Incidentally
always was a myth - T was living there then) right
up-to-date, and is a must for all thoao who have fallen
In love with the fasclnatlng islands and oeople of his
books (and who has not auccumbod - I did myself, oven
though I knew that they bed never existed) and wants to

jcsrx.
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know how these people and islands are faring In the
modern world of today;

then they are going to clean up on some really It-rge saleso
Let ftrimhle stimulate the public appetite and Nancy can cash
in at exactly the right moment.

Harold White Is dead right - I Icoep entirely to myself,
having come up here for one purpose only; to do history; and
not to go to parties.

Things are going very slowly at present and it does not
look as if I shall get down for anouthor 10 days.

Jfours sincerely.

•f

fV'g''. •I-'

• ;
J • V
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Dear ;-arp-iret.

98 Arthur Circle,
F'orrest, A.C.T.,

87th July, 1957,

How nice it was to get a card from you written on Tahiti
itself: it all sounds like a fairy story to me (more so than the
saga you wrote).

I still remember the thrill I got when I first sighted the
Isiand at dawn - we were on a schooner, working up from Pitcairn
through the Tiuamotus, and I thought it incredibly lovely (saturated
though I was with islands at the time).

Sometimes I think of settling down there, bjit I know some
how that I should go to pieces rather rapidly. I knov/ Hall Qidn't,
but he was exceptional and T have no liiusions that I could measure
up to his standards.

Did you ever go to Aitutaki: that is my real love - it has
everything that the high islands and the atolls have, all in min
iature. The true pocket guide to the South Seas.

At the moment I am deep in a oaper on early Pitcairn History/
(1790-1830) which I have tentatively called "'''letcher Christian
and John Adams". It attempts to give a connected (and I hope
accurate) picture of developments from the mutiny to the death of
John Adams. Surprisingly enough, the authorities on Pitcairn
history deal with this period very sketchftly and confine themselves
almost entirely to retailing verbatim the various and conflicting
accounts given by Adams himself.

My idea is to use the more than a dozen other primary
sources now available and to tell the story more from the native
side - now possible thanks to the two narratives by Jenny, the
wife of Isaac hartin.

iviay I enlist your help here? We now know the names of
each of the Polynesians who landed on Pitcairn. These were
written down by the Rev. Nott about 1818, at the dictation of
Teehuteatuaonoa (usually known as Jenny) and are likely to be
quite accurate.

I enclose a list of these names, from which you will see
that they are not written in conformity with the rules of modern
Tahitian orthography. Could you please then have the correct
modern spelling pencilled beside the names for me?

I do not really suppose that you will feel able to do
this yourself d-spite your stay in Tahiti! But Kenneth Empry
could do it in a twinkling of an eye (I have lost touch with
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him these days or would write direct).. Or if he is not about
there must be many In your Home of Polynesian Scholarship to
whom the task would be child's play..

Isn't it curious how pitifully few journals and instit
utions are interested in the publication of the results of
research in Pacific history, as compared with the enormous
number competln^r for anthropolofrlcal studies - and yet historical
material is far more fascinating to read, and often of considerable
practical importance; as bringing out the factors involved in
the constantly changing Pacific scene.

stride I've finished a work onihe Discovery of the Central Pacific" Hft on.n \ ^
completing a "Gonstitutionfii u-? ° ^ .o t;;» words), and amthe^reseSt cons?uiuon°Sas evllZl Z (showing howfirst laws of Fletcher Christiln^ c a years from the
ing your aid for. ^^^Istian) and also the study I'm enlist-

to come) ever see^the^light of these (or others
interested only in British fn-p £. historical journals are

wrote stS^rof^ ^
Island™! ?r!L''!L;pte"a? stmaa
So I'm collecting material on the >i? p to appear next month,
tha;^ they'll drop another bomb on i?^ ory of Maiden, in the hope
claim it, or that It will disannoo or that your people will
to it anyway. But what we reaily^need something win happen
Pacific Historical Studies ("Pacific Histor^"?K Journal of

I hopa.®?Ln poo'̂ .'at^lJen^uonaJ! S'thf
With all the best from us both.

Yours sincerely.



(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(d)

POLYNr^SIAN StTTLi-itS ON PITCATKN : 1790

(A) i'v^EN

— iNiimes —

Ist account - Jenny - 2nd account Island

Tahiti
n

n

Raiatea

Tubuai

TETRNUA

-ViANARII

NTAU (boy)
TARARO

OPIER

TITAHITI

TEIJiUA

^•iANARII

TARARO

OOPEE

(B) 'YOMEN

Names

(7) MATJATUA
(8) VAHINEATUA
O) TEIO

(10) TEATUAHITEA
(11) FAAHOTU
(12) TERAURA
(13) TEEHUTEATUAONOA
(14) OBaAREI
(lb) TEVARUA
(16) TOOFAITI
(17) MAREVA
(18) TTNAFORNEA

Living glth

Fletcher Christian

John Mills
V/illiam f.lcCoy
V/illiam Brown

John IVilliams

Edward Young
Isaac luartin
Alexander Smith

Matthew Quintal
Tararo

The two Tahitians
The two Tubuai men.

(19) Teio's infant daughter (aged 1^) - name not known (later
called Sally).

All names of women are from the first account given by Teehutea-
tuaonoa (Jenny): she does not mention them In her second account.

All the women are believed to have been Tahitians; though Toofaitl
may have come from Raiatea and Tinafornea from Tubuai.

• • -f
rh •
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

29th July, 1957

Dear Alan,

I hope you will forgive my writing after so many years
absence from the family ciccle. I sometimes hear news of you,
of a hearsay sort, from t.:other and others; and of course Angus
is on everyone's breakfast table (even in Australia). But I
expect you have not heard of me for years, and possibly thought
rae long since dead.

Actually I am still pursuing my life-long enthusiasm -
the South Sea Islands - and having lived on some 70 of them and
acquired all the local knowledge I need I have at last settled
down to do what I always wanted: to write about them.

Having retired on pension from the Colonial Service I
have set up shop as Senior Research Fellow in Pacific History
at the Australian National University: a purely research post,
with no teaching obligations.

At the moment I'm working on some new material relating
to Fletcher Christian and the early history of Pitcairn, which
brings me to what you must have been wondering about: the point
of this letter.

Shapiro, in a footnote to his book "The Heritage of the
Bounty", states that "in a recent letter in the Times reports
the existence of Edward Young's Journal In England". He must
have written this in 1935, or shortly before, but though I have
bf en through the Times Index for several years prior to this
date I can find no trace of the letter.

I have a very fallible memory but I seem to recollect
hearing from you when I was living on Pitcairn in 1941-42 that
you knew of the then location of this diary (on the other handd
I cannot find your letter, which is ominous, as I usually keep
all correspondence of such a nature).

I know I am asking rather a lot but could you possibly
throw any light on this precious Journal and its present where
abouts. If I could purchase a photostat It would of course be
worth untold wealth to me.

Beechey, when he visited Pitcairn in 1825, examined
this journal and quoted extensively from It. Prorn Beechey's

seems to have covered the period from about December,
1793 (when only Adams, Young, ivicCoy and q:uintal were left alive)
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to just before the death of i.icCoy in 1798.

It seems probable that for the general reader Beechey's
excerpts give all in the journal of any particular interest,
but for me there would undoubtedly be a good deal of information
to supplement and sefve as a check on the other documents
(notably statements by Jenny, the Raiatean wife of Isaac Martin)
which cover this period.

I hope to come to England in a year or two to work on
whaling logbooks and will look you up, if I may. Last time
I was only able to get In 6 weeks, alas, and had to spend most
of the period in the Channel Islands; but the logbooks, if
indeed any exist, should be in London, I suppose. Its curious
that so much Intensive work has been done on the American whaling
records while nobody, so far as I am aware, is interested in the "
British.

Hoping that you will be able to help me over Edvjard Young
(he was rather a gentle soul really, I fancy), and with best wishes
to you all.

Yours sincerely.
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Dear iilan.

9B Arthur Circle,
Korrest, A.C.T-.,

Australia,
I5th Septernber, 1957.

i'e were all delighted to f?et your letter of the
14th - T say ">e" because Alarice was here at the time, a
:^rell as TTonor; "and also my eldest sister Muriel who Is
spendinr a couple of months with us on her way from one
daughter In 'Jew Zealand to another In South Africa.

. A .' • • •
vV,'

Tt wa^ curious your mentioning the family tree, for
X had hoard about It from 'Valter and had wanted to ask you
if I could make or have a copy. But I felt rather diffident,
having boan so long divorced from the family circle, so I
let It slide.

It WHS ilraost more for Alarlc than myself that I '
was anxious to obtain the tree, for ho is very interested
in all t iat poi'taJns to the haades, und after we are gone
be will Pe the only /.aude left descended from my father.
However, he tells ae that, he intends to have four criiliron
so perhaps one or t^o at least may be sons to carry on the
name.

X was sorry to hear that T had mlsse-'i Ahgus 5n Sydney
for I am there quite a lot off and on eolleotlnp historical
snatorlal. 7® keep on the house w* th » caretaker so that
I can stay in it when in Sydney, Instoad of going to a hotel.

I am not quite sure from you:* romarks whether you hsd
heard of my brother Waltor's death a fow cnontHs ago. He
was living up in Lincolnshire and developed gone )'i,re disorder
of the blood for which there is, apparently, no euro, ' y

at the time - Its quite remarkable how ahe
about,

wotJier went over

continues to get

Alario Is in his second year at Sydney hnlv#'; alty
tHkliig Arts (Geofraphy, History and AnthropoXory) d i,. I'cs .
of going into thFi'ublic Service (lustryllan, X T hie) •
h© would have liked to have entered the Colon'vl ;..erv» i^(
but there would seem fo bo no future in it, u »»i t'fio Inter"
national aei''vlce8 are hard to got into, unless one J s a -
national of Afghanistan or ..1 f.alvador.

t do hope that your friend Maywood suooeeds In flvidiug
tne clue to tlie Toung l>lary, For us people out here it
would be the 1 inn of a century and X should dearly love to
edit it for publlcetlon, togotner with some of the othor



contemoorary 'nanusci^lpta on the 'Bounty' and Pi teal rn which
have recently come to lipht.

The reference to the 'Times' la there all rirrht; In
a footnote on papa 71 of H.L. Shapiro's "Ihe Heritage of the
Bounty: the Story of Pltcalrn throurrh Six Generations" (honddn,
1936, Victor Gollancz Ltd.), where he says, "A. recent letter
In the London Times reports the existence of Kd^ard Yoinp's
journal in Enpland".

I have just finished my-paper "In Search of a Home",
on the history of the Bounty mutineers from the Lutlny to the
landing on Pltcalrn - a nine months period (April, 1789 -
JanuBK^'-^ 1790) in which they made an attempted settlement
on Tuhuai folloved by quite an epic voyage in the 'Bounty',
to the rjooiety. Austral, Cook, Tonga and I'lji Islands and
then back on their trucks to Pltcalrn. Altogether they
sailed some 8,700 miles, discovering the Important island
of Harotonga on the way. Curious how for 150 years everyone
has thought that the 'Bounty' went straight from Tahiti to
Pitcairn,

/j'he difficulty now is to find some journal willing to
publish this new material (about 0,500 words). Possibly my
best plan would be to send It to Owen P.utter - I feel that
he'd he interested and might be able to suggest a suitable
periodical. T fear its rather outside the scope of the
average historical journal and too heavily referenced for a
oopulwr magazine. ,1 flpd publishers competing for anything
in book form on the Pacific Tslnnds (serious works too) and
magazines competing, for light articles, but thex'e are few
journals offering a home for research studies in Pacific
history. T have a plan for starting one, with the aid of
the Department he^re, but it will take a year or so.

I know the books you mention as being in your library
except hawson's biography of iJligh, which I fancy does not
contain any Pitcairn material, and butter's "Turbulent Journey'
which I ara asking Francis Edwards to get for me. I can't
think how I've missed it, as T have all his others.

I do hope that you decide to come out on a visit to
Australia, in which event you must corof and stay with ua at
Canberra as long as you like. We aim to be here another two
years, at least, and after that either here or In Sydney.

With best wishes to you all from Muriel, Fonor, Alaric
and myself.

Yours,

Tp-f •
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DearAlan,

XH.-n
toyourtwo

1Dt*ArthTir*

Fori'o:»t,
CirMe,
.finiik:a.

'latJanuary,19b

reallymostcontriteatnothavJofrepliedbefore
letters-oneofthemforwardingthefamilytree,

Xorwhich'nariythaakaIndeed.'.Yeareveryproudtoownthis
andthefa.-illyha'<reporedoveritforhoursatatime-And
norAlarlchastakenitofftoSydneytoexpoundtothegirl
heproposestoaarry;IonlyhopethatsheisdulyInpressed.

hewentthrongtitheentryInBurke'sLandedCrentrysome
timeagototryandrorkouttheconnexionbetweenDrJohn
l«'aurle,aneyespecialistofSydneyand'Vollongony(anephewof
CjirllMaude)andourselves.Isthere,j^nvv

WothavinvthetreebymeTcan'tbesurebutIbelieve
thatyouhavethedateofmybirthas2.1.9,00insteadof1,10.06,
Marie'sbirthdayis19,6.?8:hointendstohavefourchildren
andIwillletyouknowtheirmimeaInduecourse.

Ihadmeanttowriteandthankyouforthetreeandthe
limesarticleoverChristmasbutthehitchollLibrarydecided
toholdtheirdecennialstocktakingtowardstheendofJanuary
soI.hadtogotoSydneyinsteadtov/orkthereuntilthey

I'esultallirycorrespondencegotInto closed;and
ofchaos.

astate

four.articleintheI'lnesontheHallettftciilywasniost
Interesting,andThfvecataloguedandfiledItinmy'nanuacrlpt
andpamphletcollection.hllghcouldcertainlyberrocioi.is
aoclaliywhenhewantedtobut^lfancythathisdemeanourunder
wentaconsiderablechangewhenhewasinar,osltioiiofuuLhority

---•-1•

aconsiderablechangewhenhewasinar,osltioiiox
andfeltitIncumbentonhimtothrowhisweightabout.I've
knownseveralColonialGovernorssimilarlyconstituted,thoughin
thesedaysneithersoabusivenorsoautocratic.

Thovehadaletterfrom^ihapiroaboutthereferencein
hi8Heritageofthebounty'invhichhosays~

hovebeenlookingthroughmynotesandthusfarhavebeen
unabletolocatetheitern,onwhichthefootnoteyoucitewus
DPsed.>.otw'.s^iingtodelayanenswortpyourletl.orany
longerImnwritingnovtoreportthisandtoassureyou.I
willcontinuetosearchthroughthesccumulatlonof"Utny
.yearsinthehopeoffinallydiscoveringtheitc.'!.jjs*)

i?'i

Thaveaveryclearrecollect!onofthereport,butt
cannotrecallwhothorTheardofitthx'oughacori'^Bsoondont
inI'lnglundorsawItIntheTimesmyself.Inanyevent,I
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r.): • • course, be able to evalnate how much
sipnlfIcanne to attach to itena of this k1.ni."

I roth.-r think, therefore, that Shapiro's atate^j&nt
some erroneous recollection of having read or heard about a le??er

reriortlnp the dlacovery of "iTounr'a diary in England
and that, In actual fact, no such manuscript has co.no
tt'het a- lind it vould be. to light.

^ou mention Laurence Irving - yes, he is an authority on
jnattei's connected vlth the 'bounty* an^^i I have nis book 'Bligh
and the bounty' Ciethuen, 1956) in the room where I am now
wx'iting. It consists oi iiligh's narrative plus a rathei*
introduction.

good

~ Irving states that he did not have any references by him
(other than Geoffrey liawson), otherwise ne would have discovered
not only that ioung's diary existed but that Ip was in John Adams'
possession in Ibgb, v.hen it vas exumlne-J by Captain E.'V, Beechev
w10 quoted extensively irom it in his 'Uarratlve of a Voyage to
the Pacific and Bering Strait' (London, 1831).

I'm sorx'y to say that you're right in eurtnlaiug that Owen
uu or 13 dead: fi'lctvis of his out here have since confirmed it.
J was quite upset to hear the news for all the time I was writing
my P^Pcr I kept thinking that as soon as it was finished I would
aeno .t to him for the expert criticism and advice that he alone
could give.

4- oapor to the Journal of the folynoslan«ty, who may publish it though they favour teclmlcal articles

e- about .',030 words in lenghh. Since rrltlng It1 ve iinlshed a further naner on f.ho of nr
fork 'Iinide, 1803-1830',
commerce.

naper on the history of 'The TjaJiltlan
Australia's flx'st venture into foi'cign

+ I must have been rather naive when T started writing
f hadn't realized that one's artioi«s should bewritten vith some partiouiur periodical in mind. Thoy all

R em o like d1ftei'ent lengti-is and dlffeiant treatment, and
some want 1llustrations, or references, while others-i)rorer
)ust the straight text. My main trouble Is that I don't seent
to be able to write briefly; however nuch I try everything

T suopose Its Inesperierice

to De able to write briefly; howevei
ends up between 15 and 20,003 wordy,

A Mr ityan wrote from the
on 'The Changing Pacific' so T duly
19 separate administrpt1ons each v/
a wide diversity in social and
to oroduc4 moi^e

Tlme^ {Asking for 1^400 v orda
seTit it to him, but with

' th th.elr own problems and
econo-tic progress It Is difficult

than generalities. T exoect you must have
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sent htni ir.y na.nc for I cannot conceive hovr he coult3 otliervise V
have discovei-ed It. I quite en.|oje.cl v/ritinp the 3U'n'rgiry but
have no idea If It was what he wanted as he gave no hints at- t*
all In his letter, — • '

I ez.oect to go to Suva and Honolulu" for /tpril, Way and
June to worlc on the local archives and, if we can raise the
cash. Honor will probably conie too. I suppose you don't know
of anyone in Jlifrland intex'ested in old whaling logbooks, do you?
I'd give anything to know T;|iere the lo^^s and journals of the
old whaling firms, such as toderby's, have got to.

Ve all send our best wishes for 1958, belated but none
the less sincere, /

Yours ever.



.V.r P.P. Ward,
10 Donald Street,
CARLINGFORD. N.S.W.

Dear Mr Ward,

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

29th July, 1957,

I am taking the liberty of sending you some notes I have
prepared for a monograph on "The Place Names of Pitcairn Island",
in the hope that you may be able, and willing, to add any
additional names and information that may occur to Mrs Ward or
yourself.

As far as I can judge, the record is incomplete in some
particulars, and I am hoping that you will be able to spot some
of the omissions. The two most important ones, I think, are
TAUTAMA and McCOYS VALLEY, and perhaps you would be so kind as
to describe these for the text. Any assistance would, of course,
be suitably acknowledged in the Introduction.

I would not worry you on this matter if it were not that
you were both on Pitcairn so much longer that we were and although
I don't remember you scrambling about the cliffs quite as regul
arly as I did you may have been to places I missed: or been told
of them. Would that there were a few Pitcairn Islanders about
as well to check up on some of the names and descriptions.

I am coming to Sydney to work at the Mitchell Library
next week and again later in the month (about the 21st) and will
get in touch with you in the course of one of these visits. At
the moment I am working on two other papers on Pitcairn - one
fairly detailed study of the 1790-1830 period and the other a
revision of my Constitutional History.

With kind regards - I believe that Honor has written
to ii/irs Ward yesterday.

Yours sincerely.



Department of Pacific History,
Australian Mational University,

Canbe r ra, A.0.1.,
Ist August, 1957,

Cirice, ,
''luOonOah" , Cliff Head, j
Fn^iiaS'ION, Victoria. !

Dear jVr Grice,

Thantc you so much for your prompt and informative reply
to my importunities. Tt makes me sad to think of yo.ir having
to destroy your old account books and other material of histor
ical value when you left Mount Miza; but it see-ns that you have
enough to enable one to piece together s.ome of the story at all
events.

So I shall be taking advantage of your kind offer to let
me see the copy books and documents as soon as I can get down
to Melbourne: it will not, I'm afraid, be for a couple of months,
as T have to finish three papers on the history of Pltcairn
Island before I break into new ground. And in any case I'll
give you due warning in advance (and will also remember the third
Thursday).

. I decided to follow up my letter to you by also writing
one to tor Casey, in answer to a letter which a friend saw in the
"Age": I intended to send you a copy when I next wrote, but now
I see that he has done it for me so I needn't worry (no doubt his
typing facilities are rather different from mine).

My letter to him was, T hope, carefully worded, as ^ did
not want to run myself into a libel action w5th the French
interests that looted falden. After all, I suppose the British
Government had virtually abandoned the island.

You speak of "complications arising from a wreck at the
island": I have a note of the loss of the "Victor", "Salamis"
and "Alma", and of trouble with the Norwegian underwriters after
the Captain of the "Olive" got so alarmed at the moorings. But
all this, T suppose, was before the period of which you speak.

'Vhen rny life and I lived on Ocean Island (1929-71) we knew
a chemist named Koss who used to speak of having been employed
on Maiden: I wish now I'd uald more attention to him.

I am very glad to have your record of happenings on walden

' " • 11 - t
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(as set out in your letter); it is these personal accounts of
events and experiences that are so hard to ret; and official
documents are apt to be so colourless. Did your father ever
have anything written about him, I wonder; even newspaper
cuttings are a great help.

letter.
But I must stop - by again thanking you for your kind

Yours sincerely.

ph
K.L. ia.ide
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PRDORBSS RS>ORT - (2) 16

Professor J.W. Davldaon .

H.B. Maude
• * •• '• . ••. 'r! ': ')' ••••' •

Bth August, 1987; •.,

The prograiaBe tentatively outlined in my first Progress Report,
submitted on the ISth February, and subsequently discussed by you, has now
progressed to the etage ehen a second review may be of value.

Discovery of the C«3tral Pacific

2. The decision reached to prepare a series of separate subject
papers on the main topics connected with the history of the Central Pacifio,
with a view to prior publicaticm in appropriate specialist Journals, has I
think proved to be a wise one. It seems clear that as the detailed studies
on which a general regional history would normally be based are simply non
existent, much spade-work has got to be done before such a synthesis can be
produced. The final book I have in mind would then be in essence a connected
abridgment of these monographs, omitting minor detail, much of the argument
end perhaps most of the referenoea.

3. The first of these projected papers, entitled "The Discovery of
the Central Pacific", Is now coopleted, with the exception of two minor
voyages (coooenning which I am awaiting supplementary information) and a
fee paragraphs on which I require technical advice from someone who not
only knows the islands but is, at the same time, a navigator.

4. Fortunately, Captain Brett Hildsr has taken an interest in my
nautical problems and we are to have a discussion on the subject when he
returns to Sydney from the islands about the middle of August. He has
already consulted Captain Irving Johnson (of the schooner "Yankee"), who
is providing the chart that he made of Nukufetau during the war, idiich
should be of assistance in connection with the identification of Mendana*^
Isle of Jesus,

8. This paper, I submit, proves the thesis edvanoed in the first
paragraph. Hare is a subject which, in the provisional synopsis tar the
regional history, I had provisionally allocated a single chapter amountins
to some 1,800-2,000 words. And yet when I came to work on it I found th^
the errors, mis-statements (in some oases, I fear, deliberate) and gener.i
confusion were such that it has taken a monograph of 18,000 words with
about 190 references and 3 naps to clear it up. Once done, however it
need not be repeated and in any regional history can be boiled down'to
quite an interesting ahapter.

i6. With the preparation of full oitations to the referanoss and
the eompietion of the text there is about a fortnight's work atill to be
done on the menuaoript, but there seems to be no partioulor point In taokline
it until I have seen Captain Hilder. As regards pUblioatlon, i believe
there is a ohanoe that the Polynesian Society night be willing to bring
out in their memoir series and you hava mantloned that tha Univaraity
might be intaraatad. I am also pursuing anquirles in America and Bnglana.
1 should sppreciate advioe as to whetheri

Vl' r>*' •=,'
' ' ' • '

(1) tha typii^ of my manuscript will bw dona by tha Chivarsity,
or Mbather I should malM my own private arrangasientsi and '

(li) Whether the eoet of preparing the maps (if any) is a
legitImmte reccverehle item.

/ .t,

f

.'VT'/
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1, There is no change in the proposal in para.11 of iqr prevloctt
report that my next teo papers should be on:

<i)

(ii)

vhaling oQ-the-line; and

the guano industry«

1 propose, hoeever, to take the guano trade first, as it fits in with
other work on the History of Comaercial Development. The difficulty
here is the collection of the rather meagre and scattexred source material,
virtually none of which is available in Australia. The Library of Congress,
has, however, been helpful in providing some references to the activities
of the three Anerican companies operating in the area and the Hhiversity
Library has agreed to obtain microfilms of a reasonable ntmdtwr of items.

8. As regards manuscript material, Mr R.S. Orice (of Grice Sumner
and Company) has already sent information on the operations of his family's
activities on Maiden Island and has agrcKid to let me see (and, I anticipate.
to copy) the records still in his possession. Mr Grice livee at Frankstoa
in Victoria and I should be grateful, therefore, if I might go to Melbourne
in September for about 4 days to examine these docianents, and at the t-
time endeavour to cajole the British Phosphate Coanisaionere into pentitttng
access to the records of the Pacific Phosphate Company, and its predecessor
the Pacific Trading Company. I should also like to make a brief check
islands material in the Public Library.

9. I have been postponing writing to Mrs Sydney Aris on the stibjeet
of J.D. Arundel's papers, as I had hoped that some way might disclose itself
by which they could be brought out from England "safe hand". 1 suggest
however, that under the circumstances it is best to ask Mrs Aris if she*
would be willing to allow the papers to be forwarded by surface transport
consigned to the University. This Proposal risks a refusal, but at least
ws shall then know the terms on which they may be made available

Vv":^.V History of Pitcairn Island
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10. While collecting material for ths ^ . .
.. ^ r , study of tns guano industrvprojactad papers, I am working on th-and other projected papers, I am working on *hm Vnii

oon<»ot.d ,l,h tb. hl.t<.ry of Pitdm follo-lng tl«. .tudl..

(i)

•-.VIS" : , .

a paper entitled "Fletcher Chrietian and John Adams"
dealing in some detail vith the first period of the
Pitoaim story}

..Ji-.vj';-
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(ii)

(111)

a oomplats revision and enlargement of my draft oon-
atitutional history} and

en article on rrhe Piece Henes cl ?UcaiTn IslaiMr,
Intexided lor ths Oeoasioasl Ptpers Bierigt of tbi
Bernice P. Bishop Musaw. In this 1 am •nteswo^lM

!; **" """'"I •<«alflCM». <« Wmnof the names.

The first paper uses over a doaen aoureea luv*^
on by authorities on Pitoeim history and win, i
eoSMr long-prevalent nlsooncMptionst I encloee •"P.. to altev

0a ' "***
reeding often covers both. Besic to ell three is am the
which I am working, it fits in

xnst 1 encioee « sopy of
well with the second ley---out c«t

of Pitoaim Island on cards, which was completed laet^!J^J"*^j^ftblio»^pl,y
of over 350 thus et least four timee j'̂ cvMer *tJm«^* ®***oiet»
extract: I do not think that any slsnifleant item has be^ ®ther
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History of Cowwrclal Development

12. Having had the benefit of reading through your thesis I feel
that it is not for ne to erite a general history of coamieiclal development
Which, as far as 1 see, would largely duplicate the work you have done.
I suggest. however, that 1 might with advantage make more detailed studios
of certain important industries and that the first of these should be the
Guano Industry, already mentioned above, to be followed by the Beche-de-
mer Industry.

string Figures for the Gilbert Islands

13. I would not mention this work, which is being undertaken lointlv
with my wife, «re it not an existing commitment which^an,
be time-consuming. The Polynesian Society is anxious to publish the
material, as a book, before the end of the year, so it is necessary to
complete the manuscript within the next two months. Fortunately mv wife

i" 5; 8;:««ter part of the text, of ehich 72 pages wereforwarded to Dr Geddes a fortnight ago, probably another 60 pagefremain
to be done, inciting a study of the distribution and ethnological
significance of the figures. "Bxcai

Minor WOTk

14.
coag^leted during thepast four months include,

(1> ^ article on "Sovereignty over Christmas Island", due
to appear in the next number of the "Australian Outlook";

(ii) 8 book introduction prepared for Angus and Robertson; and

^ ^ Pacific Commiealon, prepared at thethe Ifaited Kingdom Delegation to the Review

The

pr*
the Phownix Islands and »™istt and the Discoverv of
ths ecnutettinr. «.♦ .. * rather longer one on llaidAn j covery ofk ; acquisition of further data. "«ia«n Island. Both await
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FLETCHER CHRISTIAN AND JOHN ADAMS

' ; on Pitcairn Island : 1790-1830 •

• . -v^>,-^v-. yj^

- Fletcher Christian

.. i.',' '''li •{.'•'• .,i;.I;
Scene I In Search of a Home (1789-1790) • i /

•' •''•~C''?^ '̂̂ C''C'•• i''?'y
Settling in (1790-1791) '. ' •>.

Native Discontent (1792) ^

The Final Rising (1793)
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Act n - John Adams
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Scene II

Scene III

Scene IV

Interr^H^mi Disorders (1794-1799)

Scene II

Scene III

Scene IV

Regeneration (1800-1807)

Folger's Discovery (1808)

Thm Nmi (Generation (1809-1825)

Last Years of a Patriarch (1826-1829)
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•''i.H. and A.7/. Reed,
lr>2 ".akcefleld Street,

:gTON. G.l,
Aeh Zealand.

i.'eb.r "-r Reed,

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.G.T.,
Australia,
Slst August, 1957,

Thank you for sending over Eaddy's "Sails beneath the
Southern Cross" with such expedition. I am afraid that I
cannot say the same for this acknowledgement, but T have only
just returned from Sydney after several weeks work at the
.•Itchell Library.

T hone that your Director was successful in persuading
a' Vevj of the Australian booksellers to stock Mew Zealand books.
Tt Is a oerjbetual mystery to me why 'Vhitcombe and Tombs, with
their fine prem4s4s in barrack Street, do not feature a. neiun-
ament disnlay of Mew Zealand books. Every time I have been
into their place they seem to have just the same stock as any
Australian retailer. Even the piibllcations of their own house
have apparently to be ordered specially from New Zealand.

i-y"';.;' '•
-.i-'.-r,
*• f'

Yours sincerely.

> 'i •

•: • in

p},.
H.E. Maude,

i.
'»•

A •,
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A. H. & A. W. REED

PUBLISHERS

A. H. REED LTD. 182WAKEFIELD STREET - WELLINGTON C. i. - NEW ZEALAND

Mr H.E, Maude,
98, Arthur Circle,
FORREST, ACT. August 1, 1957.

Dear Mr Maude,

Thank you for your further letter. Y^e had
already returned your earlier one, which we hope you have
received.

Vfe have much pleasure in posting Eaddy's
SAILS BENEATH THE SOUTHERN CROSS under separate cover, and
will send you particulars of new and forthcoming public
ations regularly.

TrTe are sorry that you have had difficulty in
obtaining our books in Australia. This has been a matter
of concern to us for some time, and one of our Directors
is at present in the Commonwealth visiting Australian book
sellers, with the intention of having stocks of New Zealand
books made available to the public; and at the same time
he is exploring the possibility of our opening a branch in
Sydney or Melbourne. If these plans come to fruition we
hope that you will get much better service locally.

Again thanking you for your interest.

Sincerely yours.

TELEGRAMS AND CABLES: REED, PUBLISHER, WELLINGTON - TELEPHONE 56-229

POSTAL ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 6002 - TE ARO - WELLINGTON - NEW ZEALAND
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V.

Messrs A.H. and A.',V. Reed,
18S V/akefield Street,
'iELLIHGTOIi, N.Z.

Dear Sirs,

Arthur Circle

rest, A
Auatrali

1967

I find that I recently sent you an order addressed to
Anpus end Robertson in Sydney instead of the enclosed letter,
which I should bei grateful if you could see your way to deal
with as I need the book badly.

Don't bother to return the letteh to Angus and Robert
son, as I have sent them another.

Yours faithfully.

H.E. Maude

J'% Vi-.Vr:i

: • • ; -.ft', •• • '



A. H. & A. W. REED
182 Wakefield Street

(Box 6002, Te Arc)
Wellington

Mr H.E. Maude,
98, Arthur Circle,
FORREST, A.C.T. July 23, 1957.

Dear Mr Maude,

Thank you for your order for
the "Cambridge Authors' and Printers' Guides".
Your letter was addressed to Angus and

Robertson Ltd, and we feel that it may have
been forwarded to us in error.

It would be better for you to
order these titles direct from Angus and
Robertson.

Sincerely yours.
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Messrs A.H. and A.V¥. Reed,
182 \rVakefleld Street,
MLTRGTON. n.z.

. • .j'f' V VT»*i

98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.C.T.,

Australia,
17th July, 1957.

'••••*•,r -•
;vV.

I'Vi , *./•. 1 . .. k il- #

, » • • f.b. •: t. ; • <
•» ' , y ,.'

- S; ^
• >

/ *>• ,• i, ' •

Dear Sirs, '

Would it he possible to post me the followinp book:

EADDY, E.A. "Sails beneath the Southern Cross"?

Tf so I would remit a ?^oney Order for the cost and
postage on receipt of your account.

The reason I am ordering direct is because I have
been disappointed in my endeavours to obtain New Zealand
books tnrough Australian retailers. My last order (for
tne "Iriomoii's of the Malr family") took 3^ months, and then
only one copy arrived instead of the two asked for.

I am a Research Follow of the Australian National
University and requii^e Faddy's work rather urgently for a
study I aiTi engaged on.

"•ir-V4.'l. V'- ' .

'A M'y

••

Yours faithfully,'

H.E, A.ttude.' .



Kesearch School of Pacific Studies,
Australiaa I^atlonal fTniverslty,

Canberra, A,.G.T., Australia,
Slst August, 1957

Dear Marparet,

V'e were both so pleased to hea-r frora you after you had
the islands - somehow Hawaii, although lovely In its

climate and setting, is never quite "the Islands" to 'ie.

Jiiaybe we will settle in Tahiti dui'inp our old ape, but
I feax' there is one insuperable bsi''rier -its too expensive for
people like us on a small pension, which decreases annually
with tne rise in the cost of living.

I should dearly like to write about the islands, like
•wetraux and Jianielsson, but it is not possible (even if I had
the ability) while on the University pay-roll here. In the
first place the work, which is admittedly fascinating, drains
all "ly slender energies and, even more important, the TIniversity
aeople I'rown at anything in the nature of popular writing. I
don't agi-ee with them a scrap, but while working in their outfit
it seens only fair to fall in with their susceotibilities.

I was glad yoif showed my letter to Spoehr, whom I jaet
at the last Pacific Science Congress and fo\ind a very refreshing
person Indeed - as you say completely alive. T have a feeling
thai some day he will ret tnovlnr on this qtiestion of the neglect
of historical studies oh the area covered by the Museum's
Ihteresta; and when he does we shall see results.

Lieanwhile, as he advises, one must keep going. Curiously
enoufih its not the book length studies that one finds any trouble
in retting published, but the research articles atid papers -
say 6,000 l^o 20,000 words.

Hunny your racntionlng Brenda Bishop because I had just
this argument over history with :»iardock, who was opposed to
adjftlttlng It as one of the social sciences at the Congress.
As a result there seems to be no point in my attending the
Congress at Bangkok and I have declined with thanks an offer
by the Thailand oeople to pay my expenses. I feel they are
(or should I say iViurdock is) making a big mistake; but I fear
I am vex'y unpopular with Brenda as a result.

/

Please thank Emory for his help with the names; I'm
glad that they were not as far out as I had feared. It v )uld
be nice to see hlra again - last time was during the war when
he was wrltlnfr his little booklet on "South Sea Lore". I pHve
always had th.e utmost respect for his work - so careful and
nainstaking.
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It wouldn't be r-ie if I hadn't a request to rna'vce. Item
in.the bibllopr-aphy to Aitkin's "ethnology of Tubuai"

(bulletin 70) reads as follows:-

SKALE, ALVIN, .lanuscript on expedition (1902) to southesstern
"Polynesia, in B.P. Bishop '-luseum.

people; population given«3 150j notes and sketches of maraes; of stone Implements
aui fort of the mutineers.

itv'. •- ' ;'d. b<. ever so grateful If you conu have photostat's made of thepai-es containing any mention of tni^ fort (Port Georp-e) and the
activities of the mutineers on Tubuai T n Oeorpe; and the

. a plan of the fort and possibly an iUi, ? ^ ??
' -V. B Short paper perhaps you could have u f

at aiy expense - and please send it bv o? thing copied -
y-; ^

I'm very excited at finding thi
oucceeded. in reconstructing the poli-n^ reference for T have
Lhf) ti;!e oi' the "Bounty" settlement set-up on Tubuai at
excellent account in .'jorrison's Journ thanks to the
did not have access to it), but jus+- ^ (what a pity Aitkin
on the fort which they built and its l}®®ded something authentic
lo sibly its .-r'larked on a map which n on the island.

^^^Id be, copied?
If you could send this (and deK

have of mine) T will of course ackriQ ^ ^ monies you
quoted in my paper. ''ledge the source of anything

Mrs Handy's work on handicrtir+-
for us out in the islands and T'vq used to be quite a Bible
lived. Tf she would care to send k wondered where she
Marquesas I'd be glad to try out manuscript story of the
in England and Australia. I've ratu^^l'l^possibilities
getting Pacific Islands nanuscriptg a magic touch with
have only had one failure in the Ijj-^^l'li shed for others and
me, it was a dreary effort). A "no!^5v®l* aenthme (and, believe
Phelan's Atoll Holiday" enthuslag^. u or two ago I had hancy
engaged on "iicKay's reminiscences og S'^lly accented and am now
doing this lor island people but Vears in Samoa. I love
bight now there is a boom in publig, J-d never do it for myself,
on the islands. ng. particularly anything

I do hope you can manage Sgj,,
It sounds Just wh»t Is needed to rianusoriot on Tubuel
.autlneers' so.,urn on the Island. "'hd „y account of the

Yours ever.
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BERNICE p. BISHOP MUSEUM ' •

HONOL.Ut-U 17. HAWAII

August 2, 1957

Dear Harry,

Tahiti does seem a great deal nearer, it is true. And
at this moment we have in Honolulu tir. Ernest Dodge, Director of
the Peabody Museum (Salem kind), and his family- wife and two nice
children. Mr. Dodge is a particularly friendly person, who knows
a lot about the Pacific and its appurtenances, because his museum
is founded on what the whalers brought back with them to the harbor
of Salem a century or so ago. My hostess, Mrs. Phillips, is the one
who pressed the button and brought him and his family to the Pacific,
so that he might see some of the terrain and attendant w^aterways,
whence came his treasures. Indirectly, I must thank Mr. Dodge for
my good luck. The Dodges had marvelous luck. They came through the
canal on a freighter of the Pioneer Line, the boat stopped several
times before reaching the Pacific, stopped at Mehetia to leave off
some oil, before reaching Tahiti. They did not really have enough
time in Tahiti to see everything, but they had five glorious days
on Borabora, went off in a sailing canoe, and so forth.

But you had a gloriousexperience too, coming from Pitcairn
in a sailing schooner and sighting Tahiti at dawn. As to your "going
to pieces" in Tahiti- Tsal It could not possibly be. So don't fail ^
to settle there I You'll be lots nearer the Pacific islands that vou'd 3^You'll be lots nearer the Pacific islands that you'd
love to see, I am sure. Bengt Danielsson is a swell chap, one of the
best. That is his home now, his wife is delightful and they have one alL
child so far, a little girl of five, named Maruia. There are some other
interesting people there, living is high, and it is cut off at present
from most of the rest of the world. An airfield is contemplated and •+tv«up tn
a cliap is going down before long to survey the area that vjould be filled
in and ruined as far as delightful shoreline is concerned, "Don the ^
Beachcomber' , a l/aikiki entrepreneur of hotels and attendant junky ' i
tourist stores, is neeociatine for hotel S DA O.A - onH TivKi-hT Tnotr V» o •tourist stores, is negociating for hotel space, and Tahiti may go the
way of so many lovely places. Lowever, there are still lovely corners CuP ' I
to sneak into, the airfield won't be in operation until 1960, if then,
and the other islands are exquisite, such as Moorea, only an hour an a half
away by launch, lovelier than Tahiti, don't you thhink? Jl

I should love to see Aitutaki, or Borabora, or any of the
other lovely spots. I saw kodachrome slides of some of the Micronesian '
islands the other night, my first look at the color in Micronesia- beautiful.

It is wonderful that you are writing of Pitcairn, you who know
it, and can tell the truth, in so far as it can be discovered. Why don't
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,To H.E.M. -2-

, , /
you follow Alfred Metrkux's example, and get out semi-popular editions
of things that are too^facts that the general public cares nothing
abnut? As well as the real stuff first to be published? Alfred Metraux
just issued "Easter Island, a stone age civilization of the Pacific" .
Eave you seen it? it is mighty good reading. (Oxford University Press,
New York, 1957)

But I shovjed your letter, the part voicing your exasperation
with historical interest, to Alex Spoehr, and he agrees with you perfectly.
I wish you knew each other. He is alive in every pore. He said the
"history" interest here is dead, i'here ought to be keen ineterest in
history, and students of history. Kuykendall is at the top, having spent
a lifetime compiling Hawaiian history. But the results are treasures
of facts, compilingly told. Maybe some day someone vdll have the energy
and inspiration to get going on it. I asked Dr. Spoehr if I could send
you any message from him about it. He laughed and said, "Tell him to
keep going." And that's as much cheer as I can send along. The Historical
Society here has a fine librarian, Mrs. Mllowdean Handy. But she has

no v/ay of lighting a fuse, I fear. I am urging her to try again to get
published a fine story she wrote, much with the same purpose as my little
"Aa Manu Lele", about the Marquesas at the moment when the French took
over. It is, to my recollection, a wonderful setting forth of the effect
of "contact" on a people before not disturbed. (There'. I avoided saying
primitive.) Some were all enthusiastic about these Vv'onderful Frenchmen;
some drew back in dread. I read it years ago. She wrote it, sent it to
several publishers. Many praised it highly but said there would be no
market lor anyting about an island in the Pacific. Probably they were
right twenty years ago. But now I think she could sell it. I hope she'll
try again. She was there with her former husband, BSC Handy, in 1920 or so,
there in the Marquesas.

Well'. I am spinning along without yet telling you of Kenneth Emory.
The pencil notes on your list of names aj-e his. He could only guess at
some, as you see, some that were definitely wrong, •'"he rest sound all right
to him. He considered well, and didit with his usual thoughtfulness. News
of Kenneth is that he is involved in a vast amount of wrk- teaching at the
University of Hawaii, archaeology, and in archaeology itself. He has a corps
of students and volunteers, five maybe, -vorking for him, and results will
show before long. In the middle of his work a job butted in- as they do
so often for all of us I- archeological work at Honaxmau heiau, so near
where Cook landed. It is to be made a National Park, and he was asked to
do what Bishop Museum could and should do to advise in the restoration.
I have no idea what it has involved, but you can imagine. It has taken
a great deal of time, and the other work dem.ands his time incessantly too.
I showed the list of names to Kawena Pukui, our able translator of Ifeiwaiian.
But she steered clear; she is expert in Hawaiian only she says. Of course,
she, and I too, could guess which ones were definitely wrong. Oddly, the
little vessel that my Phillips family rented in Tahiti was named the MAREVA,
one of your names.

Brenda

Again as to history, I shall show BrHna Bishop your letter. She is
Secretary forthe Pacific Science Association. She has recently been to Bangkok,
to arrange for the next Pac. Sci. Congress. Why don't you go and bring up his
tory? And I forgot to say that Dr. Spoehr said, "The hardest job wrould be to
find an editor."

My best to Honor and to you.

T
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MISSIONARY SISTERS

of the SOCIETY of MARY

September 12,1957

Pacific Training Centre,
34 Billyard Avenue,

Wahroonga.
N.S.W.

Desr i'T.Maude,
During the vacation I tried to contact you at your

V/ahroonga address,but the ohone always continued to ring un-
-answered. When Miss Heddle was here in May she told me that
she was doubtful if you v/ould ever visit a Convent, So I rang
you , or tried to do so, to reassure you end invite you here.
I did not succeed this time but I hope I shall do so nextl

When I get the next consignment from England I
v/ill pass on to you the next four books of the very simple
Farmers' Series which deal v/ith the urgent matters of irrigation,
erosion , soil conservation. There v/iH tie Geography books
in the series later on,

I think Miss Heddle wants to gethold of your
History of the lacific , if and when you get it finishedi

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely ,

Sr M, Gv/en,

p/^CIFIC: Hawaii - Samoa - Tonga - Fiji - Wallis - Futuna - North &South Solomons - New Hebrides - New Caledonia - Chatham Is. - New Zealand -Australia
ATLANTIC: Jamaica, British West Indies - United States of America.
MEDITERRANEAN: France - Italy - Algeria. MOTHER HOUSE - Rome.
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Departraent of. Pacific History,
Slst September, 195*7,

R.A. Derrick, Esq., M.B.E.,
Fiji Museum, SUVA. Fiji.

Dear Derrick,
. / J

.'i.

"Ve have just had Paddy ••'acdonald over the .week-end,
en route to take over as Ool. Sec., Fiji. Naturally we
talked a pood deal of Pacific History and he was most inter
ested in what I was able to tell him about the Fiji Museum
and Barker's Library.

I am quite sure that you have pot a C.53. who v/ill
do everything he can to help on historical work and cultural
activities generally.

But this is not really why I am writing, as you may
have guessed. My actual trouble is that Macdonald suddenly
stated that he had read somewhere that the 'Bounty' had '
visited the Lau Islands - he thought Vatoa. Unfortunatcly
he couldn't remember where he had read this.

I am working on the movements of the 'Bounty' from
the date of the Mutiny to the settlement of Pitcairn (April,
1789, to January, 1790) and from the evidence of one
Teehuteatuaonoa, or Jenny, (Isaac Martin's wife) it would,
seem that the vessel did indeed visit Fiji (or at least the
Lau Group) about November, 1789; but if you know of any
evidence from the Fiji side it would be invaluable confir

*

Macdonald could scarcely iiave soon Jenny's testir
which was published by Peter Dillon (who visited Ono-l-
himself at a later date) in the Bengal Ilurkaru for Oc'
2, 1826, so where could he have pot his idea from?

I nt;ver thanked you for kindly offering to
various early Law Codes of the Gilberts, Ellice a
(listed in your letter of 17.1,57): I have (1),
(iv) but I am not sure about (ill). However,
to Fiji in a few months time and will have a •>
spot.

Hoping all is well at the Museum,
yours sincerely.



To:

Subject:

H.E.Maude Esq.
The Kational University
Canberra A.C.T.

TONY MOORE, Arcliitect,

11 Lord St., North Sydney

XMaaa XB6953

30.9.57

Dear Mr. Maude,

I am writing at the suggestion of Mr. Olive Nield, of the K.S.B.
Dept of Education.

I am considering making an application for a S.E.A.T.O. Research
Fellowship, hoping I may be able to study the design of community
buildings, particularly those for education and health, in the
South-West Pacific and South-East Asia areas. My work would mainly
try to cover the need for and requirements of such buildings,
together with consideration of climate, and the relation between
the use of local and imported materials. I would not confine myself
only to buildings, but am equally interested in practice and
developments in education, community welfare and related fields,
since all these factors will have a profound effect upon building
forms. With my application I must submit a detailed plan of study
and travel, and therefore I am writing to ask if you wouH be so
kind as to recoiimend places I should visit, people I should meet,
developments I should study and buildings I should see within the
general regions mentioned above.

I would-be most grateful foj. your help. I must send in my applicatio
nex week, so, if it is possible, could you please let me have any
comments you might have fairly soon.

Yours sincerely.
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H. E. Maude Esq., C.B. E. ,
Department of Pacific History,
A. N. U. , Canberra,
AUSTRALIA.

Dear Maude,

3rd October, 1957

Thank you for your letter of 21st Sept.,
The new C. S, has arrived, and been welcomed, I think he
has changed little since he was here about eight years ago.
It is encouraging to know of his interest in cultural matters,

Coming now to Bounty's reputed visit to an
island in Lau (Vatoa?) on the voyage from Tahiti to Pitcairn,
I must confess that I have not previously come across any
reference to it. On the available evidence, I should say
that it is improbable, for the following reasons

After the Mutiny the mutineers took Bounty
back to Tahiti, where they remained for several months.
Then all who elected to go left in the ship to seek a
351 safer refuge, .

The Pijis (soon to be known as Bligh's Islands)
were known to Christian only from Tasman's having sighted a
few reefs and islands a century and a half before, and from
Cook's visit to Vatoa in 177^4-, Christian probably knew from
Cook's report that Vatoa is a small island with only one
village. That may or may not have been a reason for hip
visiting it; but it seems improbable that the mutineers
would seek a refuge in the vicinity of theiixaaclmajc scene of
their crime.

It is said that Carteret's "Narrative" recording
his discovery of Pitcairn's Island was among Bligh's papers
on the Bounty, The presumption is that, having selected this
as a likely refuge if nothing better could be found, Christian
went more or less direct to it. To beat back from Lau to
Pitcairn in November would be difficult, owing to the direction
of the winds, November is too early for the northerlies and
westerlies prevalent ±h from January to March, and the S,E,
winds would be contrary.
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I do not think that much reliance can he placed
upon Jenny's evidence, since it implies a knowledge of Pacific
geography quite heyond a person of her station, and indeed
possessed at that period hy few. Her evidence was given
from XS 20 to 30 years after the alleged event, when she
would he an old woman. I think that, in the absence of
supporting evidence, the whole story is suspect, though I
cannot put forward any hut negative considerations in support
of ray view.

It seems possible that there is some confusion
between Bounty itself, and a schooner built by the mutineers
at Tahiti. This schooner was seized by H.M.S. Pandora, when
she arrested the mutineers who had remained on Tahiti. The
schooner left Tahiti as Pandora's tender, but the two vessels
became separated during a storm off Samoa. Henderson
("Discoverers of the Fiji Islands") says that she certainly
came to an island in Lau, which he believes to have been
Matuku, and stayed there for some time. Dillon may well
have heard thaYsome of the mutineers were there, and assumed
an explanation.

I am happy to know that you are coming to Fiji
in a £sixbix few months time, and shall look forward to seeing
you then.

With very kind regards.

Sincerely yours.
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Mr Tony Moore,
11 Lord Street,
UOBTII STONEY. fJ.S»W.

••7

Dear Mr Lord,
lb

Department of Pacific History,
Uesearch School of Pacific Studies,

Australian National University,
5th October, 1957,

I hasten to reply to your letter of the r'Oth September,
t)ut I'm afraid-it can only be to disanpolnt you.

•i V,3'. " • '
-•/•Av

tly friend Olive Nleld does me too much honour when he
suggests that I kno*- aught of community buildings in either the
South-V/est Pacific or South-Last Asia.

I Imagine that Mr Nield's misapprehension on this point
arises from the fact that when on the staff of the South Pacific
Commission I was responsible for the Inception and organization
of a certain amount of research on tropical housing problems In
the area.

But the research was done by others and the results are
not in nty possession but lie In the files of the Commisaion:
some have been published, T believe, whiih others still remain
in manuscript form.

My personal experience of the islands has been more or
less confined to the croups in the Central and Kastern Pacific
and, besides being outside the two areas designated by you, it
is not recent enough to be of any use. I do recollect that
there was some interesting research into thatching in Pi.11
(concerning which the Director of Public 'Vorks in Suva should
bo able to help) and into the use of coral line aggregate in
iiarotonga (Mrs fi,L, Phelan, XM94r55, shoiild be able to tell you
more of this, ^>3 she has recently returned from that island).

As regards the South-s-'Vest Pacific all the information
you reciuii'e should be readily obtainable from the South Pacific
Commission (T see that you have written an article for them,
which I found thoroughly practical as well, as being fascinating,
so they should be glad to help you). T have no Idea where
one obtains informstlon on South-Kast Asia but presume the
Building Research people at Hyde would know.

In part •CTlilar, T would advise you to get hold of the
rianuscrlpt re- ort on housing in the South Pacific by a Dutch
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professor from Bandung who did a survey for the CosTimission
(I think his name was Thysse). Then the Commission biblio-
gi'aphy on Tropical housing might also oe of use.

^oorry not to he of more assistence but unfortunrjtely
subject is history and not housing, so you have caurht me

rj 4- V> /Tv -vj . 4* ^ x» > _ -I _•* ''rather out of my field.

^:V>V. V

•- *•,V ^

. .j./

Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.
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Department of Pacific fliatory,
7th October, 19y7,

:, : Dear Sister .>'ary Owen,

•f. ;•; I'm sorry you could not I'aise ray home
" 0.' at Vfahroonga, hut not surprised. 've have

^ left a caretaiier in it to look after the place
but he is working as a gardener all day while
his wife, who would normally be at home, has fc-
been in hospital for the past few months.

As to whether I would ever have the
courage to visit a convent; it remains to be
seen. At least T have your very cordial
Invitation to fortify me. Actually, being
a very shy and retired person I never go
anywhere as a rule, but there are exceptions.

I do not expect to be In Sydney until
early next year, when T hope to spend some
weelics at the .Mitchell during the University
long vacation. When I do come I'll ring you
up.

-Meanwhile I'll look forward to the
Farmers' Series books jihich you are kindly
going to send .me when they arrive from England.

T never thanked you for your helpful
advice re Geiman transli^-tions. When the
photostat arrives T shall take advantage of
your sun-gestion.

I

y?lth kind regards.
Yours sincerely.

:• ,V.-^ 'f-:. "v

•i '
s-



Reseerch School of Pacific Studies,
7th October, 1957,

Dear F/r Nield,

Sorry not to have replied before to your
letter re Tony Moore. I Intended to .^ee him
when I was next in Sydney and, to- ring you up
at the same time..;!: -

* J N * '

But it now looks as if I shall not be able
to pet dovm until the long vacation - probably
January - and in any case I've had a letter
from Moore, and duly replied to it. _

•I'm,afraid, however, that I was not able to
tell him much about "places I should visit,
people I should meet, developments I should
study and buildings T should see" in the South-
West Pacific and South-hast Asia.

When I was on the Commission staff I could
have looked up all the information he wants,
but here in Canberra I have nothing at all on
these subjects with me and my personal exper
ience of the Islands (mostly the Central and
Eastern Pacific anyway) would not help him,
being out-of-date.

Unfortunately, he tells me that his
application must be in this very week or I
would have given him a list of people in the
islands to write to. As it is the only
authorities in Sydney likely to be in a positicwi
ion to help him at short notice are the South

••

'?•
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Pacific Corfralssion and the Building Heseax^ch
Group at Hyde. I wonder why he left things *
to the last minute.

I wish I could have been of more agaJstcnce'
but buildings are rather out of my line of
countr*y. • ,

yours sincerely.

laude .
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Department of Pacific History,
Research School of Pacific Studies,

7th October, 19h7.

iwrs Judith Flanap-an,
South Pacific Corirmission,
G.P.O. Box 5254,
SYDNEY. N.S.W.

Dear Mrs Flanagan, ' •
\ • '•

Now I've started to write I never seem to get down
to answering my correspondence as I should: it all piles
up on the left-hand side of my desk (no files now) while I
go blissfully on hob-nobbing with the Peruvian slave traders
or the American guano diggers. It's months since I read a
newspaper later than 1860.

And I have to thank you for two favours. Firstly,
for sending me the six lists of microfilmed manuscripts,
which have been duly distributed where they will do the
most good; but more particularly for the eleven dollars
which you so kindly presented me with some weeks ago.

I seem to have a hazy recollection of salting the
money away with a view to replenishing my book account in
Honolulu: anyway that is what t shall do with it. Even
at present American prices it should result in at least
three books; and these days I,find books (especially American
ones) the largest single item in my budget.

And now may I ask a third favour, please? '.Vhat with
the hurly-burly of changing residence I seem to be missing
Vol.VI, Nos.5 A: 4, of .the "Quarterly Bulletin" - the issues
for July and October, 1956 - so could you send them up?
Also Technical Paper No.102 - the "Index of Social Science
ivesearch Theses on the South Pacific". I enclose a cheque
for 10/-.

I hope the Social Development Section continues to
progress from strength to strength.

V'Ajl
Your erely.

•. i'('- i'f

Maude•
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.,.r Lionel Trenife,
KALO'iOi'^iGA, Cooic Isia

;;o|:)}irt .ant of PBclfIc II3 story,
an riatlonal Untvergjty,

Canberra, A.C.T,, Australia,
Jth Octobe;r, 1957,

i)ear wr Tr^n^,

'̂ jfancy ibelan rnentloned the other day tli&t I had stolen
a 3(:t of reoroductions of Cook Islands flaprs from you.

Indeed I well re-riember your letting me have this page
oi 1laps but hud been under the erroneous Imoression that you
had no further use for them, I try to make it a rule never
to swJpr anythlnp that anyone has s value for,

T urn therefore returning the original illustratloas
herewith, toptther with the covering letter from Karl Psohinger,
Ihey have been of the greatest use to me, as a matter of fact,
as T am gradually collecting the documentatlon for a paper orr
the flags of the Pacific Islands.

Having treated you so badly I an scarcely in a position
to seek a favour in return - ilevertheless I an doing so, for
Wancy says that you are the only person in the Cook Islands
who will know the answer*

On page 192 of an article entitled "extracts from Dp
\fyatt Gill's Papers. No.lK-. The Coming of Goodenough's ship
to narotonga in 1820", which appeared in the Journal of the
Polynesian Society for December, 1911 (Vol.XA, no.80)Lthore
appears the following passage

"There came here a very large ship, hut the neoole did not
land. Two canoes went off to that ship, and bartered
some goods from the white people, amongst then the Anae;
they purchased these things with fowls, cocomits, and *
bananas. As they left, a nan named '.aia stole a large
box from the ship, and in it was found the oi'ange and the
motinl. Wakare was the name of the captain. One of
the chiefs who went on board, named Tamarua, reported that
thev had taro swamps and young banana trees, besides vouncr
bread-frulfe trees and many packages of anae, with stones
also. They were wild with astonishment at that shio
It was from thence we obtained the first oranges whilst
Itaputini procured a mautini from there." '

The above account was given to vryatt Gill hv LarAtn
translated by Stephen Savage. Unfortunately Savage has omitted
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to cive the translntton of ^nae and inotlnl (or mautini), and
do vou '-mow of any other r'ferfinces to the supoosed visit of
the 'Bounty' to haroton/ra? T have only found one other
rnention - in Wllliaras ''-isslonary. i.ntai'pz'lses.

Mancy. also asicod- jne to astc you to Ifit trie ifnow (for her)
the name and publisher of a booi< hy a tra-Jcr on, T believe,
ivtiu - Deshwood T tiiink siie said his nfrne was.

In return for this Infori'i. tion (If we may have It) T
should be flad to send you photostats of any material you may
nt ed on the Cook Islands. I work a lot at the i:iitcholl and
oX ten come across early references in ^lournals such as the
lautlcal liuapazinc and Maval Chronicle. '?ho did discover
Uarotonpa?

vith kind retrards and genuine apologies for having
knj-.t, the flaps.

Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude.

. v
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SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT SECTION

G.P.O. BOX NO. 5Z54. G.P.O.. SYDNEY

CABUE ADDRESS: "SOUTHPACOM." SYDNEY

TEI_ NOS., BW 3409

BW 5487

^...M/10/57

SYDNEY OFFICE

DALTON HOUSE

IIS PITT STREET

SYDNEY, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA

11th October, 1957.

Dear Mr. Maude,

The publications requested in your letter of
7th October are being sent to you with the compliments
of the few survivors of the Social Development Section,
and your cheque is returned herewith.

Jan Hastings and I are still working part-
time in Sydney Office on several of your old projects,
my particular concern being the broadcast recordings
clearing house service, which seems to be progressing
quite well. Its future depends once again on the
next Session, which begins shortly.

Please let me know if we can assist you at
any time, although I am afraid slave traders and guano
diggers are rather outside our field.

Yours sincerely.

H.E. Maude Esq.,
Dept. of Pacific History,
Research School of Pacific Studies,
The Australian National University,
Box 4, G.P.O,,
CANBERRA, A.G,T.

Mrs.) Judith Elanagan,
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CJl-- "h ' BRITISH RESIDENCY,
i

VILA, NEW HEBRIDES,

15th October, 19 57.

No. F33A

Dear ouJUj. ,

It will not surprise you very much to
learn that although you and Guiart started the co-operative
hall rolling in 1953 we still have no co-operative
organization. We have, however, made some little
progress.

In Augxast and September last year Johannides
of the South Pacific Commission spent nine days here and,
drawing on the information and recommendations made by
you, produced an outline scheme for establishing a
co-operative department and drafted a co-operative
societies regulation. The latter is, at present, in
England being vetted by Surridge.

It has been a slow grind to bring our
colleagues round to the point of view that co-operative
societies require an organization independent of the
district administration, and we are still not absolutely
sure there will be no further hitches. We cannot,
however, hope to implement the recommendations we have
received unless we can find a co-operative societies
officer and we seek your aid, Rennie already having
scouted around without success while on leave when he met
both Surridge and Alexander. I think you know enough
of the background of the New Hebrides to realise ;)ust
how difficult a job it will be to get co-operative societies
operating really successfxilly and, at the same time,
how vitally important it is that we should make a start.
Do you happen to know of anyone who might be able and
willing to fill our bill or, if not, have you any
suggestions about where we might make further inquiries?
The post would be on the Condominium establishment and,
although this would not necessarily rule out our
appointing an officer from the Overseas Service, it is
so difficult to get administrative officers to the
Western Pacific and cooperative societies officers
are in so shortAsupply, that we feel we might have a better
chance by enlisting your aid.

If you can be of any assistance Rennie would
be most grateful and I shall willingly supply you with any
further information you may require.

Margaret and I are still expecting to see
you in the islands again some day but we shall, in any
case, try to visit you at Canberra when we are next on
leave. With /our very best wishes to Mrs.Maude and
Alaric,

Yours

V:.
(Eeid CoweTTX"

ff E.Maude, Esq.* O.B.E.,
Australian National University,

CANBERRA. A.C.T.
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Jim,

Would you "be willing to agree to the following tw6
articles (photostats attached) being translated into English^.

(1) Behra, E. "Das Araerikanische Polynesien". Petermann's
Mittheilun,Q:en for 1859.

(2) Hague, J.D. "Die Guano-Inseln des Grossen Oceans".
Petermann's Mittheilungen for 1863.

The first is the main work in German (or indeed in
any language) on the Central Pacific and is constantly
referred to in other publications (e.g. in your Admiralty
Handbooks). I would hope, therefore, that it may be
found possible to defray the cost of translation from
Departmental funds and to have it on file oermanently
for reference by research workers.

The second refers more particularly to my own studies
and it might, therefore, by more appropriate if I paid for
the translation myself.

19.10.57.
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To:

Subject:

H.E.Maude Esq.
Department of Pacific History
Research School of Pacific
Studies

Australian National University

Dear Mr. Maude,

TONY MOORE^ Architect,

11 Lord St., North Sydney

XB6953

25.10.57

I should have written earlier to thank you for your letter
giving me information about community buildings in the Pacific
area.I have been able to follow up some of the references
you gave me, which has bee^n of value in my preliminary
investigations.

Yours sincerely. • •namiiH-'Jw

- '..J
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liepart. •.ent of Pacific History, ,
Australian "ational University,

Canbei'ra, A.C.T.,
31st October, 1957.

iCnov/lnp-' the ilcw Hebrides,
speed at wh!ch you are aovlnp' In
should not iiuve thourht that you
around from scratcVi to the actual
four years. /

T am rather suroriaed ab' the

the co-oocrative business. T'
rould have been able to ('ct
selection of a body in a bare

r
It scems^to r:te tiiJvt the

peculiar r'equirc.hents would be
officer from tne Papua and,

only 'suitable person for your
a youof and enorp;etic co-operatives
Ouinoa service. I /rather that

you cannot obtal'p anyone on accondrieut from the Colonial service,
there is no-one in tho Hew Zealand set-up, presumably the iTench
cannot find one (and in any case gathered that they were not
anxious to have a r'l-enchman in the post, in view of tho odium
likely to be generated amonpst business and other vested interests)
and, while I could probably find an experienced co-operative
man in Australia, he would not be au fait with conditions such
as obtain in the New Hebrides.

But someone from the New Guinea service would be used to
dealing with sielanesians at roughly the same level of economic
and social development. . Knured to frustrations, he should be
able to take the rather cinide and tough conditions which one
finds in the New Hebrides (at least outside Vila) in his stride.

When I got Boyen from New Guinea for Western Samoa I learnt
that It is little use approaching the New Guinea administration
with a view to a secondment: they would almost certainly reply
tha^ they are chronically short of personnel and could not possibly
spare anyone for more than a few months.

but if you like I will do what I did in the Boyan affair —
approach a friend in the local service privately and unofficially '
and find out if anyone is puitlcularly fed up and anxious to leave,
and then tackle hira direct. Of course one puts it to.the
potential victim that one is only enquix^ing on the assumption that
he is leaving the service anyway.

There is a good deal of dissatisfaction in the Hew Guinea
show about housing and many officers when they contemplate
matrimony and find that they cannot get married quarters simply
get out: as you know its easy to get a job in Austi'alla. This
is the sort of person who might well consider cominr: to the New
Hebrides - if you are able to offer a house.

If vou WO\l me to make unofi'icial enquiries - without
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comnitnents, off .^y ov/n bat and v^'thout you people being
officially involved in any way - then let me know, and send
me particulars re probable salary, housinp- conditions, duration
of eopoiritr.rnt, superannuation, etc, and I'll set to work.

T should like to visit Vile arain but fear I never shall,
unless you can develop,, aone historical problem requirinp- research.
The only work connected " i th t'fe "ev iiebrides that T am engaged
on this year is the.aandalwood trade (and particularly the
abortive exiieditlon of boki, the Hawaiian chief, to Tsnna in
1829), andPaddon's settloncnt on Aneityum in the 18403.

be both send our kindest regaibls and hope that you two
do manage to visit us here in Canberra on jnnr next leave: we
have a spare bedroom (actually tv;o), r* cently relinquished by
Paddy wacdonald, en route to t'lji.

.Yours ve.ry sincerely.

H.E. aude.
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Dear Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter dated 7th October 1957 for which we thank you very much.

I am sending you the 7 copies of the Bulletin de la
Societe des Etudes Oceaniennes Nos 90,91,92,93,114,115,117 mis
sing in your file.

Al' V\ '••
Enclosed is the invoice.

Yours respectfully,

A.Natua .
4*1*. .*• ' • • '

::a



1 1
c/o Union of Burma Applied Research Institute,

Kanba,Rangoon,Burma
15.11.57

Dear Professor Maude,

I had hoped to get to the MMK Pacific Science
Congress which I see is to be attended by several of my old friends from
the South Pacific Commission.However at present I cannot leave Rangoon
where I am stationed on an F.A.O. assignment. This assignment,in some
ways similat to ny work with the Commission, was offered to me because
of the interest which my report to the Commission aroused in the Nutrition
Division of F.A.O. in Rome.

r ".

With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

H.S.McKee
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98 Arthur Circle,
Forrest, A.O.T.,

25th Novemher, 1957,

Dear Dr Kunz,

Sorry not to have sent what you wanted before this

but I've looked everywhere for the Bible without success.

My wife now thinks it was packed in one of the other boxes

in the attic.

The list of Catholic books T'enclose, but I'm afraid

its useless, though made for me by one of the Catholic

Fathers at the Mission Press at Abaiang. It is really

only a list of what they had on sale at the time.

I feel sure I have a better list somewhere, but

cannot locate it.

I also enclose the story of how the Gilbertese Bible

came to be produced - in case it is of any use to you.

Please let me have It back eventually.

Also a catalogue of my Gilbertese books which someone

made out for me a few years ago. It may assist as it gives

in Kngllsh what the book is about. I don't want it back.

I am sorry I could not find the Bible.

Yours sincerely.

•pJh.
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Dear Paddy,

98 Arthur Circle,
' Forrest, A.G.T.,

Australia,
25th November, 1957,

r.-JitiS'i'

I know just how busy you must be; what with settling
in, addresses of welcome, drinking kava and the like. So
please don't bother to answer this letter - I can then fairly
claim to be one up.

Now as to the request which actuates it. Could you
kindly direct one of your, numerous henchmen to send me all
particulars concerning the position of ARCniVIST. vhlch I
believe is vacant (or about to become so)? I think I have
an absolute winner interested: a well-trained man in the
Archives Division of the Commonwealth Public Service.

I knov/ that he would appreciate any general information
on Fiji as well - living conditions, housing, educational
facilities, etc.
children.

He is married with, I believe, three small

We remain as you saw us; only of course the better for
your visit. I am engaged on a monumental work on SALT PORK.

Yours ever.

.V-. .v"-.
tr • •



AISTGIIS 5c ROBERTSOlSr LTD

BD.JF

H. E, Maude, Esq., O.B.E. ,
Department of Pacific History,
Australian National University,
CANBERRA. A.C.T.

Dear Mr Mgjjde,

89 CASTLEREAGH ST. SYDNEY.
PHONE: MA65II. BOX 1516.G.P.O.

4th December, 1957

May I please ask your advice? No doubt you know of a book
called Naven, with the curiously old-world sub-title, "A Survey of the
Problems suggested by a Composite Picture of the Culture of a New
Guinea Tribe drawn from Three Points of View", by Gregory Bateson. It
was published by Cambridge U.P, in 1936 and has apparently been out of
print for many years. Now The Stanford University Press (California)
has bought the world rights to the book and is about to issue a new
American edition. They ask whether A, & R. would be interested in
acquiring the British Commonwealth rights. What do you think?

I take it that this is a book you would have in your library,
or that you could get from the National Library. Is it well
regarded as a valuable background book? Would it be of interest to
the general public as well as to libraries? It does seem rather high
brow-anthropological, Dr Bateson is continuing his research and "has
written a fine new chapter on theory to go with this new edition".

Sorry to worry you, but you seem to be quite the best person
to consult.

With kind regards.
Yours sincerely,

ANGUS & ROBERTSON LTD

JS'
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THE SECRETARIAT

SUVA

FIJI ISLANDS

7th December, 1957.

a /
Many thanks for your letter of the 25th

November; it i:as nice to hear from you again. Let me say
at the outset that I am HOT placing on file either your
letter, or a copy of this reply, I am simply making a
note on the file that you think you know of an Archivist
who Tjould be interested in our post, and that I have sent
you the usual paper of particulars cf the post, and
other infoimation, including the name of the Commonwealth
Liaison Officer i-iiom the candidate should approach in
Australia,

As v/e have been searching for an Archivist, your
letter roused considerable hopes with my Contioller of
Organization and Establishments, But of course I simply
had to disabuse the poor bloke of any notion that you
vrere really out to heip us, I pointed out that Xknew
you of old and that, far from really helping us, the
chances were that you had some frightful dud archivist
at the Canberra University whom you were anxiously tiying
to get rid of, and were, in accordance with the best
traditions of the Civil Service, merely selling us a pup,
I pointed out that, if the bloke was really as good as he
was stated to be, it v^as highly unlikely that you would
recommend him to us, or that he would want to come. Anyway
that s not my headache. But (l) if he gets the job and is
no bloody use (2) look out for some vitriolic letters from
yours truly.

Having thus let you knox-r that we have seen through you
completely, and have not been taken in by this
magnanimous offer, I now enclose a paper of particulars of
the post, toether with a little pamphlet giving the other
general infoimation. If the bloke wants any other infoim-



-ation, please let me know,
I should, however, let you also know the follomng

facts. We have for some time been trying to recruit an
Archivist (to succeed Hiss Crozier) through the Secretaiy
of State. In reply to a telegram \ie sent him on the 2nd
November, asking him >diat were the prospects of filling
the post before the end of Jan;iary, 1958, he replied
that the prospects were "good" and that "CEindidate \d.ll
be interviewed shortly. We have, however, heard hothing
since then.

Now, insofar as an Australian candidate is concerned,
he should addr4ss his enquiiy in the first instance to
Professor Z, Covren, Commonwealth Liaison Officer,
University of Halboufeie, Helboume, N, 3, Victoria,
We will now vnrite to Professor Cowen telling him that he
may possibly expect to receive an application shortly.

In view of the correspondence with the Secretary of
State we will also telegraph the Secretary of State
telling him that we have news of a possible candidate
in Australia, who is reputed to be a strong candidate,
that we have suggested that the candidate shoulfi address
Professor Cowen, and that, as he appears to be a good
candidate, it may be wiser for the Secretary of State not
to fill the post until he hears further about this
candidate.

If we do this, however, I would ask this; that if
cdaap is not interested after seeing the particulars of
the appointment and does not picceed to address Professor
Cowen, then I wish to know from you so that we can tell
the Secretary of State that your chap does not propose o
apply for the post.

I think that is all on that, I cannot write a^eit
deal more for various reasons. However, I cannot cx ^
without thanking Honor for her very charming message, _ •
mind you do tell her •*" I know you absent-minded
professors, I hope the string fignres were despatche
by the due date.

Life here at the moment is real pandemonium. We av^^
had a series of sugar strikes ever since July nuite
now on ^s been causing us a good deal of "
a bit of lawlessness, arson, etc. However, we hope



repeat hope to settle it today. That, is why I had to stop
this letter lialf way dovm the preceding page and attend a
meeting on Executive Council, and subsequently draft a long
press release on the tems for ending the striice.

Added to that is the fact that the budget session cf
the Legislative Council has been going since about 12 days
ago. That ill itself might not greatly woriy me. But Sukuna
has been a sick man and I have suddenly had to act as
Speaker for the whole session. I disliice Legislative Council
irork anyifay, but to have to act as Weaker for about 2-3
weeks makes it irorse; particularly so as all the rules of
procedure here seem, to be different from those I knew and
operated on in the West Indies. Further, there is a Bill
comng up on Tuesday whereby all natives in future will be
able to buy as much beer as they like without a permit.
The i-Iethodists are going to fight it eveiy inch of the way
as wxll tne proMbitionists, so that Council is likely to be
pretty rowdy, with poor me attempting to keep a little order
I tiink nostalgically of the peace and quiet of Canberra and*
realize how much better off you are;

I must close now as for this week end I see my table is
absolutely graaning with files.

My love to Honor, and met both come and stay at
G.H. with me if I act, as I assuLie 1 vrWrar, d in
on pre-retirement leave in October,

P.S. Weil vdll be flying out here next year j ,
have not yefc told him) to spend his summer hoi • I
and most of September - with me. He will prow ni^^ ~ August
way e.g. via USA and return via Australia, or^ come out or
know he vroirld be very excited to see Honor if versa. I
but I will write further vfhen I know more. Pe-r*^ were possibl
do a quick dash to Canberra like I did if Honn^^^ ^ wuld
Sydney at the time.



< I Australian National University,
Canberra, A.C.T. Australia,

I 9th December, 1957,

S.J. Mlnnitt, Esq., C.M.G.,
Chief Secretary,
Western Pacific Hi^^h Commission,
HONIARA, B.S.I.P.

I am soriry that I have taken such an unconscionable
time to reply to the Acting Chief Secretary's letter No.1649
of the 14th August. I have unfortunately had to be away for
some time hunting for historical records and when I returned
to Canberra I found that one of the principal people I had
to see about the matter had left for New Zealand.

I can now say that both the Australian National Library
and the Australian National University would definitely be
interested in providing a. suitable home for the High Commission
archives. I have reason to believe that the Eitchell Library
in Sydney (who house the Hew South /<ales Government archives)
would also be glad to undertake the task but have deliberately
refrained from approaching them as yet.

Aa the next step I have been asked to procure from you;-

(1) the approximate bulk of records to be housed, i.e. I
suppose they mean a rough estirnate of the footage of
shelving that would be required;

(il) what sort of service you would expect; and

(Hi) the nature of the supervision required.

It may perhaps be a help if I state here what I consider
the High Commission could legiti:aately ask for as a condition
of either the National Library or University undertaking the
custody of its records

(1) that the High Commission archives should be shelved
and housed in accordance with the best modem archival
practice in Australia, i.e. the standards maintained
snould not be below those obtaining in the Australian
National Archives;

(ii) that the archives should be under the direct supervlsinn
of a professional archivist, who need not, however
be engaged full-time on such supervision; ^ '
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(Hi) that access to the archives for bona fide research or
consultation should be in strict accord with written
rules laid dovm by the High Co.Tanissionor, ans^ doubtful
case being i>eferred to the High Commission before
permission to consult is granted;

(iv) that suitable indexes and/or calendars of the records
. should be prepared as time and opportuhity permits;

find X.

(v) that any records required by the High Commission should
be forwarded on request, either in original or photo
copy as stipulated.

In return for the above services I sufrmest that the High

ln™hrreeion°S"j6wr ^
, r-t u*. ^ agree that the above _terms are dlstinctljweighted in favour of the High Co.umlsslon and I doubt whether
you would get the powers-that-be here to agree to everything.
•evertheless I feel that one should ask for mo]?e than one expects
in the first unofficial approaches because, to be frank, tnere
is a great deal of interest in the preservation of archives of
nistorical importance over here and appropriations for such
purposes are quite generous. It is recognized, by those engaged
in historical and archival work, that the high Cormnission archi-
yes of quite unique value and Importance and I believe that
the National Library, in particular, which is responsible for
tne custody of the Australian National Archives (including New
balnea, Nauru and other island records) and Is staffed by a
nu.uber of highly-trained and dedicated archivists, would go to

lengths to undertake their housing. The motives
the .r desire are, I think, partly the prestige but largely

remember they are enthusiasts) a genuine desire to

r properly preserved, housed andcatalogued for the benefit of posterity.

I a further suggestion; thrft at this early
"• 4write to any organization yourselves butcate to rae quite unofficially what you would consider

frS +-h V acceptable terms for some future agreementfor the housing and custody of the High Commission archives
later negotiated). I can then speak

qually Unofficially to colleagues in the various institutions
interested and report back to you the extent to

which one or more of them are willing to meet your suggestions
or ropose modifications or alt'ematives.

y ,. . ii;atters can thus be kept at an entirely unpfflclal and
IVq: exploratory level, without any question of committments, until

4'^
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you have a concrete, workable and money-savinfr proposal to
tackle the Secretary of State with and, with his "blessing,
the Australian authorities.

I shall be in Canberra now until the end of February
at least, and can therefore promise you somewhat speedier
action than hitherto.

Miy -UstJl ^ c.s.^ ^ ^
JUrtM do- ^ ^

^ c ^ ^ a. ^ A
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WESTERN PACIFIC HIGH COMMISSION

HONIARA

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS PROTECTORATE

P. 105/1/6

/// August, 1957

Dear A*

Sir John Gutch, on his return from
the meeting of the South Pacific Commission
at Canberra, mentioned that he had discussed
with you the question of preserving the
Western Pacific Archives, I understand that
you thought that the Sydney University might
be v/illing to help on this. As you probably
gathered from Sir John, we are not too happy
with the present archive set-up in Suva and
are anxious to investigate any alternatives that
may offer, I would be grateful for any further
information you may be able to give and also for
advice as to the correct persons I should approach
on this matter.

I am.
Sir,

Your obedient Servant

for ACTING CHIEF SECRETAEY,

H. E, Maude, Esq. ,0, B, E, ,
Senior Research Fellow

in Pacific History,
Australian National University,
CANBERRA.


